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ABSTRACT 
Uns dissertation is based on the accounts of controversies about American women's fashicm 
appearing in TTeMay KmkT&M&r and some magazines published between 1920 and 1945. The main 
focus of this research is to understand social conventions and (he changing meanings of fashicm reflected 
in the accounts of controversies in relation to women's lives during the period. Controversial issues are 
categorized into three thanes including body exposure, femininity versus masculinity, and extravagance 
versus thrift and conservation. Fashion theories are introduced in chapter one to enhance the 
understanding of fashicm adoption and its changing meanings. Chapter two is devoted to the 
discussions of controversies about women's exposure of calves, arms and necks, the boyish look in 
mainstream fashion, women's adoption of knickerbockers, and the extravagance in women's fashion 
appearing in primary sources published between 1920 and 1929. Chapter three focuses on 
controversial issues such as women's adoption of abbreviated leisure wear including bathing suits, shorts 
and halters, the tensicm between femininity and masculinity embedded in women's corsets and trousers, 
the ironical economic condition not only demanding more consumption but also conservation during the 
Depression years between 1930 and 1939. The accounts of controversies about the shorter and 
narrower style of dresses, women's adoption of trousers, and the necessity of thrift and conservation are 
discussed in relation to World War n in chapter fbun The changing meanings of fashions between 
1920 and 1945 are reviewed in the conclusion in light of fashion theories, including the collective 




PaulNystmn^inhisbookEaTnomfcs^fWwbn, de&iedfMiion as "the prevailing style at 
any given time."  ^ TTiis definition of fashion has been elaborated over time, and fashicm today is 
generaHy defined as'The stykacœptedby the majcmty of agroup at aparticular time andplace.'^  
However, fashicm is not just understood as a phenomenon but often understood as a "pmcess-onented 
phenomenon." According to George Spmles, "(he Wùcmpmcess is adynamic mechanism of change 
through which a potential fashion object is transmitted from its point of creation to public introduction, 
discernible public acceptance, and eventual obsolescence." He described the life-cycle of fashion in 
six phases: invention and introducticm, fashion leadership, increasing social visibility, confcxmity within 
and across social groups, social saturation, and decline and obsolescence? 
As a new style of fashion is introduced to society and moves through the life-cycle of fashion, 
a variety of opinions and restrictions arises within society. In this dissertation, I will examine the 
contrasting opinions about and social regulations of American women's fashicm that appeared in 77# 
TVew^rkTZmasandavariety of magazines published between 1920 and 1945. The change in 
opinions and restrictions on changing fashions reflects the change in social convoitions and the 
meanings of fashions in relation to women's lives during Été period. Rrst, I will review some major 
theories on fashicm adoption and the change of its meanings, in order to enhance the understanding of 
fashion change and the controversies during the period. 
2 
Fashion theories 
One of the classical theories of fashion change is Geoig Simmers trickle-down theory. 
Simmel recognized imitation and demarcation as two fundamental "psychological tendencies" which 
serve as undedying motive power in fashicm change. According to his explanation, it is an instinctive 
human desire to attain higher social position, and the desire is often expressed by adopting upper clœs 
symbols including its fashion. Therefore, when the highest class establishes a new style of fashion, the 
succeeding lower class imitates it. The upper class fashion is sequentially copied down the social dass 
ladder until it readies the lowest class. The highest class then adopts anew fashicm in order to 
differentiate themselves from the succeeding lower classes only to be copied by the succeeding lower 
class again/* 
However, Charles King challenged the trickle-down theory and suggested the mass-market or 
trickle-across theory. He pointed out the fact that the development of mass media brought fast and 
wide circulation of information on new styles in postindustrial society. Moreover, ample availability of 
material made kpossibk for manufacturer to o&r new styles of fashion fŒ each class at different price 
levels. Therefore, a new fashion is introduced to the different social classes almost simultaneously to 
be diffused across each social class? 
On the other hand, subcultural styles can trickk-up to the mass population mainly due to the 
subcultural group's "creativity, artistic excellence, or relevance to current life-styles."* George Field 
discussed "the status float phenomenon" with examples such as black American hair styles, African 
prints, the facial hair and cufBess pants of youth, the colorful suits and coats of lower class, and bell-
bottomed pants adopW by white Amencans, adults, middle-class, and men. Field regarded these 
examples as fashions adopted from the lower social class to the upper social class/ 
Paul Blumberg recognized the problem of the trickle-down theory with the decline of 
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customary status symbols in post-industrial America. He insisted that social status symbols should be 
socially desirable and scarce. However, with the increase of material abundance, scarcity of social 
status symbols declined. He also asserted that people could disguise their social status by occasionally 
adopting upper class status symbols in the anonymous society. In contrast, he recognized the influence 
of counterfashion such as long hair, head bands, beads, miscellaneous leather and suede, and faded and 
neglected dungarees on mainstream fashion? 
A good contemporary example of subcultural styles adopted by mainstream fashion is the hip-
hop style. The hip-hop culture including the musk, clothing, and language of inner-city blade 
teenagers has been promoted to meet the needs of suburban black and while teenagers and even adults in 
their early twenties wanting to be rebellious against social conventions. Moreover; white teenagers 
who adopted hip-hop culture were fascinated by the feeling that they joined and overcame the fear 
against inner-city black culture. MTV contributed to its popularity, and brands including Tbmmy 
Hilfiger and Calvin Klein promoted baggy hip-bop jeans? 
Herbert Blumer also critiqued the trickle-down theory. He discussed that "the fashion 
mœhanism appears not in response to aneed of class differentiation and class emulation but in response 
to a wish to be in fashion, to be abreast of what has good standing, to express new tastes which are 
emerging in a changing world." Therefore, consumers collectively select fiom "competing styles or 
models those which match developing tastes." In Blumer's collective selection theory, % is not the 
prestige of the elite which makes the design fashionable but, instead, it is the suitability or potential 
fashionableness of the design which allows the prestige of the elite to be attached to it."  ^
ChaderœlJrdaM Mary RRoadi-Higgins conducted research on the relationship between 
college students' clothing behavior and their social-political attitudes in relation to collective adoption. 
Students from flour different American universities, including two universities with liberal and the other 
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two with conservative social-political atmosphere, participated in the survey. The results showed that 
61 percent of students from liberal universities wore unconventkmal styles of clothes that were identified 
as often adopted by people with liberal social-political attitude, while only 43 percent of students from 
the conservative universities repeated they adopted unconventional clothes. The students with 
conservative social-political attitudes wore conservative clothes in all universities. However; the 
correlation between clothing styles and the social-political attitude was low in students from liberal 
universities, h other words, students in liberal universities tended to adopt unconventional styles of 
clothes, which were more prominent on their campuses, whether they had conservative or liberal social-
political attitude. Therefore, the authors concluded that the unconventional clothes, which symbolized 
the liberal social-political attitude of a group, lost their meanings, as they wens adopted by others who did 
not have liberal attitude." 
George Sproles discussed how a certain style of fashion is adopted by consumers from an 
aesthetic perspective. He explained that consumers perceive a new style as a whole and its components, 
when the new styk is introduced to them. Consumers are more likely to adopt anew style that is 
moderately complex - in terms of color, lines, shapes and design (Mails - and moderately different from 
the present style. As consumers are exposed to the new style repeatedly, they become more familiar 
with the style and eventually become favorable about adopting it. In this way, a new fashicm trend is 
formed.^  
Fred Davis emphasized the importance of ambivalence in fashion change. According to 
Davis, identity is ' 'any aspect of self about which individuals can through symbolic means communicate 
with others, in the instance of dress through predominantly nondiscursive, visual, tactile, and olfactory 
symbols." In other words, identity is any aspect of expressed self. Fashicm change occurs with the 
"contradictory and oscillating subjective states" of identity - identity ambivalence such as tension 
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between youth and age, masculinity and femininity, androgyny and singularity, and so on.^  Idœtityis 
expressed in somewhat similar ways among individuals following social convoitions, because people 
within mainstream society experience "similar yearnings, tensions, concerns, and discontents."  ^
Therefore, identity ambivalence also occurs somewhat collectively, and the collective identity 
ambivalence results in fashion change. Collective identity ambivalence is expressed in new styles of 
fMûon by fashion creators and in eventual adoptions by consumers. By fashion change Davis meant 
the shifting "relationship between signifiers and the referents, attributes, or values thereby signified," and, 
ultimately implies the change in dress codes.^  Therefore, collective identity ambivalence results in 
fashion change which is the change in dress codes. 
Susan Kaisei; Richard Nagasawa, and Sandra Hutton proposed the symbolic interaction 
theory of fashion, based on Blumer's concept of collective selection, Davis's concept of identity 
ambivalence, and Gregory Sterne's concept of appearance and the self. According to Stone, identity 
expressed in appearance is programmed by the sender and reviewed by the receiver, and negotiation 
between the sender and the receiver takes place to assign certain meanings to the appearance. The 
symbolic interaction theory of fashion combined "macro-level cultural faces and micro-level 
appearance processes." Following are the five principles of the symbolic interaction theory of fashion. 
1. Principle of human ambivalence: ambivalence is a basic human condition. 
2. Principle of appearance-modifying commodities in the capitalist marketplace: If human 
ambivalence exists, then in an open market place new appearance-modifying commodities 
will emerge to express this ambivalence. 
3. Principle of symbolic ambiguity: If new appearance-modifying commodities emerge in the 
open marketplace to express ambivalence, then appearance styles created by consumers will 
convey symbolic ambiguity. 
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4. Principle of miming negotiation and style adoption: If appearance styles convey symbolic 
ambiguity, then the meanings of these styles will be collectively negotiated in social 
interacticm, and styles that becorœ meaningful wiH be adopted by amajority of consumers. 
5. Principle of ongoing dialectic: If certain appearance styles are adopted by a majority of 
consumas but do not resolve ambivalence, thai appearance styles will undergo change in 
an ongoing dialectic between ambivalence ami style changed 
Kaiser Nagasawa, and Hutton applied these principles to explain fashion change in postmodern 
society.^  
However, there were afew responses to Kaiser; Nagasawa, and Hutton. Jean Hamilton 
critiqued their theory in that it did not pay much attention to fashion change in macm-level phenomena. 
She proposed the continuing four levels of phenomena which influence fashicm change: Cultural system 
arbiters, fashicm system arbiters, negotiation with others, negotiation with self. Among these four; the 
first two are macro-level phenomena which Hamilton argued that the theory based on symbolic 
interactionism failed to explain.^  Rita Kean also responded to Kaiser; Nagasawa, and Hutton by 
emphasizing the influence of industry rather than consumers, in fashion change. Against Kaiser; 
Nagasawa, and Hutton's argument that the postmodern society has heterogeneous commodities for 
consumers to express identity ambivalence, she insisted that there were homogeneous commodities for 
consumer fmm which to select/* Anod  ^respondent, Rachel Parmabecker; critiqued the applicability 
of the theory to fashion change in the past. She also pointed cut that the concept of ambivalence was 
based cm the binary thought of Western philosophy, b addition, she asserted that the concept of 
appearance-modifying commodities as means for expressing ambivalence was too materialistic; 
an±mvalence can be expressed in spiritual ways. Moreover; ambivalence could also be expressed by 
adopting other commodities such as houses and cars.*" 
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The complexity of the fashion concept resulted in diverse perspectives on fashion oGaed by 
many researchers. Sproles attempted to organize (he difamt perspectives of fashion with a 
framework composed of six phases of the fashion life-cycle.^  My interest is to lode at accounts of 
controversies that appeared in published newspapers and magazines as American women's fashicm 
changed between 1920 and 1945. The changing meanings of fashions reflected in controversies during 
the period can be understood in light of fashicm theories reviewed above and may reveal fashicm 
processes at work during that timeframe. He discussicms on the changing meanings of fashions in 
relation to women's lives and in the light of fashion theories would hopefully contribute to the expansion 
of knowledge about the history of American women's fashion. 
Research questions 
border to ccmdiKï research on (he published accounts of controversies about American 
women's fashion, I focused on the following research questions. 
1. What were the controversial issues about U.S. women's fashicm between 1920 and 1945? 
2 How were U.S. women's lives during the period related to the controversial issues about U.S. 
women's fashicm? 
3. How did the changes in ccmtroversies about wcmien's fashicm reflect the change in social 
conventions and the (hanging meanings of fashicm in relation to women's lives during the period? 
American women's lives in the 1920s were somewhat different from women previous to this 
era. More women were working and gained economic power; and they had less conservative attitudes 
toward issues such as sex, drinking and smoking. The change in American womanhood may not be 
explained apart from (he revolutionary change in women's fashicm during the period. Many women 
cut their hair short and wore abbreviated clothes exposing their legs in the 1920s. Women also actively 
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adopted knickerbockers as sportswear and resort wear, as more women woe interested in and engaged 
in physical exercise. Women's fashions caused severe controversies, as did changes in American 
womanhood dunng the period. Therefore,the 1920sareagcxxistaTtingpointtolookatconliDversies 
about women's fashions. However women's lives changed with the change of social-economic 
situation during the Depression and World War H. More women, especially married women, had to 
woik, while many men lost their jobs. Traditional femininity was somewhat emphasized in American 
society, as many moi lost their authority as the head of household with their loss of jobs. Consumption 
became an impcntant issue in cmler to restcnc economic prosperity, while conservation was necessary to 
many Americans. On the otha hand, even moie women had to woik during Wbdd Warn, with the 
shortage of manpower Many women took traditional male jobs in industry. In addition, the whole 
country campaigned for thriA and conservation. Therefore, looking at how the opinions cm women's 
fashion evolved through the Depression era of the 1930s and to World War II era, as fashion changed in 
relation to the change of women's lives, would contribute to the enhancement of understanding of the 
twentieth century changes in American women's fashion. 
Research Method and Sources 
In order to find the controversial issues on American women's fashicm between 1920 and 1945, 
I searched for primary sources in 77# Mew IbrkTZmg; and in magazines. I started with Tkoders'Gwide 
PerWW laero&we and looked 5% the magazine articles related to controversies about American 
women's fashion under topics such as clothing and dress, fashion, ethics, social ethics, and sexual ethics. 
The articles Ifbundfmm7kad '^Gwide#Pg7T#&coZZJ^f%#^weœ mostly about discussions and 
suggestions on women's fashicm and clothing behavior without much factual description, and did not 
supply a clear picture of controversies which took place during Ae period. On the other hand, 77# Mew 
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Kvt Times reported facts such as women's actual fashions, clothing regulations, the protest against 
clothing regulations and campaigns related to women's fashion. In addition, the letters to the editor 
delivered the ideas of the readers on fashion during the period. 
Primarily due to the amount of information available in The Mew Times as a daily 
rœwspaper and its reputation as "the best paper in the country" with efforts to deliver news from aneutral 
stance,^  contmversiesonAmerican women's fashion reported in T%e Mew Kmt Times during the period 
pmvided the main frame for the research. As anewspaper with anational circulation, TTie Mew 
Times covered the news from all over the country. However; the accounts of controversies about 
women's fashion were mostly about the East Coast and the Mid-Wat The accounts of œntroversies 
about women's bathing suits, shorts and halters in the 1930s were especially concentrated in the East 
CoasL A few articles concerned styles in the South and on the Wbst Coast, which would be one of the 
limitations of this research. Information from magazines articles found 6omT?eodlgrs'Gw&je (o 
PerWWlfkmZwe was integrated to the main picture fbmied based on TTze Mew Times. The 
articles I referred to in this dissertation were fnanTT# Century MogozMe,CW5er&; Consumer Digest 
Edwoadbn, fbrnm, 
TTome Economics; TTKZ/KAey'TïomeJbwm^I  ^Die lùerwy Digest T%eMen&;%T7zeM#ion, TAe 
Mew Mewsweet T%e Mew Ibrke;; T%e Mew Times; TTze OwfZoat CWng, ^ eensado», TTie 
&/zoZosfic; Time and R&ma%&#bme Cbrywiio». I also looked at almost 
every issue of and tbgwe in order to find figures which would enhance the 
understanding of women's fashion between 1920 and 1945. 
The primary sources fmmT%e Mew Times and magazines mostly discuss the fashion of 
urban, white, middleolass women from juvenile to middle age. In addition, most of the sources were 
popular magazines with a wide range of male and female audiences, except for a few magazines which 
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mainly had an intellectual audience. Even magazines such as 77# JbwmaZ and 
CbmpoMKm tended to be family magazines fcfbodi women and men.^  I&undAediscussions 
and reports in 77# 7J(emry7%e$t 77# AW K?rk7è/#g and 7&?# were smnewhat neutral, while the 
information in 77#7/%& '^%mgJbwmat 77#AW/(epw6&cand77#&awni3yEvgwigf(Mf 
generally displayed liberal views on women's fashion. On (he other hand, VbwnW of Abme 
Ecmmwc; and ComgwiioM displayed conservative views. 
Irefared to secondary sources 6cm journals sudi as 
DnwandFaw^&wdks, and bodes cmAmaicanhisbxy and costume histœy to discuss 
difkroit views about American women's fashicm during (he period and to interpret primary sources in 
relation to women's lives of the time. Some bodes published during the period were also helpful to the 
discussions and the interpretations of the controversies about women's fashions. 
As I analyzed (he primary sources, I classified the sources into three categories according to 
the characteristics of the controversies: body exposure, femininity versus masculinity, and extravagance 
versus thrift and conservation. I found some connection between these three categories and the major 
ambivalences Davis talks about in his bcx&fWuon, Cw&wre, andAfendfy. As I briefly reviewed 
above, Davis recognizes collective identity ambivalences as the sources of fashion change, and discusses 
three major categories of ambivalences: ambivalences of gender, ambivalences of status, and 
ambivalences of sexuality. In the chapter devoted to ambivalences of gender, he talks about the 
ambivalences of masculinity versus femininity in fashion change. On ambivalences of status, he 
discusses the "tension of symbolically claiming greater or lesser social status'  than one deserves. In the 
chapter discussing ambivalences of sexuality, be talks about "the dialectic of the erotic and the chaste."^* 
Controversies may occur when the ambivalences direct fashions from one way to another 
In addition, I identified a relationship between the three categories of controversial issues I 
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classiûed and the tiadilicmal dress code thM was ir#ienced by Judeo-Chnsdan dicta Wiich absorbed 
dualism 6om Greek philosophy, including the idea (hat (he human being has components of body and 
soul  ^ Judeo<Zhristian teachings have had a great influence on Western philosophy and social 
conventions. Under Judeo-Chnstian dicta, body and soul are polar opposites. ThebodyasAeœigin 
of sexual and matenal desire, is an obstacle to Aesalvatkxi of (he soul Thus, (be body was deqâsed 
and controlW in pursuit of the inneMelf. Fbrexan^de,(hemedievalsaints'beliefdiatspinlual 
enhancemmtcouldbeachievedthroughfasting  ^ is based cm (he body-soul dualism Therefœe, Ae 
body especially women's bodies, had to be as invisible as possible. Saint Augustine ai^tasized men's 
"uncontrollable sexual passim" and (he necessity of covering up women's bodies to control that 
passion.^  Exposure or abbreviation of dress was unacceptable to the eady Christians, h addition, 
Hugel pointed out (hat body decoration and extravagance in dress were regarded as immoral in 
Christianity, since these behaviors attract attention to (be body?* & was also emphasized in Christian 
dictum that men are naturaHy superior to women. Therefbœ, the gender difference in dress was to 
representmen'ssiçenonty. Saint Paul criticized (he Gist century men and women wearing (he same 
kindofdress.^  & was a violaticmc^nature fix wcmen and ma to be indistinguishable. 
As a country of many immigrants with Judeo-Chnstian religicm, the dress code in American 
society tended to be influenced by JudeoChristian dicta. Therefbre,controvmsi^occuried,when 
there wem challenges to the traditicmal dress code and code nxxMcalims woe cm the way. Women's 
clothing bdiavica- such as body exposure, adopting masculine clothes, and paying too much attention to 
appearances caused social controversies, and (he accounts of controversies reflect (he ambivalence about 
women's proper way of dressing. 
In the following three chapters, I will discuss the controversies about American women's 
fashionin three separate periods: 1920 to 1929,1930 to 1939, and 1940 to 1945. The year 1929 isa 
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good point to separate the chapters, since the mainstream fashicm around this year was dearly different 
ûom (he fashion in the mid-1920s. Moreover, women's lives began to change in 1929 wi(h (he start of 
(he Great Depression. I also felt need to separate the chapters between 1939 and 1940, because many 
women's lives changed again around (hat period as the United States started to provide weapons to the 
Allies and enforced the defense programs with the onset ofWbddWarHin Europe in 1939. Each 
chapter wiH be devoted to each separate pencd discussing the controversial issues under three categories 
related to body exposure, femininity versus masculinity, and extravagance versus thrift and conservation. 
Research findings will be integrated in the final chapter of this dissertation. Hie fashion theories will be 
referred to in interpreting die changing meanings of fashions embedded in controversies in the 
concluding chapter. Before I start the discussion ofcontmversiesaboutAmerican women's fashion in 
terms of body exposure, femininity versus masculinity, and extravagance versus thrift and conservation 
between 1920 and 1945,Iwill briefly review previous studies and discussions related to these three 
topics in women's fashicm. Some of these studies will be discussed further in the main chapters. 
Literature Review 
While some studies are related to one of the three topes of controversies I will concentrate in 
this dissertation, some others, like Davis's book, as mentioned above, included discussions related to all 
three topics of my interest. Aiken Ribeiro in her book, (W Afbm&y, also covered discussions in 
relation to the three topics. She said that the history of fashicm is ' 'a constant battle against the 
introduction of new styles, which may be thought of as 'immoral' until (heir novelty is muted by the 
passage of time." Ribeiro noted that social customs determined whether dress is prc  ^or improper. 
She described the issues of immorality in Northwest Europe, especially in England, from the ancient 
period to the twentieth century. Her book is a historical overview of sumptuary laws, the exposure or 
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the emphases of sexual areas of the body, mem and women adopting the opposite sex clothes, and 
humanitarian aspects of killing animals for fuis and leathers.^  
Rebecca Arnold's book, fWzion, D&we is also related to the three controversial 
issues lam going to discuss in this study. While Ribeiro described controveraalmoialissues from the 
ancient period to the twentieth century, Arnold's discussions concentrated on the last three decades of the 
twentieth century with frequent references to the early twentieth century issues of morality. According 
to her explanation, twentieth century urban life was full of insecurity with rapid changes of social-
economic status, and consumption was a way to compensate for the insecurity. She also insisted that 
women gained power through their eroticized bodies with more body exposure throughout the twentieth 
century. On the other hand, women had to make constant eGbrts to meet the idealized body image of 
the time. M addition, Arnold thought of women's adoption of masculine garments as a process of 
establishing a new definition of femininity with the change of men's and women's gender roles within 
the society. She regarded the boyish fashion of the 1920s as a representation of women's "push for 
freedom" and transcendent definition of femininity. AmoM also found the implication of uncertain 
definition of fanininity in the mannish garments of Hollywood stars such as Greta Garbo and Madene 
Dietrich. She suggested that the juxtaposition of masculinity and femininity looked "strong and 
assertive yet vulnerable and seductive."  ^
Some scholars focused on women's body exposure. J. C. Flugel, in his bode 
Ayc&obgy of tried to explain the relationship between women's body exposure and modesty 
from a psychological perspective. He discussed four bipolar impulses which influenced the exposure 
of certain parts of women's bodies: social versus sexual, clothes versus naked body, self versus others, 
desire versus disgust. According to his explanation, the degree to which a person is socially or sexually 
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oriented, interested in displaying a naked body or clothes, cares about the feeling of self or others, and 
intends to follow the emotion of desire or disgust of self or others in terms ofbody exposure, determine 
whether some parts of the body will be exposed or not In addition, he suggested that modesty 
concerned with certain parts ofwomen's bodies changed through time. In other words, certain parts of 
the body exposure which caused controversies in relation to modesty caused no more controversies once 
people became accustomed to il. Rugel went on to insist that in pnmitive societies and Europe, men's 
clothes were regarded as ornaments, while women's clothes woe primarily regarded as media to cover 
her body in relation to modesty. Among the examples he suggested to verify his statement was the fact 
that male guests had to take off their hats in terms of etiquette, while female guests had to wear hats 
unless they are asked to remove than. Fliigel also asserted that women exposed more of the body than 
mm did without being conscious of sexual attraction, since women's sexual libido was scattered all over 
her body while men's sexual libido is concentrated on the genital area. Therefore, mm criticized 
women for exposing body parts, since they themselves were conscious of the sexual attraction ofbody 
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exposure. 
James Laver also discussed the dif&rence between men and women's clothing behavior in 
Dress. He thought that women dressed to sexually attract men, while mem dressed to 
emphasize their social-economic power In relation to women's emphases cm sexual attractiveness in 
clothing, he introduced Rugel's theory of shifting erogenous zones. He explained, as Rugel did in 77# 
AycWogy qf CWi&s, how the area of erotic emphases in women's fashicm had changed constantly to 
sexuaHy stimulate men throughout history.^  Many scholars including Aileen Ribeiro critiqued 
Flugel and Lava for indulging in Freudian beliefs and concentrating on Gnding sexual meanings in 
dress.* For example, Elizabeth Wilson pointed out Aat Lava's argumait of women's low-back 
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dresses of (he 1930s as a substitute for (he erogenous zone of leg exposure in the 1920s did not take into 
account (he influence of Hollywood films and bathing suits. According to Wilson, dresses were cut 
low on the back partly due to the 61m censorship against low cuts in the front, and (he low-back bathing 
suits for sun tanning also influenced (he low-cut dresses.^  
During the Victorian era, women were perceived as guardians of morals, ami were believed to 
be pure and spiritual. Women were not supposed to attract attention to their bodies, and woe covered 
fmmnecktotœ during the day. Pursuing sexual pleasure was regarded as inappropriate for women 
andinconsistentwith spiritual purity. Moreover; women wereexpeded to restrain Iheirbodies with 
corsets in order to stay modesL However Stuart and Elizabeth Ewen pointed out that women were 
also criticized for being seductive with their molded bodies/* David Kunzle and Valerie Steele 
suggested that women during the period were eager to be bound in corsets in order to meet the ideal 
beauty and stay attractive.^  Moreover according to Ewen and Ewen, upper and middle class women in 
the second half of the nineteenth century started to adopted fashion items such as lace underwear; rouge, 
and silk stockings, which were previously associated wit courtesans. Since this trend symbolized 
women's denial of passiveness and their active pursuit of eroticism, Ewen and Ewen interpreted it as "a 
move toward greater mobility and woddliness, toward a goal of equal social possibilities for women."  ^
From a similar perspective, women's increased body exposure throughout the twentieth century can be 
interpreted as women's gain of power through their eroticized bodies, as Arnold insisted/* 
In addition to the studies related to the controversies about women's body exposure, there were 
many studies related to the controversies about masculinity versus femininity in women's fashions. 
Laver briefly described the change of acceptable styles of women's sportswear including riding, cycling, 
tennis, and bathing costume in history which became subjects of many later studies in terms of a 
challenge to gender conventions and body exposure.* 
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Shelly Foote discussed (be introduction of a shcxt dress and Turkish trousers ensanble in (be 
womai'srdbrmp^ier77#if(yin 1851. The oisonble was eventually called bloomers, named after 
Ae editor of 77# Zjfy, Amelia Bloomer The supporters ofbloomos emphasized (he comfort and 
practicality of (he costume, while society in general was against the costume for various reasons. One 
of the reasons was (hat (be (rouses were deemed '"heathenish'', since (hey resembled Turkish pants of 
Muslim culture. Some people criticized women in bloomers fix exposing ankles and legs. Some 
others referred to the Bible and said it was against the will of God for women to adopt men's clothes. 
Foote suggested (hat American society during the period was against bloomers mainly because people 
were afraid of a shift in conventional gender roles and ultimate (he social disruption implied in women's 
adoption of trousers. Moreover; many women who participated in the women's rights movement 
adopted bloomers, and many people regarded tie acceptance of bloomers and the acceptance of 
women's lights as a threat to the established relationship between mai and women during the period. 
However, Foote recognized women's adoption of trousers as a process of establishing "a new set of 
values and beliefs about male and female behavior" within society/" 
Patricia Cunningham also studied (be trouser issue in women's fashion from the nineteenth 
centurytotheeady 1920s. She found that some American women in communal societies adopted 
trousers with an above ankle-length skirt beginning in (he eady nineteenth century. As Foote discussed, 
Cunningham also mentioned various social criticisms of bloomers when the costume was first 
introduced in 77# Tify. Cunningham explained how women's pursuit of physical freedom and hygiene 
was often misunderstood as women's intention to compete with mm and leave their homes and children 
unmanaged. The relationship between bloomers and feminism drawn within the society enhanced 
social resistance against bloomers. Therefore, women who adopted bloomers, including many 
feminists, stopped wearing bloomers to concentrate cm women's rights, while some o(her feminists and 
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health reformers continued to promote trousers far women. Even though bloomers almost disappeared 
on the streets as everyday wear; women continued to wear them as gym suits and for spots such as 
hiking, boating, bathing and biking throughout the second half of the nineteenth century. However 
Cunningham found that women did not collectively organize to promote trousers for everyday wear 
until 1891. The National CbuncilofWbmen was fbmiedarxi its dress committee proposed three styles 
of dresses with trousers resembling bloomers for women to wear on the streets. One style, called the 
Syrian costume, was lato called "Boston Rational Dress," since many Boston dress reformas adopted it. 
This style was a divided skirt, with the fullness of the skirt gathered at the ankles. Another style 
proposed was the gymnasium suit with a narrower bloomer According to the figure Cunningham 
presented in her book, the gymnasium suit was without an overskirL The last style was the American 
Costume worn with dresses or shirtwaists and a form of trousers including leggings, straight-cut trousers 
and bloomers. The National CburxnlofWbmen recommended women to wear these three styles of 
dress to the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, and women in trousers woe quite visible in the 
exposition. However; many women woe not ready to wear trousers in public places.^  
Patricia Campbell Warner studied the development of women's gym suits which resembled 
bloorrers in the United States in the second half of the nineteenth century. She presented four factors 
which influenced women's gym suits: children's adoption of straight pants and fashionable women's 
adoption of underpants in tie late eighteenth century, Turkish trousers worn by Muslim women, 
increased interests in health in Europe and America since the early nineteenth century, and the increased 
number of women's colleges in the eady nineteenth century and their emphases on students' physical 
exercise.^  Barbara Schreier stated that moderate exercise for women was especially emphasized in the 
nineteenth century due to the belief that unhealthy women delivered unhealthy babies, which was a 
threat to the future generations.* According to Warner; most women wore pants under their shortened 
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dresses as gym suits until the late 1880s, when dresses were so shortened (hat bloomers were fully 
shown. However; women still had to wear skirts over their gym suits when they appeared in the public. 
Warner described women's gym suits around 1900 as follows: "The 'blouse' or 'waist' of the gym suit 
allowed the arms to move freely in all directions, and buttoned onto the bloomer's waistband. The 
women wore long black cotton stockings, held under the bloomer with garters and flat, rubber soled 
shoes." The combination of armddy and abloomer persisted as a gym suit in most high schools and 
colleges until about 1930.^  However; the bloomer type trousers in the 1920s were narrower and wae 
more like the knickerbockers.* By the mid-1920s, shats began to appear as women's running costume. 
Most women wore sleeveless tops and replaced stockings with ankle socks by the eady 1930s.* 
Thae were some scholars who studied women's riding costume. The upper part of women's 
nding costume resembled men's costume by the late nineteenth century and was composed of 
waistcoats, jackets with open collars and lapels, shirts, stock ties and bowler hats or straight hats. 
However, women wore long flowing skirts to hide their legs and to add a graceful lode while they were 
riding side-saddle. Some women eventuaUyacbpled trousers under the shortened skirls for practical 
reasons, and some discarded the overskiTt around 1900. There was adebate on whether women should 
ride aside or astride from the late nineteenth century to (he eady twentieth century. While some women 
rode cross-saddle in divided skirts, most women were hesitant to dde astride and hid their trousers under 
skirts even until the 1920s.^  
With (he increased interests in physical exercise, bicycling was supported by many authodties 
fcr curing vanous kinds of diseases in the 1890s. Women had to adopt practical clothes with (be boom 
of bicycling during the pedod. Schieierfburd four major styles of trousers worn under shortened 
* According to A Dfcdomzry of Cadwme and fWwon.' Hwfonc and Modem, written by Mary Broda 
Picken, knickerbockers are loose breeches banded below knee, and often called knickers. 
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skirts: knickabockers, divided skirts, baggy trousers gathered at the ankles called ' "Syrian trousos," and 
bloomers. Acccwding to Schreier, the last two styles of trousers caused the most social criticisms, "not 
because they were worn by the majority of cyclists, but because they represented the most radical 
change." The public could not accept visible trouser worn under skirts which challenged the gender 
convention. However; some women appeared in public without the ovoskirts, while many women 
continued to hide their trousers under their skirts when they were bicycling, as they did when they were 
playing other sports in public until the early twentieth century/** 
A bloomer-type bathing costume was popular among women between 1850 and 1920. 
However, Maxire James Johns Ibund that more functional swimsuits were available for women 
swimmeK in the second half of the nineteenth century. Mthelak 1860s,aRench-styleswimsuit 
composed of knee-length trousers with a shot-sleeved jacket was introduced in magazines. Some 
swinm  ^even cut their sleeves for practicality. In the 1870s, tight fitting one-piece knit garments of 
full-length or knee-length were available. While some swimmers wore these tights without any 
garments over them, most women wore tights under other garments for reasons of modesty. By the 
end of the nineteenth century, a one-piece sleeveless swim suit with the attached bloomer of above knee-
length, often worn with tights, was atypical style of swim suit. However, by the mid-1910s, one-piece 
knit tank suits or maillots, resembling men's and children's swimsuit, did not have sleeves and exposed 
half of women's legs.* Warner found that Australian swimming champions in the 1912 Olympics 
wore sleeveless knit swimsuits resembling tank suits with an extra top underneath or over them.^  
The women's swim suits grew rrxxe body exposing as time went on. Cunningham found 
two major styles of swim suits popular in the 1930s. One style was the maillots, and the other was the 
dressmaker suits which closely fitted to the body and had short skirts. \Sbmen preferred the latter style 
for modesty's sake arxl for availability of various patterns, since the dressmaker suits were often made of 
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woven fabrics instead of knitted fabrics. However, with the introduction of Lastex in 1931, more snug-
Gtting swim suits were available in the 1930s. Swim suits exposed more parts of bodies widioilarged 
armholes, hi^i-cut thighs and designs revealing midriffs and backs.^  
As the studies above demonstrate, the standard of appropriateness in clothing behavior 
changed over a period of time. As nx>œ women adopted trouseis and exposed more of their bodies, 
especially in sportswear; new social conventions were on the way to being established. Many women 
adopted masculine garments and exposed more of their bodies due to functional reasons. Ewen and 
Ewen explained that women needed to adopt more simple and masculine garments as their social 
participation inoeased in the latter half of (he nineteenth century.^  They explained that this, especially 
the adoption of pants, symbolized women's challenge to gender conventions and the increase of 
women's mobility, b addition, they stated that the short, simple and tubular styles of dresses in the 
1920s did not simply come into fashion, but also reflected the lifestyle needs of women during the period. 
Upper-class women needed simple styles of dress due to the increased mobility of their city and sports 
lives, while working-class women needed them due to their wage labon  ^ However; many others 
adopW them as the ideal body image and the fashion styles changed as time went on. Laura Doan 
observed women's boyish fashion of the 1920s as astyle without "masculine powa" and ameie 
imitation of immature masculinity. In addition, she claimed that women's trousers in the 1920s were 
just a part of "fashion, youth, and the sporting venues of high society" rather than a means to challenge 
social conventions.* Claudia Brush Kidwell also looked at the change of fashionable styles for men 
and women in history, and discussed that women's broad shoulders in the 1930s were not to emphasize 
masculinity but to emphasize slender waists and hips, as ideal fashion images changed over the period.^  
There also were scholars who paid attention to the extravagance in women's fashion. Long 
before Simmel proposed the trickle-down theory of fashion, Thorstein \tblen, in his date book 77# 
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discussed "dress as an e^qxessicm of 6e pecuniary culture." Helodoedat 
clodiing as a symbol of wearers' social-economic status, and argued that people preferred expensive, 
original designer-made clothes. According to his observation, upper class clothing also displayed that 
the wearer was not engaged in any kind of'"productive labor;" with the emphases on cleanliness. For 
example, men's patent-leather shoes, spotless linen, cylindrical hat, and walking stick, and women's high 
heels, huge bonnets, and drapery dresses served as symbols of leisure. In addition, \Wen recognized 
the necessity of achieving up-to-date fashion as another symbol of leisure, and he criticized the 
phenomerm fœ being rx% achieving apermanent beauty which transcended the time. He also discussed 
the vicarious consumption of women and servants, lb \tblen, the extravagant appearances of women 
and servants represented the social-economic status of their husbands and masters.* According to 
Ewen and Ewen, women's dresses were intended to show off their husbands' social-economic status, at 
the same time they were criticized far their extravagance. Simplicity and austenty were emphasized in 
men's clothes with the rise of urban bourgeoisies with protestant work ethic in the nineteenth century. 
However, Ewen and Ewen made it clear that men's clothing also displayed their social-economic status 
through the quality of fabrics and the delicacy of tailoring.^  
On the other hand, Quentin Bell disagreed with \bblen in two aspects. According to Bell, 
When overemphasized the importance of family individuality in fashion. Bell pointed out that the 
weald of fashion was net composed of individuals trying to display the social-economic status of their 
families in various styles, but was composed of each individual trying to achieve typical styles of social 
classes established within the society. In addition, Bell disagreed with \%blen's criticism on frequent 
change of fashion and sumptuosity and his emphasis on pursuing eternal beauty in fashion. Bell 
suggested that there existed ardative aesthetic value in changing styles of fashion.^  
As I reviewed above, many scholars studied the issue of body exposure, adoption of masculine 
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garments, and extravagance in women's fashion. However, I intend to look at each controversial issue 
based on more specific and ample anxxmtofpnmary sources, concentrating on the period between 1920 
and 1945. Scholars including Arnold, Ewen and Ewen, Foote and Cunningham discussed the 
underlying meanings of women's body exposure and their adoption of masculine garments in relation to 
changing womanhood and gender roles. These wiD be re&rred to in interpreting the changing 
meanings of fashion embedded in controversies about American women's fashion in relation to 
women's lives during the period. 
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2. CONTROVERSIES ABOUT AMERICAN WOMEN'S 
FASHION, 1920-1929 
In this chapter, I will focus on the controversial issues about American women's fashion 
appearing in 77% Mew Timer and magazines published between 1920 and 1929. I will discuss the 
controversial issues in the order of three separate subchapters : body exposure, femininity versus 
masculinity, and extravagance versus thrift and conservation. M the W subchapter, I will discuss the 
opinions on the causes of change in women's fashion and attitudes, which would enhance (be 
understanding of the social context during the period. 
Body Exposure 
During the 1920s, women's clothes were more body exposing and abbreviated compared with 
what women wore previously. Many people kit threatened by women wearing fewer undergarments 
and exposing the parts of their bodies which were conventionally covered up in the past. While there 
were people who criticized body exposure and abbreviation in women's fashion, there also were 
defenders who recognized the merits and assigned symbolic meanings to these styles of fashion. In this 
chapter; I will discuss how women wore body exposing abbreviated clothes between 1920 and 1929, 
and then will lode at the public reactions to women's fashion appearing in newspapers and magazines in 
two subsections: resistance to women's body exposure and abbreviated fashion and defenders of these 
styles. I wiH first inlrcduce how women's attitudes and life styles changed in the 1920s to set the 
context for the lata" discussion on controversies about American women's fashion during the period. 
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Changes in American womanhood 
M (he 1920s, more American womenhad economic powa compared with the previous period, 
despite the fact that they faced discrimination in workplaces and received lower wages compared with 
men. In 1890, the proportion of waking women over the age of 16 was 19 percent ofthe total labor 
force, and the number of working women increased to fill 23 percent of the total labor force in 1920.^  
Throughout the 1920s, (he numba of working women did not increase much. However (he number 
of women who worked as domestic savants decreased from 29.4 percent in 1900to 16.2 percent in 
1920, partly due to (he mass availability in electric house keeping appliances such as washing machines, 
refrigerators, and vacuum cleaners. ^  On (he other hand, there was an increase ofjobs in ofBoes and 
department stores in the 1920s. The total number of women waking in ofBces, industry, public 
schookarxl service trades weœ the greatestinAmericanhistoryup to that time during the 1920s.^  In 
1920,30 percent of wage-earning women were employed in offices and sales departments in stores.* 
While there were wage-earning women who needed to support their family, there also was an 
increase of middle-class women who enjoyed economic independence. Most wage-earning women in 
(he 1920s were single and under age 25, and it was more likely that these women gave up theirjobs after 
(heir marriage. However, ofBce women aged between 25 and 40 increased throughout the 1920s to 
reach (he 43 percent of (he total female clerical workers by 1930.^  In addition, the number of married 
women, especially the middle-class married women, in the work force increased throughout the decade. 
Despite (he prominence of aban on marriage for female ofBce workers in the 1920s, married women in 
ofBces increased &an about lOpeicent to 20 percent of the total women office workers between 1910 
and 1930. These women used birth control information to delay having a baby or to have fewer 
children.^  While some older clerical women held the best positions, many married women in offices 
were criticized for lowering levels of pay and their lesser devotion to work In other words, married 
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women usually had (he main household income from (heir husbands, and (hey woe willing (o weak for 
lower wages; (hus pulling down (he average wage among women office workers. Moreover some 
single ofEce women who had to conqxte for jobs with married women had to accept lower wages, due 
to married women's willingness to work for lower pay/ In general, more women gained economic 
power either to suppo# their families or to gain economic independence in the 1920s.^  
In addition, many womenhadadiffezent attitude toward sexualityin the 1920s. KalhyPeiss 
reveals in her book, (hat many young working-class women in New York, 
especially immigrants, had enjoyed drinking and dancing at (heir dates' expense, and tacitly provided 
sexual pleasure in return, since the Me nineteenth century.* By (he 1920s, many middle-class women, 
including teenagers, indulged in jazz dancing, which was criticized by the public because of mm and 
women holding each other close and "stimulating (he sexual instinct."  ^ After Sigmund Freud's visit to 
dark University in 1909, many young men and women started to believe (hat sexuality was "a 
pervasive force in human life,'  and, therefore, it was natural to express sexual desire in order to maintain 
mental health.^  Men and women openly talked about sex, arxi petting parties were prominent among 
the youlh in the 1920s. Paula Pass found that petting was "commonly accepted behavior" among 
college students in the 1920s, and erne had to be involved in petting to some extent in order to ' ^remain 
respectable to peers." However; it was still regarded as desirable to keep erne's virginity; while there 
was an increase of premarital sex among aminonty of students. Moreover, Pass presumed (hat (he 
premarital sex was more likely to be confined to engaged couples.^  
Increased sales of closed automobiles provided men and women more privacy, increasing the 
chance of having sexual relationships.^  According to RoberLynd and Helen Lynd's bode, 
Mâddk&wm, two out of three families in Munde, Indiana, owned an automobile, and boys and girls 
went unchaperoned to out-of-town parties in the automobiles, staying out until late at night. According 
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to the Lynds' survey, half of the students in the upper three grades of high schools repeated that they 
stayed home less than four evenings a week. Mothers who tried to restrict their children from staying 
out late were perceived to be "cruel" or "old-fashioned" by their teenaged children. Parents were 
womed about their children staying out late at mght,especiaDy in automobiles. Among the 30 gids 
kought to the juvenile court charged with sex crimes from September 1923 to August 1924,19 of their 
ofknds took place in automobiles. The juvenile court judge even commented that "the automobile has 
become a house of prostitution on wheels."'* 
Many young women in the 1920s weie more frank about theirfeelings and were not bound to 
the social custom.^  Sonœ comments ofMiddletown-Muncie, Indiana-mothers ofgids were quoted 
in the Lynds'study: "Girls are far more aggressive today. They call the boys up tody to make dates 
with than as they never would have when I was a girl'  ' 'Last summer six gids organized a party and 
invited six boys and they never got home until three in the morning. Girls are always calling my boys 
up trying to make dates with them." "Gids are bolder than they used to be. It used to be that if agid 
calW up and asked aboy to take her somewhere she meant something bad by it, but now they all do it." 
"My son has been asked to adance by three different girls and there is no living with him."  ^ Women's 
hankness in expressing their emotional needs is also represented in wide adoption and approval of birth 
control, especially among the middle-class, since contraception enabled women to enjoy sexual pleasure 
without worrying about pregnancy. According to Pass, all her primary sources on sexual surveys 
showed the results that more than 70 percent of men and women - mostly middle-class or college 
students-weœ using or planning to use birth control methods. She found the partial reason for rise in 
marriage between the ages of 20 and 24 in 1920, compared with 1890, in the increased adoption of birth 
control. Pass discussed that more young couples were able to get married earlier in their age, since they 
could postpone having children.^  Birth control freed men and women from the traditional 
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responsibilities of procreation and contributed to building an emotional companionship between the 
two.^  
Drinking in defiance of the Eighteenth Amendment gœw more and more popular throughout 
the 1920s. Intheeady 1920s, drinking was mainly amasculineproblem. However, mm and wcxnen 
drinking together in dance halls ami parties was taken for granted by the mid-1920s. According to one 
survey conducted at the end of the decade, approximately two out of three Americans had the experience 
of drinking/* 
Smoking also becameawidely adopted behavior among women in the 1920s. Women were 
snrnkingindancehalkarxl department stores, not to mention dinnerparties.^  Cigarette advertisers 
actively started to future women as potential consumers ofcigaretles in the mid-1920s. Since smoking 
women caused social controversies, European female artists and high society women's testimonials 
woe used in the advertisements.^  College women adopted the cigarette as "a symbol of libération and 
as ameans of proclaiming their equal ri^its with men." Women snxdoersweœ more visible on non-
denominational co-educational universities. Smoking grew popular among women Grst in the East and 
then on the West Coast. Later, the habit spread to the Midwest and even to the conservative South. 
By the end of the decade, smoking lost its symbolism as women's liberation, even though it continued to 
provoke social criticism.^  
American women gained political power by winning suffrage in 1920. Politicians feared that 
women would organize themselves to cast a bloc vote. Therefore, women could find enough political 
supporters to pass the Sheppard-Tbwner Federal Maternity and Infancy Act in 1921. TheSbeppard-
Tbwner Act was the first federally funded welfare program passed after women won suffrage. The 
Sbeppard-Tbwner bill was proposed to lower the infant mortality rate by providing education to pregnant 
women and mothers on nutrition, hygiene, and prenatal and child care practices, without providing direct 
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medical cars. Whenthebill was proposed, tbe Children's Bureau was to be in charge of its 
administration. However, the American Medical Association (AMA), \&hidi is primarily composed of 
makphyacians, was on the fbosfiix* to attack the bill. Tbe AMAinsisted that "lay wcmen" in the 
Children's Bureau would not be qualified to provide medical information and advice, despite the fact 
that female physicians woe in charge of the Maternity and Infancy Division of tbe Children's Bureau. 
Moreover, the AMA did not want fedeiaHy funded pmgrams to erode their income. Therefore, when 
tbe bill was passed, the administrative authority was given to the Federal Board of Maternity and Infant 
Hygiene which was newly created to be headed by tbe Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, 
the U. S. Commissioner of Education, and tbe Children's Bureau chief. The Sheppard-Tbwner Act 
was also accused of being related to Bolshevism within the fervent atmosphere of the Red Scare during 
the period. The federally funded welfare program reminded conservatives of Communism. By the 
time the Sheppard-Tbwner Act was to be renewed in 1926, opponents of the program gained much more 
power and the fund was extended only for two more years. Politicians were no longer a&aid of the 
women's vote as the decade wait on, since women did not exercise a bloc vote. Moreover, the 
Sheppard-Tbwner Act brought improvement in private medical care of prenatal mothers and babies. 
Since tbe Sheppard-Tbwner Act mainly benefited rural women, it was not an important concern to the 
urban women with improved medical care by the end of the decade.^  
After the Nineteenth Amendment was passed, the fbrœ which united women behind tbe 
political issue of suffrage somewhat waned, as can partly be observed in the loss of the Sheppard-
Tbwner Act in 1929. After the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, some women turned then-
political effort to wodd peace, while the National American Woman Suffrage Association changed its 
name to the National League of Women \bters to educate women to become responsible citizens of 
democracy. Some other wommfbnned tbe National Women's Party (NWP) which advocated tbe 
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Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). The NWP wanted to secure equal opportunities for women to 
ccmpeie with men in the job market However most women woe against the ERA, since many 
working-class women needed protective legislaticmfŒ their livelihood. Since the NWP was mostly 
composed of professional middle-class women, the NWP was criticized for its selfish pursuit of securing 
wider opportunities for their professional advancement. Women weie somewhat divided in their 
political interests in the 1920s?* 
Some doctors and physical educators paid attention to "moderate exercise" for women in the 
late nineteenth century. Against arguments that women's participation in sports would harm women's 
reproductive system and that passionate competition would drive women's sexual desire out of control, 
the physical educator ofwomen's exercise emphasized''moderation." These physical educators 
insisted that moderate physical activities would make women healthy and emotionally controlled 
without causing damages to women's reproduction systems or inciting sexual promiscuity.^  
By tbe turn of the century, more women were enjoying sports. Upper class women enjoyed 
sports such as gymnasium, swimming, bowling and fencing in country clubs, while social reformers 
began to promote sports among working-class children for physical and emotional healthiness. Many 
middle-class women participated in college sports, and women physical educators met resistance from 
students who preferred competitive sports to moderate exercise. % restrain women's demand for more 
competitive sports, women physical educators established women's departments of physical education 
and toed to ban inleiwlkgiate sports competition. Behind these efforts lay the women physical 
educators' intention to secure their professional positions.^  
However, many women enjoyed playing and speculating cm sports in tbe 1920s. As a result, 
many female sports stars including Helm Wills, Sybil Bauer; and Gertrude Edede received public 
attention. Helm Wills won eight championship in Wimbledon tennis tournaments starting in 1927, 
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Sybil Bauer broke tbe wodd record in backstroke in 1924, and the Olympic medalist Gertrude Edede 
swam across the English Channel breaking the record of previous five swimmers - who were men - by 
two hours. According to Susan Cahn, the women spot celebrities contributed to setting the standard of 
new American womanhood with their healthy and attractive appearance. However, some female 
physical educators protested against tbe exploitation of women athletes in tarns of overexertion for 
victory and sexual attention on women's body and abbreviated sport uniforms. These physical 
educators continued to suppress competitive sports among women and emphasized the necessity of 
women coaching staffs to protect women athletes. As aresult,fenale sport competitions between 
colleges and high schools remained rare. However; there were vital tournaments outside the school to 
fill the women's demand for competitive sports. The published media hailed active Amencan 
womanhood during the period. However; they often ridiculed women players who were "too good," 
because they felt threats from women who dared to advance in traditionally male-oriented domain such 
as sports.^  
In the 1920s, more women gained ecorx)mic power compared with tbe previous period. 
Many American women, especially younger women, actively expressed their needs, and were frank 
about their feelings. The challenge to social customs such as drinking, smoking, petting and active 
participation in sports provoked social criticism. In addition, women continued to make efforts to gain 
political justice after winning suffrage, even though their main interests were somewhat divided. 
Body exposure and abbreviadon in women's fashion 
Women's fashion in the 1920s was cnticized for being more body exposing and brief. 
Women's dresses not only exposed their calves but also necks and arms during the period. Women's 
underwear also grew Kghtei; since many women discarded petticoats arxl body constricting corsets. M 
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addition, kmckabockeis worn by some women attracted public attention for exposing tbe weareis' legs. 
Bathing suits weœ also growing bnefe and more body revealing in the 1920s. In this part of tbe 
ch^tei; I will introduce the body exposure ami abbreviation in women's fashion in tbe historical context. 
Body exposure in dresses 
Women exposed their ankles before the twentieth century. In the eighteenth century, Marie 
Antoinette enjoyed playing milkmaids and shephedesses with be ladies. They wore short skirts 
exposing ankles when they were playing, and these country style skirts became a fad.^  Around the 
1820s, shoA robes exposing ankles weœ also popular among womei in Europe and America?* In 
1896, a small group of American women led by an actress, Mrs. Bertha Welby, started to promote skirts 
four inches &om the floor This group was called the Rainy Day Club, since it protested against 
sweeping skirts which caught germs, dust and rain. Rainy Daisies, the club members, wee ndiculed 
by the public in tbe eady years of their campaign Howeve, doctors gradually approved the hygienic 
meitsofthe Rainy Daisies'skirts, and manufactures produced tbe skirts?° By the mid-1910s, 
hemlines started to rise in women's mainstream fashion. Freich designers contributed to introducing 
shorte skirts in ookr to conserve material during the war  ^ By(heeidofWbddWarI,many women 
actively started to show their calves. 
Tubular dresses with low waistlines and skirts showing calves became popular among women 
in the 1920s. I^mne Richards measured hemlines ardwaistAiip lines ofwomen's daytime dress in the 
issues of Good ffome&egpmg magazine published from 1920 to 1929. Richards selected Good 
since she assumed that this magazine well reflected what middle-class women woo: at 
tbe time, based on its wide circulation among the middl&class women. According to her results, the 
average hemline slightly rose betweei 1920 and 1921, and tbei it dropped in 1922 and 1923. The 
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average hemline started to rise again in 1924 until it readied below (he knee in 1927. In 1928 and 1929, 
hemlines started to drop again.^  
Richards'result parallels many reports and debates that appear in TTzg/View IbrkTIm&ybdwem 
1921 and 1923, and 1929 and 1930. In 1921, announced that skirts would be longer in tbe 
coming fall, refiening to Pans fashion arbiter. Vbgwg predicted that daytime dress would be agbt 
inches fmm the ground, and evening dress would be two inches from the ground.^  Mr: Harry Collins, 
First Lady Mrs. Harding's costume designer; recognized tbe Paris fashion influence, and recommended 
daytime dress eight and a half indies from the ground and evening dress three inches from the ground.^  
According to a sidewalk census in Paris, women preferred new long skirts down to ankles and women 
rarely wore knee-lenglh skirts in September of 1921.^  Following this trend ftom Paris, some 
American women started to adopt long evening gowns down to the ankles.* By October, the 
Associated Dress Industries ofAmenca officially recognized the longer skirt trend. However, the 
Executive Direckx, Mc Mosesshon also recognized the merits of short skirts by mentioning ' ' A skirt 10 
to 15 inches hum the floor has beenmodest, attractive,comfbrtableandsanifary.''^  A few letters 
opposing alonger skirt trend appeared in T%e AW Times in tbe same season. The letters objected 
to tbe tyranny of Paris fashion and urged American women to stay Gee from the slavery of long skirts/* 
However, an abrupt lengthening of hemlines did not seem to occur and it must have taken some time for 
American women to adopt longer skirts cm the streets in 1921. 
Skirts weœpmminenlly lengthened in 1922, and this accords with Richards'result. In the 
National Women's ApparelAssociation exhibit in February 1922, skirts for the year were two inches 
longer than the previous year/* By June of the same year; American designers, department stores and 
buyers agreed Aat the days of the flapper look would be over soon.*  ^ Lcmg skirt &rvor even penetrated 
the State Refbmialory for Women at Bedford. Theinmaiesoftberefbrmatorydemandedlongskirts. 
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Due to the bwer cost ofmaking short skirts, pnsoneis'demands were denied.^  In October cf 1922, it 
was estimated in 77# CWook (hat in uptown - pssumably in New %rk City - ' long skirts 
outnumbered shcA skirts six to me.'^  
Many women with dianged attitudes and life styles would not easily give up shorter skirts 
which nmsthave matched the image of active womanhood in the 1920s. Therefore, tbe protest against 
longer skirts intensified in 1922. In the protest, American women were expected to be independent of 
the tyranny of fashion, and not to give up the comforts and beauty of short skirts.^  Some believed in 
working women's sensibility of keeping "practical and comfortable frocks."* The Executive Director 
of the Associated Dress Industries of America, scans to have been conscious of some women's protest 
against long skirts. He recommended adress hemline 8 iixiies from the floor; for it was not too long to 
hamper movements and also enabled wearers to be in fashion.^  The City Federation of Women's 
Clubs in New %rk decided to bar skirts longer than seven indies from the ground.* On the other hand, 
women's club members near New Jersey asked to lower the steps of trolley cars, because it became 
increasingly inconvenient for women to get cm the cars with their longer skirts on. A letter to 77% Mew 
Kmk Tèngj ridiculed the plea, and recommended banning long skirts as the New %rk women's club 
members did.^  For these protesters, short dresses definitely meant something more than just astyle of 
passing fashion. They not only recognized the convenience and practicality of short and simple skirts, 
but, as Ewen and Ewen discussed, also the symbolic meaning of women's mobility during the period/* 
On Ae other hand, returning to long skirts must have meant a return to the Victorian women's passivity, 
and confinement to the private sphere to them. Some women's intension to bar long skirts represents 
how desperate some women were about the symbolic meaning of increased freedom and mobility in 
women's short skirts during the period. 
Despite tbe protest against longer skirts, tbe average hemline dropped in 1922 and 1923. 
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Some women's protest against longer skirt trend could not resist the changing collective tastes toward 
longer skirts during the period. According to Blumer's fashion theory, many women must have 
adopted longer skirts which met the "developing tastes" of the time/** Designer Jacques Sourine hailed 
the amval of long skirts in America in 1923. He insisted that Icmg skirts would bring back pasonality 
to American women who used to wear identical designs of "sacks" - the tubular style of dresses.^  
However, the longer skirt trend did not last long. Hemlines abruptly rose in 1924 and reached the 
highest point in 1927. Evening gowns in 1926 ended below the knee, as we can observe in Figure 1. 
After 1928, hemlines dropped again.^  Paris fashion designers introduced elaborate designs 
offloor sweeping dresses. New designs featured amature image of women with natural body curves, 
which contrasted with the previous immature boyish look with the tubular silhouette.^  This time, 
many women protested more fervently, since the new design not only lengthened the skirts but 
attempted to popularize corsets and girdles which constricted waists and hips. American women, who 
enjoyed freedom in comfortable hygienic dress for about a decade, would net easily go back to 
unsanitary and constrictive costume. People who were against (he floor sweeping skirts and corsets 
tried to remind American women of (he discomfort of Victorian costume. Many women urged other 
Americans to revolt against the new styk.^  Theœ was someone who even suggested aboycott of the 
new style of dress.* Some others suggested wearing long flowing skirts in (he evening, and to wear 
slightly lengthened skirts during the day.^  Actually, women bought long sweeping skirts, but these did 
not appear rrnxh during the daytime. h was infeired that women saved them for the evening.* 
^llesley women wore (he length of skirts which reached four to seven indies below (he knee during 
the day and wore ankle length skirts in the evening. On (he other hand, Radcliffe women raised 
waistlines but did not lengthen their skirts.^  Therefore an abrupt drop of average hemline length did 
not take place in 1929. Mn J. J. Goldman, (he founder ofAssociated Dress Industries, predicted the 
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increase of long skirt sales by the spring of 1930.^  
With the rise ofthe hemline, more attention was paid to stockings and shoes in tbe mid-1920s. 
Fksh-cok%ed silk stockings were popular among women. However, many women wore cotton and 
rayon stockings for everyday wear Young women rolled down their stockings to attract attention when 
they woe sitting down. Some women awed tbe public by even showing off fancy garters while they 
were sitting.^  In 1925, four girk stood in front of apolice judge for fighting overapair of fancy garters 
in Orange, New Jersey. One of the girls remarked cm another's garters, and (he fighting produced one 
black eye. The girls weœ sent home, but the judge notified tbe Board of Education of (be extreme 
fashion among schoolgirls.^  
Many women not only exposed their calves but also their necks and arms in the 1920s. 
Dresses without sleeves or with sleeves made of transparaît material, and showing larger parts of tbe 
front and back of women's necklines, were popular In extreme cases, necklines came down to show 
cleavage, and some evening dresses were backless. Low necklines and exposure of backs and arms 
can be observed in Figure 1 and 2. Figure 2 also displays women's dresses made with transparent 
material. 
Toward briefer underwear 
Women's dress became Hghter and more abbreviated not only in outerwear but also in 
underwear during this period. During the Victorian era, many doctors argued that corsets caused 
disease and body deformations. However, VWerie Steele, in her recent book, 77# Cbrsef, points out 
that most of the claims made by Victorian doctors regarding corsets cannot be verified or were proved to 
be wrong according to modem scientific experimental results. For example, reduced lung capacity 
caused by corsets was believed to be dangemus, and even would result in death. For this reason, 
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women were "forced to give up everything that was worthy of the name of exercise." However; 
shaUow breathing is not a"life4hrealeiing condition," because it also happens to people who are 
oveweigbed or pregnant \%ctorian doctors'arguments in favor of corsets as back supports are not also 
absolutely true, since corsets provide back supports only in the short term. Women who wore corsets 
for a long time suffered from back-pain due to the weakening of back and abdominal muscles, and had 
to rely on corsets continuously. The rib deformation also would not have been caused by corsets, 
unless women wore their corsets to bed. However; women rarely wore their corsets at night in the 
nineteenth century, and contracted ribs would have returned to the normal position when (he wearers 
took off their corsets. The corset as the cause of tuberculosis, breast carx»; chlorosis (hypocbromatic 
iron deficiency), gallstones and scoliosis (the lateral curvature of the spine) also cannot be proven by 
modem science. Ironicany, scoliosis patients have been prescribed to wear medical corsets even at 
present Victonan doctors'insistence on corsets causing "blood congestion" and other diseases as a 
consequence cannot be verified either: Nineteenth century doctors were more likely to attack corsets 
far causing a variety of disease without scientific evidence, since most doctors lacked proper training 
during the period.^  However; women's dress reformes during the period believed in doctors' assertion 
on corsets, in addition to tbe impmcticality they fek in cumbersome petticoats. Theefbre, dress 
reformers since the mid-nineteenth century introduced healthy undergarments which reduced the burden 
of the heavy petticoats and the compaction of organs.^  
While the Victorian corset was often regarded as a symbol of women's physical and emotional 
oppression, historians including David Kunzle and Werie Steele interpreted the meaning of corsets in 
terns of women's erotic expression of sexuality. According to their explanation, many women wore 
corsets to meet the ideal beauty of the time and ultimately to look attractive. Steele also pointed out that 
tbe corset had positive meanings such as "social status, self-discipline, artistry, and respectability. 
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Moreover; it was presumed that most women would not have corseted themselves tightly as to attain 
small waists. Most women seem to have reduced iheir waists by two to three inches, and not tightly 
laced themselves so as to reduce four indies. Tbe waists of corsets in the Leicestershire Museum and 
Art Gallery which were worn between 1856 and 1910 in England measured from 18to 40 inches, with 
most of (hem measured between 20 and 26 inches. Based cm Steele's assumption (hat women's 
fashion in France, England and (he United States were not very different during the Victorian era, it can 
be argued (hat small waists must have been also "fantasies" among Americans.® 
At (he end of tbe nineteenth century, French couture houses such as Drecoll and Bees the 
Hcwse of Douce*, and Lanvin began to introduce tbe empire silhouette. Around 1905 the popular S-
silhouette waned and the trend toward aùibularsilhcRiette accelerated with (be introduction of dresses 
such as Paul Poiret's hobble skirt in 1908. Wi(h tbe popularity ofthe tubular silhouette, women 
discarded pettkoats and adopted corses wbidide^rrgdiasized waists andrestrainedhips. Many 
women wore brassieres with kmger corsets wbidi even came down to cover tbe thigh to attain (he 
straighter figure. However, many women, especially wit slim figure, began to adopt soft, elastic 
corsets calW "girdles" by the time World Warlbegan. The sbcatage of meWmaledal somewhat 
contributed to the trend toward "less constricting and even boneless corsets."** 
However, it was not until (be 1920s (hat women were largely freed from corsets. Many 
young women with slim figures wore brief, slip type, one-piece undergarments called step-ins instead of 
corsets. Jill Field found reasons such as "dissipation of muscular strength, injury to internal organs, 
corruption of standards of beauty, damage to moral fiber; contamination of race pride and purity, and 
destruction of American sovereignty" that appeared in trade journal articles against tbe "corsedess 
craze." Reacting against the corsedess trend, many corset manufacturers introduced softer and lighter 
corsets under the name of girdle which were used to attain slimmer figures, h addition, (be concept of 
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Ggure type classiGcation was introduced in case* pmductiai. Department staes had trained 
corsetieres to deGneeadi customer's Ggure type andmatching corsets. Corsetmanufacturerseven 
cultivated the ' ^jimky madcef ' to allure those young women whose bodies were slim and still in tbe 
process of development Therefore, women in the 1920s were not absolutely freed from body 
constncting under garments, ifthey did mt wear stifFmetal-binding corsets. 
Knickerbockers exposure cf legs 
As I reviewed in tbe introduction, women's Gist pants, called Bloomers - named after the 
promoter Amelia Jenks Bloomer- appeared in public in the eady 1850s. Bloomer resembled Turkish 
pants and were worn with knee-length robes. Bloomers were abandoned shortly after their 
introduction, since many women could not withstand the public criticism.^  However; according to 
previous studies, women continued to wear Bloomers, when they were at home doing house chores or 
when they woe playing spats such as gymnasium, bicycling, skating and horseback riding.^  Some 
women even ventured to wear Bloomers without skirts in the late nineteenth century. By the eady 
twentieth century, many women wore knickerbockers when they were hiking or camping. In the first 
place, women had to cover their calves with cloth gaiters or stockings, since knickerbockers came down 
just below tbe knee.^  However; women wait barefoot not only on beaches and in camping areas but 
also in otherpublic places by the lale 1920s. Rgure 3 shows the knickerbockers for camp gids. 
Briefer bathing subs 
In the beginning of tbe 1920s, many women still wore bathing suits composed ofloose one-
piece dresses and underpants in public. Most of the designs were without collars and sleeves. 
Women wore stockings or socks with the bathing suits. However; knee-length tight fitting wool knit 
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swimsuits called tank suits, with built-in undershorts, woe widespread among women bathers by the 
mid-1920s. Many peopk began to recognize the practicality of wearing simple suits in tbe water 
Tbe nineteenth and eady twentieth century women's bathing costume was often composed of 
blouse, bloomers, over skirt, cap, stockings, and shoes. However; Maxine James Johns found that 
women swimmers wore more functional swim suits in tbe second half of the nineteenth century. Some 
women wore short-sleeved or sleeveless swim suits, and some others adopted tight fitting one-piece knit 
garments of full-length or knee-length by the 1870s.^  The tight Going knit swim suit was similar to 
what an Australian swimmer, Annette Kellerman, was. She shocked the American public in 1910 in 
her two-piece body revealing knit swimsuit, even though it covered her body Gom neck to foot In tbe 
1912 Stockholm Olympics, some women swimmers also wore above- tbe-knee length knit swimsuits 
without sleeves and stockings, while the conservative U.S. Olympic Committee did not even permit 
American women to attend Olympics until 1920. However, the Women's Swimming Association of 
New %rk was founded in 1917, and many women Olympic contestants woe trained in the Association. 
Until that time, knit swimsuits and bare feet were not allowed in public in the United States. However, 
American women contestants adopted knit swimsuits which were the same styles worn by tbe previous 
Olympic contestants, with their legs completely exposed.^  Tbe practicality of such brief swimsuits 
was approved by other American women and began to replace cumbersome bathing suits of the 
previous period throughout the 1920s. 
Overall, women's fashion in the 1920s was simple and loose. Women's dress became lighter 
and more body revealing, and the tubular silhouette of women's fashion was far Gom emphasizing 
women's natural contours. Breasts, waists, and hips were not significant in women's dresses. A 
skinny woman with Gat breasts resembling an immature boy was tbe stereotype of a fashionable woman. 
Women bobbed or even cropped their hair and wore small cloches, enhancing the simple boyish look. 
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Rolled-down stockings and cosmetics such as powders and muges increased the excitement in women's 
fashion. The mainstream fashion along with the knickerbockers and skin-tight bathing suits caused tbe 
controversies of body exposure in women's fashion. 
Resistance to women's body exposure 
Abbreviation in women's dress in the 1920s was a great shock and a threat to the public. Tbe 
way women dressed was not only a private concern but also a public concern. Throughout tbe decade, 
people criticized body exposure in women's fashion, and tned to impose regulations on the way women 
dressed, not only through family supervision but also through social institutions. 
Local and state government intervention 
Tbe local and state governments tried to restrict body exposure in women's fashion. In the 
winter of 1920, overseers of low-neck dresses waited in front of the Zkm Tabernacle with woolen shawls 
in Zion City, Illinois. Women with low necks were passed over to tbe police from the overseas. Zkm 
women were not allowed to wear diesses ' \vithout collars, skirts more than three inches above the ankle, 
'X-ray' sleeves or transparent blouses" in the tabernacle. Open work stockings woe also forbidden in 
the tabernacle.^  Moreover Zion City announced a law to ban openwodc stockings, peek-a-boo waists*, 
short skirts, and bare necks and arms in public places in 1921. Police fined those who violated tbe law 
from 10 to 200 dollars/' Women who continued to violate this law after several warnings were put to 
road repair wo± unless proper fines were pakL  ^ The police arrested not only the residents of the city 
but also visitors to the city. A woman who visited Zkm City wearing adress made of transparent 
* Acccmling to A andand Afadlem, wntten by Mary Brooks 
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material that exposed the collarbones and more than ahalf of ha forearms was arrested at tbe train 
station.^  Zicm City was somewhat conservative during the period, since the community was founded 
as the headquarters of the Christian Catholic Church, which is apmtestant denomination, and hada 
theocratic government until the mid-1930s. In the same year; skirts shc«1athan4 indies below (be 
knee weœ regulated on tbe streets in Sunbury, Pennsylvania. The Sunbury police recàved "a dozen tx 
more telqdione calls" ûom the nei^ilxxs complaining about two women on tbe street with skirts which 
seemed too short to (he neighbor 
In C^o,adëcolletagedeqia than two indies,** transparaît material, garment displaying 
women's contours, and skirts shorterthan (he instep length were regulated. Similar regulations woe 
also discussed in New Jersey, South Carolina, Kansas, Iowa, Pennsylvania, Utah, and in other states by 
1921.^  In West Virginia, acommitteerepn%enting the Logan and Lincoln County Welfare League, 
was sent to the State Legislature to propose a regulation on women's dress in 1927, when the skirt length 
reached die shortest point. Women wearing skirts Aorta (ban four inches below the knee and sleeves 
above (be elbow were to be fined, as well as girls above six years of age wearing boys' dotbes.^  
In 1921, sevaal restrictions wae imposed on women balbers in beach areas. Women 
shopping in (heir bathing suits wae banedby apolice matron in Muskegon, Michigan. Women had (o 
wear bathrobes ova the bathing suits cm (he streets.^  hi Hamilton, Long Island, a woman wearing a 
bathing suit unda ha garments disrobed on tbe shore. A couple who witnessed the scene called police, 
and the court found the woman guilty of disrobing in a public place, even though she only took off the 
garments which she wore ova ba bathing suitT* In tbe same year; wcxnai bathers without stockings 
Picken, a peek-a-boo waist is a shirtwaist of eyelet or shear fabric. 
** The article, in which die regulation was introduced, did not specify how a décolletage depth was 
measured in Ohio. However, the depth of dëcolletage was presumably measured from tbe collarbone 
to die neckline. 
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or wearing socks were banned in Rockaway Beach in New %rk7* 
In 1926, a person living in Carmel, New %dc, near P\itnam County, demanded that the local 
gpvemmentshouM ban girl campers fmm wearing sho# skirts ami going armmd without their stockings, 
on the Jewish SabWh and cm Sundays.^  In (he same year, immodest exposure was bannedin Palm 
Beach, Florida, and two wommbaAerswiio wore kimonos and carried their bathing suits weœ caught 
by 6e police.^  They seœied to have intmded to put cm their baAing suits under their kimcmos out on 
thebeadi.^  The next year, in Middletown, New %dc, shcxt ddrts and badhing suits were regulated cm 
the stress. The MiddMown police decided to enAxce the ordinance %tidi had beai written much 
earlier.^  In additif the Wbmm's Christian TençerariceUnicm of Liberty wanted an additkmal law 
regulating womai's summer time dress in 1928. However Aevillageboarddeclaredthattherewasno 
needofanadditional ordinance.^  InPcxtJervis, and Beacon in New Yak, wexnen cancers were 
fiabidden to walk aaxmd on the streets with Aeir "rolled up knickers" in 1927.^  
the popularity ofbare legs amemgwanm in Ae late 1920s during the summer; the 
pR^KCt of banning stoddngksswemen in public places became a social issue. InEllingwood, 
Kansas, the city council toed to ban bare legs in public places, but failed to pass the ordinance, because a 
few council men woe not wearing their sodes.^  In some beach areas in the state of Newark, women 
promenading in their bathing suits without their stockings wae criticized by 6e town authorities and 
warned by Ae police.^  M the Kansas Stale Refbmialoiy, women visitors without their stockings were 
barred, due to ccmvicts' staring at womm's bare legs.^  
Resfrkdons on wwnen dolhes 
Women's fiashicm was regulated in work places as well h 1921, several articles in TTze Mew 
Time? reported regulations imposed on err^loyees in weak places, h a large railroad company in 
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Chicago, short skirts, rouge, peek-a-boo waists and rolled stockings were banned in ofBces, due to (he 
reason pointed out by the officers that male workers were embarrassed with women's fashion which 
harmed'Reworking morale."^* In Marshall Reld& Co., also in Chicago, women employees were 
not allowed to wear dresses trimmed wit spangles or embroideries, rouge and extreme powder; rolled-
down stockings, or bobbed hair without nets.*  ^ Inaddition,inBa]timore,employerswereagainst 
women wearing knickers in ofBces, since they woe wearied that male clerks would be distracted by 
women's exposed legs.*' 
In 1922, at the State House in New Jersey, women secretaries were ordered to attract as little 
attention as possible with their dresses, face powder and rouge, so people at (he ofBces could concentrate 
on their work. However, women continued to wear short skirts and silk stockings in the State House, 
after a talk with their chiefIn the same year; the president of the National Cash Register Company in 
Dayton, Ohio, clarified that he banned short skirts and bobbed hair to restrict extravagant dresses rather 
than to restrict women's fashion itself.^  However, in my opinion, it does not seem to be reasonable to 
ban short skirts ard bobbed hair in order to eliminate extravagance. In the next year, the People's 
Gaslight and Coke Company banned sleeveless dresses and extreme cosmetics, and ordered female 
employees to wear hats on the streets in order to avoid dismissal** However, it was pointed out in The 
Mew JfqpwMfc that ofBce girls did not have enough money to buy different dresses for the work and for 
(he evening. The ofBce girls were expected to wear clothes that were not too feininine in the business 
sector ami had (o be as feminine as possible in (he evenings.*  ^
Most of the regulations above were placed cm ofBce women. OfBce women were mostly 
single women in their twenties during the period. Employers generally preferred young women wi(h 
attractive appearance, even (hough there were some exceptions, especially fa" professional ofBce women. 
Employers - mostly mai - wanted the attractiveness of women to be a part of the atmosphere of (heir 
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ofBces. Ry this reason, employers pœfened single women over married women whose attitudes 
toward men in the ofBce was usually "casual" and unintaested. Even though employers wanted 
women's sexuality in their ofBces, they did not want it to be too "explicit." Sharon Strom explains this 
dilemma in relation to clothing: ' %e clerical water was supposed to be attractive, but not too sexy 
She was not supposed to dress drably, but she also had to avoid flashiness. She should'lock like a 
woman' but not attract untoward attention by her appearance."* Many ofBce women during the period 
woe regulated in their way of dressing, in order to be adjusted to the needs of male-centered atmosphere 
of the working environment. 
ReNghus intervention 
Churches, priests, and rabbis also advocated restricting body exposure. In a Catholic church 
in Phoenix, womm with low-neck dresses weœ forbidden to enter the church in 1920.*  ^ In the same 
year in New Orleans, the CathoHcpnest sent the bride back home in order to make her change to modest 
bridal wear  ^
In 1921, apastor in New York City preached that women should wear sanitary dresses that 
wouM not sacrifice modesty. He warned his listœers with a wdl known rhyme whidi sings "Mary 
had alittk skirt,/The latest style, no doubt,/But every time she got inside,/She was more than halfway 
out!"** In Chattanooga, Toinessee, Christ Episc^ial Churdi issued rules for the dresses of bndes and 
wedding attardants. Low-necked dresses were not allowed even in evening dresses. Tight and short 
skirts exposing calves, and sleeves above the elbow were also banned. Women had to cover their 
heads with hats or veils. Suffkient linings weœ to be used in dresses made of transparent or semi-
transparent material.'™ Church assemblies also criticized the immodesty in women's dress. The 
young men and women of the Evanston Congregational Church in Chicago condemned short skirts and 
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low necklines in women's dress, and young mai who attended this assembly pledged not to speak to 
women in such attire.^  b Missouri, the Ombaiand Presbyterian Church assembly was to opposed 
woman's immodest dresses.'^  
In 1922, the skirts of (he Salvation Army waters woe ordered to be no shorter than seven 
inches above the street level. The commissioner of the Salvation Army pointed out 6e immodesty of 
women's dress as the reason for the ordec'^  A IW)bi of the FrœSynogogue in New Ybdc condemned 
"the competition in nudity."^* Apnest urged the Colonial Dames of New York to "ostracize young 
people of indecent dress and improper speech and behavioc" He also insisted that new immigrants 
shouM be separated fkm society and educated in Amaican culture, belbre letting them immase in 
American society.^  A Catholic bishop also criticized the modan dress of womai for causing'"the 
turmoil in the wodd today.' ' He said that women lost respect from mai, and modest women would be 
respected by mai and their children.^  
In 1924, the Catholic Women's Diocesan CbbsbeMacontest demonstrating the silliness of 
modem dress ard tor designing modest dress, in order to fight the indecent style of the day. PùpePius 
XI praised the cang)aign and oSered medals for AeccmtesL  ^ h the same year, AeNatkmal Council 
of Catholic Women campaigned against immodest dresses. However; Cardinal Hayes was hesitant to 
approve of any "formal orders," since he thought "the matter of dress was such a personal one."  ^ A 
person praised the campaign against immodest dress led by the National Council of Catholic Wbmai in 
a letter sent to 77# TIm&y. The immodesty of women's one-piece bathing suits was 
mentioned. According to the opinion, a charming woman would "not care to attract the unwholesome 
and unhealthy attentions of men."'^  
A pastor in New Jersey delivered a sermon criticizing women's immodest fashion in 1925. 
He tried to support his main point with the cliché that bare knees were very dangerous for women who 
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was "the weaker vessels." % added (hat "such undue exposure is against nature and does violence to 
that inherent sense of modesty so native to the heart of every woman."' In (be same year, (he Jewish 
Orthodox Congregation decided (o urge women to attire properly in (he synogogue, after a hot debate on 
whether the Church should regulate clothes or not. ' " At the last annual convention of (be National 
Council of Catholic Wamen in 1925, Catholic women were urged to participate in regulating immodest 
dresses.'^  The same issue was also merËoœd at the International Federation of Catholic Alumnae 
Mass in New York metropolitan area."  ^
In 1927, women wearing sleeveless and low-meek dresses and using facial cosmetics were 
ordered to stay away from communion rails in Catholic churches of (he Belleville Diocese in Illinois.' * 
In the sarre yeas apastor in Los Angeles regarded women's dress ofthe time as "a hindrance to the 
attainment of cleanliness of the mind."''^  
Resistant force in schools 
Starting in the nineteenth century, the number of women in secondary schools and colleges 
were increasing. The number of girls who graduated fhxn secondary schools even outnumbered boys 
through the mid-twentieth century. Hie existing figure shows (hat 9,000 girls graduated from high 
school in 1870, while (he ligure for boys was 7,000. The number of graduates increased to 57,000 and 
38,000 for girls and boys in 1900. The figures irœeased rapidly during the 1920s. "* The number of 
women enrolled in colleges also increased from 11,000 to 283,000 between 1870 and 1920.'^  These 
female college graduates entered female dominant professions such as nursing and teaching. With the 
increasing number of women students and teachers, it was a matter of course that some kit (he need to 
regulate women's fashion in schools. 
The force of resistance to (he new style of dress also existed in schools. Hood College, one 
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of the largest higher institutions far women in Maryland, banned evening gowns with low necklines and 
dresses without sleeves, and urged new students to wear simple modest dresses in 1920.^  A school 
board member m Newark criticized girls'bare knees in ahigh school in 1922 Girls defended 
themselves stating that their knees were exposed only %ten the wind blew and whai they wae getting 
ontrolleycars. The board membawix) accused gids of exposing bare knees was not appointed to the 
ofBce again."* Around the same period, the Chicago Board of Education investigated high school gnis 
who indulged in "the shimmy dance, jazz musk, short skirts, low necks, joy riding and cigarettes." 
The superintendent emphasized the importance of a mother's role in recognizing the importance of 
"modesty and simplicity" in girls' clothes.^  In the same year, there was "a dispute over skirt length," 
in Vineland, Kansas. T\vo girls were brought to the local court for violating the school board rule of 
banning skirts shorter than three inches below the knee. At the first trial, the girls were not found guilty. 
However, the sdiool board Gled against thejudgement, and tbejudge "sustained bis ruling."  ^ In 
addition, a person supporting the rule of banning skirts shorter than three inches below the knee was 
reelected to the school board in Vineland, Kansas, winning over a candidate who supported individual 
freedom to wear short skirts in 1922.^  In the same year, Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania warned 
against women applicants wearing "extreme or eccentric style of dresses." Swarthmore insisted (hat 
they must maintain their tradition.^  In 1926, inArcadia, Kansas, the school board tried to ban 
cosmetics arxl skirts shorter than 6 inches below the knee. However the Coun(y Attorney curtailed (he 
rights of (he school board. ^  In 1927, (he college of St. Elizabeth, a Ca(holic institution in New Jersey, 
banned rolW stockings, lipstick, skirts shorter than 12 to 15 inches fmm the ground, and sleeveless 
daytime dresses.^  
Regulations cm dress woe not only imposed by adults but also by the student themselves. 
The Brown University student body decided to bar extreme dresses and dances in 1921.^  In (he same 
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year, The Federation of University Women at the University of Chicago forbade skirts shorter than 15 
inches from the ground. However, this regulation implied that there were women wearing skirts even 
shorter thm hemlines over 15 inches fhxn the floor  ^ M addition, according to a survey conducted by 
77# D(ge# in 1921, the student editors at the larger colleges fek less alarm from the women's 
fashion of the time than did the editors at the smaller institutions.^  
Not only was the di%s of students regulated in schools, but the female teachers also had to 
submit to certain restrictions. In 1921, the school board of the Public Schools in Lyndburst, New Jersey 
demanded that female teachers wear long skirts and discard colorful and elaborate dresses and stockings. 
Tbachers protested against the demand, and some even said that they would resign if their clothes would 
be regulated by the school board. Tte Eastern Tbacbers'Agency declared thattbe superintendents 
would not want women teachers with short skirts and rouge or lipstick on their faces in 1922.^ ° 
However; in 1922, in Santa Rosa, California, a woman principal who was forced to resign by the school 
trustees fw her powdered nose and skirts shorter than eight inches above the floor refused to resign. 
She demanded parents'vote for her resignation, and most of the parents wanted her to stay.^  
However, parents often joined the force of resistance against the new style in women's fashion. 
At the conference of the Massachusetts Parent-Tbacher Association, which was held in 1921, ironical 
definitions were given to women's fashion items: " Dress - a way not to cover; hat - a way to smother 
the head; blouses - a way to expose, often indecently, the most characteristically feminine portion of 
woman's anatomy; shoes - a way to make cripples."  ^ The Parents League of Brooklyn established a 
set of edicts to enforce in their homes, hoping the movement would extend to other families in Brooklyn 
in the early 1920s. The blue law composed a provision suggesting a vague outline for proper dress: 
"Simple, refined clothes are to be worn at all times."  ^ In 1923, de Parent Tbacheis Association in 
Somerset, Pennsylvania decided to ask the School Board to adopt a rule banning ' 'silk stockings, shot 
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skirts, bobbed hair; and low neck, sleeveless dresses." However, the flappers objected to the decision 
redting'T can show my shoulders,/lean show myknees;/rmafree-bomAmerican/And can show 
what I please."^* 
Wbmen's fashicm was restricted in other public places such as law courts and jails. In 1920, 
an Ohio judge warned the would-be divorcees to wear more clothes of longer length and without peek-a-
boo waists.^  In 1922, rules consisted of such restnedons on cosmetics, skirts shorter than 12 inches 
6om the ground, rolled down stockings, the exposure of stockings, and wearing bloomers when there 
was no bard physical work weœarmourœd in the State Refœmatory for Women in Bedford, New 
As we considered above, the American public during the period not only criticized women's 
fashion for challenging the social custom, but also exercised restrictions upon women through 
authorized social institutions. The public discussion on women's body exposing dresses during the 
period tried to legitimate the necessity of social regulations on women's dress. TWo main points 
emerged from the public opinions on why women's body exposing dresses should be regulated. 
First, people criticized women for paying attention to their bodies by following the fashion of 
the time. Women following upHo-date styles of fashion and concentrating on their outer lodes were 
regarded as showing adedine in emphasis on spirit, or the inner-selves.'^  This idea was based cm the 
Judéo-Christian teachings that the soul can be saved by keeping away physical desires in the pursuit of 
ascetic lives. Moreover traditionally women were assumed to be the guardians of morals. Therefore, 
aU the women's material pursuits related to (he body were regarded as immoral by the conservative 
opponents who emphasized (he spirit. The editor of the pointed out young women's 
"inability to grasp the significance of the higher things in human life," and "the absence of sufBcient 
courage and determination to resist the dictates of what is known as Fashion."  ^ However, as more 
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wage-earning women gained economic power and grew independent in spending money cm their choice 
of clothes, they were more likely to pay attention to up-to-date fashion with more body exposure. 
Second, ancient Judeo-Chnsdan beliefs insisted that men could not control their sexual 
passions. A was women's responsibility to cover up their bodies in order not to evoke men's sexual 
desire.'* This is why women should not have worn abbreviated clothes or exposed their bodies in 
publicplacesaccordingtoJudeo-Oiristiandicta. Mamale-centeredsocietysuchasinAmencadunng 
the period, women's body exposure was regarded as seducing mm under the assumption that mm 
cannot control their sexual desires.'"* Therefore, women couM be banned from exposing their bodies 
and wearing abbreviated clothes in public places, especially in wok places, to let mm concentrate on 
their work, even though women's sexuality was occasionally exploited. In addition, women weœ 
urged to wear mote clothes in coeducational universities than in women's universities.'*' Women woe 
restricted to wear more clothes covering up their bodies, in oider to avoid the presumed social chaos 
which would not be caused by body exposure in women's fashion itself, but by mai who were apt to be 
tempted by women's exposure of their bodies, lb prevent social disruption, women's fashion had to be 
regulated in public places, "to make this world safe 6* masculinity."'^  Women were not allowed to 
wear what they wanted in wodc places, law courts, schools and in other places. Women who violated 
the restrictions were accused of having seductive intentions and of brainlessly pursuing material pleasure. 
However,it is an irony that the first annual MissAmeiica Pageant begun in September; 1921 
includedabathingsuitcontest. Promoted by ahotel businessman named H. Conrad Eckholm in 
Atlantic City; New Jersey, for economic profit, women in the contest were to parade in their bathing suits 
in front of the public, while women's body exposure in public was restricted in many other place at the 
time. For example, woman named Louise Roane was anested in Atlantic City for her exposure of 
knees, aday before the first Miss America was crowned. Wbmen's sexuality was exploited 6%" 
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commercial reasons by putting (ban up for "public auction."'^  Exploitation of women's bodies was 
also found in advertisements. RolardMarcharxi also found diat "the slim, youthful, and sophisticated" 
women depicted in advertisements in the 1920s weie sexually alluring. Wbmen's bodies were oAai 
elongated ami drawn in dramatic poses in advertisement illustrations. He suggested that women's 
bodies waeobjectiGed in the advertisemait during the period.'^  
Howeva, the regulations and criticisms could not be fully justified within die society where 
there was a change in women's attitudes and life styles. Therefore, bare-legged women could not be 
regulated in the presence of soddess men in Kansas,'^  and Cardinal Hayes was hesitant to approve of 
any formal restrictions on women's fashion which he believed was "such a personal mattec"  ^ In 
addition, women teachers protested against regulations imposed on their dresses,'*  ^ andafemale 
principal who powdered her nose and wore up-to-date dresses was approved by the parents and did not 
have to resign in California.'^  Rappers in Somerset, Pennsylvania could protest against the Parent 
Teachers Association's decision to regulate abbreviated attire, emphasizing themselves as "free-born 
Americans,"'* which connoW their rights of expnœsing personal taste in fashion as acitizen with the 
gain of suffrage. A lady who was arrested at die Zon City train station was have enough to tell the 
police ' When you pay for my clothes you can tell me what to wean"^° These were clear evidence of 
women's challenge to social conventions regarding body exposure and abbreviation in women's fashion, 
along with the fact that women in general continued to wear the popular style of the time. However; a 
candidate who supported individual freedom in clothes could not be elected to the school board in 
Kansas. The public backed the candidate who insisted on the necessity of regulations on women's 
clothes. Many Americans during the period thought women's body exposing clothes should be 
regulated. 
American society in the 1920s was going through rapid urbanization and technological 
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development along with the change in women's life styles and attitudes. According to Marchand, the 
rapid social change during the period created ' 'deep anxiety about social disorder  ^' such as the corruption 
of traditional moral standards and patriarchal family life.'^ ' The social resistance against women's 
body exposure can be understood as one of the phenomena that resulted from the societal fear of change 
and disorder: As Ewen and Ewen suggested, women's body exposure represented changes in 
women's life styles and their challenge to social conventions.'^  Therefore resisters did not fear 
women's body exposure itself, but changing womanhood, which might cause social change and disorder 
However American society was beginning to pay attention to women's needs and social justice during 
the period. In the following section, I will look at the public opinions that approved or defended 
women's rights to wear body exposing, abbreviated clothes. 
Defenders of women's body exposure 
The primary reason given by defenders for the necessity of women to adopt the new style of 
fashion was the healthiness and practicality of it. Women could enjoy physical freedom by getting rid 
ofheavy petticoats arxi constrictive corsets. TtefuH skirts which swept the dirty streets were 
unsanitary compared with the shorter dresses which were newly introduced. The convenience in 
repairing the simple dresses also was pointed out by the supporters of new fashion.'^  As women's 
social participated increased - and more people paid attention to exercise and sports - practicality and 
healthfulness rather than social conventions in women fashion must have seemed more important to its 
defenders. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Q. Middleton, the Director of the National Women's Christian Temperance 
Union in Kansas City, praised the hygienic benefits of short skirts and unrestricted waists, to an audience 
of high school girls in 1921.'* In the same year; Mayor Peter of Boston approved the sensibleness of 
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the one^iece bathing suit, after seeing girls bathing in "heavy skirted suits."  ^ IntheAmedcan 
Désignas' Association's convention in 1922, the maits of short skirts in avoiding accidents caused by 
being swathed in long skirts was pointed out.'* In 1926, Sylvia Bayard of the Child Health Division of 
the New Tfodc Board of Education emphasized the importance of exercising in loose and light clothes 
which enabled women to breathe pmpedy and deliver oxygen to the muscles and arteries.'^  Even the 
Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Chicago area also approved the healthiness in women's 
new style of dress in 1927.'^  
A contributor to 77# Evening fasf hailed women's dress reform, sarcastically 
comparing women's new style of dress with men's dress, saying 
... womm are getting mighty sensibk about their clothes-almost as sensible as modem man, 
who outside of wearing hot, gam-collecting woolen suits all summer, and atype of straw hat 
that is only fit for use as a letter basket on his desk; who voluntarily fastens a cast-linen band 
around his tortured throat, calling it a collar, and puts on his heaviest suit to dance in -well, 
outside of those and afew other things, we still admit he is soisible, and that modem woman is 
a voy little more foolish.'^  
The healthiness of the lightness in women's clothes was recognized inside and outside of the United 
States, especially in the mid-1920s, and men were also urged to wear lighter clothes. A German 
doctor's advice to wear short trousers, light suits, and to discard vests, collars and ties was reported in 77# 
V\WKv*7pMa?in 1925. He insisted that women gained resistance to cold by "exposing their bodies to 
the air and sunlight-"'*" British doctors favored women's short skirts and even stockingless legs, and 
urged men to wear short trousers to gain benefits from "ventilation and ultra-violet rays in sunlight."'*' 
Thisassertion was revived by aBoston doctor in 1929.'^  In the same year, high school boys in 
Michigan demonstrated against the school rule that they should wear ties and button their collars. They 
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demanded that girls should also stop rolling down their stockings.^  Not only women's clothes were 
getting lighter but also men's clothes were going through changes. 
However, the low-necked and sleeveless dresses with sheer stockings caused other medical 
concerns. Afamous surgeon in London suggested aconnection between the inoease in goiter and the 
popularity of bare-neck and chest exposure in fashion/** while others mentioned the increased 
possibilities of getting pneumonia and tuberculosis.^  In 1927, when the daytime skirt was the shortest 
in the 1920s, 20 sanatoriain Wisconsin were full of tuberculosis patients. A doctor found one of (be 
reasons in the abbreviation of women's fashion winch "lowered the resistance."'** Some 1920s 
doctors still found the consequences of some diseases in women's fashion as the Victorian doctors often 
did, even though there were opinions which disagreed wit the idea that the nakedness in women's dress 
was the reason for the spread of influenza with the idea that ' the savages used to wear very little 
clothing" without much problem.'*  ^
However, some defenders of women's fashion observed the change in the younger 
generation's way of thinking and attitudes. These observers responded to those who womed about the 
decline of morality reflected in younger women's fashion with the opinion that morality was not 
declining but only the mannas were changing.'*  ^ C.R. Smith, editor of the AsMmr&agCo&gKzn, 
observed that "Young people to-day are just as home loving and just as moral as their parents were, but 
they object most strenuously to abiding by the superficial conventionalities under which their parents 
labored."'** Henry F. Cope, a general secretary of the Religious Education Association, also pointed 
out (hat (he younger generation expressed their feelings candidly and "acted with intelligent choice", 
while (he older generation concealed (heir feelings and ' 'acted under control, by authority; or according to 
some Gxt tradition."™ Many women woe believed to be ' tired of mystenous-Smnnin&tharm 
stuff."'^ ' These defenders recognized the change in many young women's way of thinking which was 
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reflected in the way these women dressed. Many women enjoyed the freedom of making their own 
choices in dress regardless of the forces that attempted to restrict women's new style of fashion. ™ 
According to some opinions, many young women did not select their clothes depending on conventional 
standards anymore. Instead, the aesthetic consideœtion became acrucial factor in women's dress 
selections,^  while some others saw the decline of aesthetic components in women's short skirts.™ 
Even though it is not dear what these people mean by aesthetic values in women's fashion, it can be 
infaied that they understood the change in women's tastes in fashion along with their change in attitudes 
and values dining the period. These defenders of women's fashion tried to find meats in new 
womanhood reflected in women's fashion, while some others emphasized traditional social conventions 
and criticized women's body exposure. 
Son# others even insisted that the morality of young men and women had increased. Dn 
Woods Hutchinson, a '^ ysidan-lecturer-author'' was one of the defenders who pointed toward the 
better mord behavior of youth. He also asserted that men were afraid of women being freed from their 
house dmdgeries, taking away men's jobs and competing wi(h than in businesses. FbrDn Hutchinson, 
short skirts reflected women's improved social status and increased acdveness, while the résistas of 
womai's short skirts woe those who struggled to protect their positions from the invasions of women. 
He recogmzed (he burgeoning changes of woman's social status and the force which was there to 
maintain (be patriarchal system in American society. 
Some (kfmdos of women's fMiion insisted that dressing according to reçoit trend was 
another regular pursuit of fashion without any intention to challenge social conventions. Franklin H 
Giddings, author and professor at Columbia University declared that "whether girls wear their skirts long 
or shcA makes as much difference as whether aman part his hair in the middle or on the side."'^  
Some people asserted that "much of the alarm ova our young people's behavior was a result of 
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sensational and wholly groundless reports in the newspapers."'^  Make-up was regarded as "silly and 
objectionable" but not "immoral," and the prevalence of smoking as well as the immorality of smoking 
itself was questioned'^  In their general opinions, the new mode in women's fashion was just a 
temporary phenomenon which would pass. 
On the other hand, some predicted the possibility of changes in social norms which would 
result from the changes in manners. The tolerance toward new style of dress was mentioned 
suggesting that something diSaent attracts attention only when it is first introduced"* A contributor to 
fbrwnz suggested (hat the mysteriousness of women's flesh would disappear when (he public becomes 
familiar with it.'*' Some contributors to 77# Time? also pointed out (hat the matter of 
modesty in women's fashion was "a matter of custom" and just "a habiL"'^ ' Another contributor to 
77# Vow/no/ said (hat if one could "(hink of (he human form without any left-over 
Rmtanic inhibitions and complexes there would be no such thing as immodesty or vulgarity."'^  These 
people recognize the possibilities of changes in societal expectations for the proper way of dressing in 
women's fashion. These defenders' idea of change in social conventions and fashion trend somewhat 
parallels Sproles's discussion of customers' initial aesthetic perception and adoption of new fashion after 
repeated exposure to it.'^  It was believed that women's body exposure in fashion would be taken for 
granted, once the society becomes familiar with (he style. 
Overall, the healthiness and practicality in women's new fashion was the primary reason for 
Ae defenders of (he new mode to encourage women to continue wearing the new style of fashion. In 
addition, (be defenders recognized (he change in women's attitudes and thought reflected in women's 
clothing choice. Some of the defenders pointed out that the public fear of moral decline in women's 
fashion during the period was a means to maintain the patriarchal society. However; some others 
regarded the new style of clothing as a fad, while others recognized the possibility of the change in 
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societal expectation of women's proper way of dressing. Many defenders believed that women's 
fashion during the penodwasjustachange in manners and not adecline in morality. 
As many women's life styles and attitudes changed, they must have felt what Davis called 
"collective identity ambivalence."  ^ As Kaiser; Nagasawa, and Hutton explained, women's body 
exposing fashions of the time could be understood as a representation of women's identity ambivalence. 
The coexistence of resisters and defmders of the style suggests that the ambiguous meanings of the style 
were going through a process of social negotiation.^  Theiefbœ, an establishment of new dress code 
was on the way with the change in social conventions about women's body exposure. Other 
controversial issues that I am going to discuss in this dissertation also can be understood in terms of 
social negotiation in meanings of women's fashion with the change in women's life styles, attitudes and 
gender roles. 
Femininity versus Masculinity 
Women's mainstream fashion in the 1920s de-emphasized traditional feminine characteristics. 
The short tubular dresses conceaW women's contours, and women bobbed or cropped their haie A 
skinny woman with flat breasts resembling an immature boy was the steieotype of a fashionable woman. 
Coco Chanel contributed to the boyish look of the 1920s by introducing designs that were inspired by 
men's clothing items and made of fabrics such as jersey, customarily used in men's clothes.^  Many 
women enjoyed the fMiion of the time, but theœweœpeopk who pœ&ned feminine characteristics in 
women's fashion and designers who promoted a more traditionally feminine silhouette. For example, 
Jeane Lanvin designed dresses with full skirts, and Madeleine Vionnet was famous for her bias cut 
dresses which were more likely to disclose women's body contours.^  
In addition, the popularity of kmckeibockers increased among some women. These women 
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wore knickerbockers for exercise and in resorts, and some women even wore them on the streets and in 
ofBces. The public felt it deviant far women to wear knickers, which originally belonged to mem, cm 
the streets and in ofBces, and wanted women to confine their use to climbing or camping. 
Therefore, in this part of the chapter I will focus on (he tension between femininity and 
masculinity in women's fWiion reflected in (he public reaction. I wiU discuss the diange in traditional 
image of fanininity in two parts: women's mainstream fashion and knickerbockers. 
Mainstream fashion 
The tubular and loose style ofwomen's diess in (he early 1920s was far from emphasizing (he 
typical body fixtures of women. Breast, waist, arxl hips were not significant in women's dress. Wi(h 
(be disappearance of wasp waists, tightly laced corsets almost disappeared and many women hailed (he 
healthiness of it. DoclorKatheryn Corcoran Medical Director of the Women's Calholic Order of 
Foresters, remarked that ' the modem woman is too busy working and exercising to have time to think 
about her hea# and her stomach and (heir ills."  ^ Women doctor in Baltimore also pointed out that 
corsedesswomm were much sturdier, nx%e active and healthier than corseted women.^  A Director 
ofthe National Women's Chrisdan Temperance Umon in Kansas Ci(y also agreed that''unrestricted 
waists am boon to (he girls," for health reasons. ^  Women enjoyed physical ûeedom in boyish st)ie 
dresses. As pœviously mentioned, Ewen and Ewen recognized women's increased mobility reflected 
in women's simple boyish fashion in (he 1920s John Simon also regarded (he boyish lode of (he 
period as a reflection of women's increased ûeedom in (he public sphere and (heir desire for sexual 
equality.^  
Women's shot hairstyle was a part of boyish fashion in (he 1920s. Women bobbed or 
cropped (heir hair and wore small hats called cloches. Bobbed hair also was often banned, along with 
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(he low-necked, sleevekss dresses, and short skirts. The Eastern Teachers'Agaicy in Bostm declared 
(hat they did not want female teachers with bobbed hain  ^ In Atlantic City, New Jersey, a 
supezintendentannouncedthatbobbedhairwasnotpmperfarteacbers. Teachers were surprised and a 
confèrencewasheldtosettlethematter;  ^ In accmçany in Daykm,Œio, bobbed hair was also 
banned amcmg women employees.'*  ^ Fass found the reascmfa" the attack cm bobbed hair during the 
period in its explicit expression of women's sexuality. Traditionally; women had to tie their long hair 
into buns or chignons to avoid informality and fix the active day. Comparatively loose hair represented 
untidiness and sexual allure. Freely worn bobbed hair during the penod might have seemed improper 
for its implication of "liberation and a renunciation of sexual stereotypes."  ^
While the boyish lode of the time represented women's increased physical freedom, there still 
were many limitations in women's ûeedom in American society. The social system which preferred 
mm to women in the public spheœstiUdominatedAmerican society in the 1920s. The pmper places 
for women to stay after marriage were their homes. Even though thenumberofmamed working 
women increased in the 1920s, most women's life goal was to get married and have afine home. 
These wœnen woe nxxe than willing to quit their educaticmœpx)6ssi(m over marriage.^  Marchand 
pointed out that "Most social tableau advertisements of the 1920s and 1930s perpetuated the notion of 
polarized sexual spheres." According to his explanatory advertisement copy during the period hailed 
the women's role as a scientiGc "manager" or "executive" who adopts modem products for her home, 
while women were rarely depicted as company heads or executives.^  Therefore, it was believed that 
women should pay attention to their bodies in order to be eligible and attract a suitable marriage partner; 
even though they were criticized for attracting attention to their bodies in public places. To be attractive 
was to be fMmnable, and achieving the popular slim figure was crucial An article in 
Times sarcastically tells in 1927 that "cows, calves, lambs, pigs and poultry will have to follow the vogue 
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fix slim figures and exercise or diet until no fat is left in their anatomies.''^  Another article in 77# A/lew 
Times indicated that make-up and elaborate accessories of "the older feminine tradition" contrasted 
with "mannish dress and boyish hak'^  Laura Doan pointed out that women in boyish fashion 
primarily wanted to be attractive to men. Therefore, these boyish women never tried to be more than 
boyish/èmoks.^  
The importance of women's physical attractiveness in up-to date fashion is well reflected in 
the advertisements during the period. Advertisements of undergarments guaranteed to reduce women's 
flesh and to achieve aslim figure. Forexample,arubberundergarmentwasintroducedbyawoman 
doctor with lines, saying "You can quickly dissolve superfluous flesh easily and safWy.'^  Another 
elastic undergarment advertisement emphasized that the undergarment could take care of afull 
diaphragm, especiaHy of the medium stout woman.*  ^ A company which pmduced clothes for women 
with full figures emphasized that their up-to-date designs could achieve "height and slendemess."^* A 
weight -loss program which came in phonograph records guaranteed slendemess to woman "no matter 
how stout they are."  ^
In addition, with the popularity of a boyish lode, it was important for women to look younger. 
The youthful look could not be achieved just by adopting the tubular style of shot dresses. The ways 
to maintain ayouthful appearance became amajor issue among women as they grew older, The 
advertisements during the period displayed the importance of keeping women's skin younger For 
example, a cosmetic advertisement lured consumers, saying "Youth no longer holds imperious sway 
among the smart women of the world. The school gid no longer has monopoly on the peaches-and-
cieam complexion. Tbday forty may win from seventeen.... A marvelous discovery has robbed the 
terns of their deadliest weapon. Today the woman of charm no longer goes into the discard at forty. 
She can faœ her minor with the assurance of adebutante."** Another advertisement guaranteed that 
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their "Facial Exercises" would "remove lines, 'crow's feet' and wrinkles; fill up hollows; give roundness 
to scrawny necks; lift up sagging comas of the mouth and clear up muddy or sallow skins."  ^
Women enjoyed physical freedom in their boyish fashions during the period. However; the 
eligibility and appearance of women was still important. Therefore, women consistently had to mold 
and care for their bodies to meet the fashion ideals of the time. Therefore, Arnold discussed the active 
womanhood and the limitation in women's social freedom implied in women's boyish styles of fashion 
in the 1920s as follows: 
Since the 1920s androgyny has been associated with the search for greater independence for 
women, the maging of genders signifying adesire to inscribe masculine power upon the 
female body. The mystery and seductive potential of the androgynous body, slim and 
youthful yet knowing and self-aware, was emblematic of the inter-war period and of the 
search for the 'modem' woman, who could encapsulate the shift towards apublic dynamic 
femininity. The boyish silhouette spoke of adolescence, both in its push far freedom and its 
ambiguous status between definitions?* 
As the boyish fashion waned and a mature look with longer skirts and women's contours 
began to be popular in the late 1920s, many people demonstrated against the new mode introduced in 
Paris. The pnmary reason fix the opposition was that the body constriction and long skirts weie 
unhealthy and unsanitary. In addition, the opponents recognized the psychological eÊect and "the 
symbolic value" of clothing styles. Some of them weiecorœmed that constricted waists and long 
skirts would make women passive and "destroy a good deal of camaraderie" between men and 
women,*** sinœ many women who talked, smoked, danced and woiked with men in public places built 
intimacy wi(h men throughout the 1920s. To others, constricted bodies and long skirts represented (be 
wearers' restricted social status?  ^ The opponents would not want women to submit to the tyranny of 
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fashion at the sacrifice of their health and improved social position. However an opponent to the new 
nxxk insisted that "Short skirts are honest and healthful, and that does not mean any lack of 
femininity.'^  This opponent seems to have recognized that women in the boyish fashion of thel920s 
rarely intend to become muscular: 
However; some others bailed the mature lode fix its femininity. Mary Garden, an opera 
singer, thought that the short skirts "robbed woman of her most fascinating attribute - mystery."  ^ At a 
debate on long and short skirts, Gertrude Lawrence, an actress, insisted that "long skirts make women 
morehee." According to her explanation, "long skirts emphasize women's femininity And, every 
woman knows that the way to get things she wants is to be feminine and her husband will let her have 
herownway."  ^ For these people, short skirts de-emphasized femininity. 
Longerdressstyles with breasts, waists and hips continued to be popular throughout the 1930s. 
In some aspects, women gave up the physical freedom they achieved. However women would not 
endanger their lives with tight lacing, and would not sweep the streets with the trailing skirts during the 
day anymore. Tight lacing was not anecessity to the fashionable women in the late 1920s. Co&igrk 
told women who wanted to attain the slim figure that they do not have to wear body-constricting girdles 
"despite the knowledge that all Patou's mannequins wore corsets this year" Instead, it recommended 
women to do "exercise of the balding and stretching type."  ^ Women were somewhat freed from the 
traditional definition and trappings of femininity by the late 1920s. 
Knickerbockers 
As the Senate approved the Nineteenth Amendment on June 4,1919, following die House of 
Representatives, women were ready to live as citizens. One of the movements that rose among women 
in the early 1920s was to adopt standardized dresses. Helen Louise Johnson lectured at Columbia 
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University in 1920that"rx)wthatwomenweKcitizens,they would not have time to spend 'chasing the 
fashions' and (hat (he way to save (heir tempers, time, and money was to have a standardized dress."  ^
Oœofthe styles she introduced was composed ofkneelaigth trousers, or knickerbockers. Many 
womai wanted to know the address of the costuma who made it in New %ik. However,J(Anson 
told womai that the short trousers were "(he ideal dress for a woman chauffeur" or for gardening.^  
On one hand, some womaiwelcomedknideerbodcas as street wear On the other hand, many people 
opposed the knickerbockers on the streets, and believed (heir proper place was home and (he resort areas. 
Women was even urged to wear long jackets or blouses ova (he knickerbockers, and to wear belts low 
on the hips, in orda to make their legs inconspicuous as possible, while (hey wae ' 'climbing or 
tramping."  ^ As more women adopted knickabockers, the public criticism and restrictions on 
knickerbockers intensified. 
Thaewaeprnmolersofknickerbockersfbrwomaiintheearly 1920s. The American Dress 
League, a new organization to promote "decait, petty, inexpensive, and practical" dress for women, 
introduced a '"knickerbockers gown" in its first meeting in 1921. & was composed of a blouse, 
knickerbockers, and acape. Women at the meeting applauded its practicality?  ^ Inthesameyear,a 
large wholesale clothing house for mai in Chicago also promoted knickerbockers for women by 
advertising their practicality on the streets and in ofBces?'* In 1922, the Amaican Désignas' 
Association showed a '"knickerbocka suit," and expected (hat it would soon become popular m (he 
streets. However, the Association announced (hat the suit was not to make women "unwomanly."™ 
Women had to rananba to be feminine even in the practical clothes such as knickabockeis. 
Pahaps partly due to the active promotion by organizations and manufacturers and the 
practical merits of knickabockas, these seemed to have gained popularity among some women, 
especially young women. According to an artick in a 1922 issue of the 
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Smith College student body decided that the Smith students sbouM not wear knickabockers on the 
streets until the town citizens adopt knickezbockers as street weac  ^ & can be inferred that 
knkkeAockers were quite visible cm the Smith College campus. Inthesameyear^acouplein 
Massachusetts even married in knickerbockers.^  The president of the Mai's Apparel Club expected 
an increase ofkmckabocka sales for both mai and women in 1923. Ik added that (he women's 
knickabodtas sales even increased in southern winta resorts - the consavative part of the country.^  
In (he same year, a vice president of (he New Jersey Retail Clothias' Association announced that he 
would encourage his female ofBce workers to wear knickerbockers instead of skirts, because it would 
(akelesstimetogetdressedinknickeibockas. He believed that male wodoas would soon get used to 
the exposed "Hrhbs."  ^
While more women adopted knickabockers, the resistance against the traid also grew. 
Employas in Baltimore said in 1921 that they would not anploy girls in knickerbockers, because they 
feared that makanpbyees would be distracted by the exposed limbs.^  Their reascmfœ banning 
knickabockers in their companies seems tobea poor excuse, because women's skirts of the time would 
expose the calves anyway. In 1922, knickabockers wae forbidden in Vassar college campus, and the 
students pmtested against the rule.^  The Connecticut College student body barred womai's knickers 
not only on campus but also on the town streets.^  Gids'High School in Brooklyn also banned gids 
6om wearing knickerbockas to the school  ^ Bedford State Reformatory for womai allowed the 
inmates to wear bloomers, which must have looked more like knickabockas, only when they were 
doing "rough wodc."  ^ In Traverse City, Michigan, the mayor of the city banned women's 
knickerbockers, and the city women protested against the mayor's orda by parading on (he streets.^  
The tension between women wearing knickers and the resistance against them seems to have 
intensified as the time went on. In 1925,in New Odeans,ayoungwoman'sfatba was even attacked 
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by the neighbors who were upset by his daughter's white cycling knickers.^ ' In 1926, aman who 
criticized all women who wore knickerbockers was shot to death by another man who had a sister 
wearing knickerbockers.^  In PittsGeld, Massachusetts, knickabockers were banned for women, after 
afew fianale campas from New %dc and New Jersey appeared on the streets with their knickers rolled 
up and the stockings rolled down.^  In Indiana, a nine-year-old girl was forbidden to attend school 
wither knickers, and the case was settled in the local court The girl's mother, who believed that 
knickerbockers were proper to wear in classes, won the case in 1927?* On the other hand, a gid 
refused to take gymnasium class, due to her father's opposition against the gym suit which was 
composed of bloomers. There were only girls in the gym class; nevertheless her father; who believed 
that the bloomers weœ'"inherently comipting," objected to his daughter attending the gym class.^  In 
Collingswood, New Jersey women's knickerbockers were banned on the streets, under a "new 'vice and 
immorality' ordinance" which was to "preserve public peace and good older" based on the Old 
TbstamenL  ^ Rolled up knickers were also banned in Port Jervis and Beacon, in New %rk?  ^
Theœ were women wk) wanted to wear practical clothes such as knickerbockers in (he 1920s. 
However, many peopk thought it was inqmiper for women to adopt masculine garments. The public 
became tolerant of women weanng knickabockers only for sports and vacation, while some others even 
disapproved of it Many people feared women's denial of traditional femininity during the period. 
Unfortunately, why the knickerbockers were criticized and opposed rarely appeared in the primary 
sources. According to SheUyFbote, many people in the past felt threatened when men and women 
adopted the clothing symbols of the opposite sex, since they believed that it ' \vould blur the lines 
between the sexes" and "threatened the established relationship between mai and women," which might 
cause the disruption of the existing social order  ^ As it was announced in Collingwood, New Jersey, 
that women's knickerbockers were banned to'"preserve public peace and good order;" many opponents 
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against women's knickerbockers during the period must have regarded women's adoption of 
knickerbockers on streets as a challenge to the social order^* In addition, tbeVictooan notion of 
natural difference between the two sexes and the separate spheres for men and women still dominated 
American society, even though the United States in the 1920s was going through rapid modernization 
with the economic boom and urbanization. Therefore, it was believed that women were naturally pure, 
submissive, emotional and domestic, while men were corruptible, aggressive, rational and social?** 
Women's adoption of knickerbockers must have seemed against women's natural character and 
domesticity to many opponents. The father who commented that his daughter's gymnasium bloomers 
were "inherency corrupting" must have thought that her daughter will acquire male characteristics if she 
adopted male clothes?" Moreover; many people during the period, consciously or unconsciously, 
might have been awaœ of the mak authority represented in bifurcated ^ rments?  ^ With the rapid 
change of American society and the change of American womanhood which I discussed earlier in this 
chapter; it can be inferred that women in knickerbockers were more than women in practical clothes to 
many people. Since many feminists participated in dress reform adopting trousers in the past,^  
trousers appear to have reminded people of feminism, especially during the period when women 
acquired the right to vote. Therefore, it is possible that some people even regarded women's 
knickerbockers as a representation of women's rights movement or erosion to male authority in the 
social order As discussed in cordroversies about women's body exposuœ in referring to Marchand, 
"deep anxiety about social disorder" such as the corruption of traditional moral standards and patriarchal 
family life were somewhat reflected in the controversies about women's knickerbockers?* 
The tension between the importance of a traditional image of fanininity and women's demand 
for practicaHty seems to be represented in the trousers-skirt mode introduced by Paris designers in 1927. 
The new mode called the "culotte skirf ' was the skirt length with pleats disguising the trousers as skirts. 
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However; Parisienne women woe hesitant to wear the new mode.^  The culotte skirt did not gain 
much popularity, but women continued to adopt a variety of bifurcated garments. Knickerbockers 
gradually went out of fashion by the late 1920s, and other styles oftrousers such as pajamas and overalls 
caught mote attention in resorts?* When Co/ùerk introduced a&w styles of summer resat trousers in 
1929, it did not Axget to ai^diasize that: "We're still feminine enough to ccmtradictoursdves,evai if we 
do wear trousers,''and'Tk)us  ^you see, are m threat to fanininity.'^  Women still had to be 
feminine. However, the social expectatkm regarding feminine images was slowly changing with 
wcmenadc^dng more fixmeziy masculine garmer^s in the later period. AssdiolarsincludingFbote, 
and Ewoi and Ewen suggested, the change in feminine images wit women's adoption of trousers can 
partly be understood as a byproduct of change in women's life styles, attitudes and gender roles.^  The 
controversies about women's trousers also reflected the social negotiation of meanings in women's 
fashion in the process of establishing a new convention in women's dress. 
Eadiavaganœ versus TtriRaM Conservation 
After Wbdd War I was ova, there was a short depression in the American economy. Then, 
American society experienced great proqxrity&om 1922 to 1929, even though there was aslight 
recession in 1928. During this period, national wealth and inconœ increased prominently. Total 
national income adjusted for the cost of living was $620 per capita in 1919, but increased to $681 per 
capita in 1929. Whikfmmers were going through hard times, industrial workers enjoyed shorter 
working hours and increased wages with the industrial expansion. However; workers'wage increase 
was smaH compared wi& the increase in corporate profits. Between 1923 and 1929, workers' wage 
increased 11 perçoit. On the odier hand, the corporate profits showed 62 percent increase. Moreover, 
national wealth was confined to a smaU proportion of the total population. The total income of 36,000 
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families was almost the same as the total income of 11.6 million famines which had an annual income 
under $1,500. Deqxte 6e maladjustment ofAeeccmomic growth in die 1920s, Amaicans in gœeral 
enjoyed economic progress.^  
Américain the 1920s wentthnxi^itecbnologicalandmanagerial progress. Madnnes-
especially electronically powered machines - were widely adopted in factories. The moving assembly 
line, which Henry Ford introduced during Wbdd War I, contributed to the elective and rapid production 
of goods, along with the concept of scientific management including "shop organization, task analysis, 
worker motivation, and engineering control." A large volume of consumer goods could be produced 
Ax the masses at the lower pace. Potential consumers with increased economic power were allured to 
buy mass produced goods. The development of consumer credit contributed to the enhancement of 
buying power^° Advertisers regarded women as the "purchasing agents" of each household, and 
emphasized that advertisements should appeal to women's emotion and whimsicality  ^
The great economic prosperity in the 1920s impmved living standards, and enabled women to 
spend more money on their clothes. Women could easily buy clothes from the wide range of ready-to-
wear available at each price level In addition, the number of women in industries, offices, and schools 
increased prominently, even though there still was discrimination against women.^  More women 
gained economic power to purchase their own clothes in the 1920s. EspeciaHy the number of working 
women living apart ûom their families was growing, and these women woe more likely to spend a 
larger proportion of their income on their own.^ * According to an address made in 1928 by one of the 
leading textik merchants in Ixmdon, Sir Edwin Stockton, American women were "the most 
extravagantly dressed" in the wodd. He estimated the clothing expense ofAmmcan business women 
as 46 percent of their total income, and this was four times as much as the expenditure of English 
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business women. He found (be reason fix American women's extravagant clothing* in the economic 
prosperity of the country?* 
As the same styles were copied down the pnce-level, the exdusiveness of a style with higher 
poœ, rather than the quality, served as important factors in purchasing clothes among women. In 
addition, many women preferred silk dresses and hosiery. As a result, a huge amount of silk was 
imparted fromAsia. The steamers loaded with silk from Japan arrived in Vancouver, and each train 
delivoed 28 tons of silk to New %rk6om Vancouver twice amonth in 1928.^  
WiA the popularity of silk dresses and stockings, the extravagance in womai's fashion 
became asocialissue in the 1920s. A heaW dress compedtion took place even among the girls in high 
schools in the 1920s. For exançle.sŒne schools banned silk dresses due to the extreme fashkxi 
conçedticm practiced among female students in Muncie,Indiana-Middle*own. Afew girls evœ 
dropped out of school, because of their inability to keep up with other students in fashion. One of the 
mothers in Middtetown said, ' "No girl can wear cotton stockings to high school Eveninwintermy 
children wear silk sbckings with lisk or imitations underneath." Another mother also explained that 
"The dresses girls wear to school now used to be considered party dresses. My daughter would 
consider herself terribly abused if she had to wear the same dress to school two successive days." A 
fifteen-year-old son in high school complained to his mother cm his sister's clothes, saying "Wdl, if you 
don't let her wear silk ones next term when she goes to high school, none of the boys will like her or 
have anything to do with hec"  ^ A reguladon on dresses was also imposed on students in the 
Menominee County Agricultural School in Michigan. Several students dropped out of school, due to 
extrene dress competition. TW school permitted girk to wear plain dresses made from inexpensive 
* In this research, extravagance in women's fashion not only refers to the amount of clothes purchased by 
women but also their preference of higher priced, elaborate clothes of up-to-date styles and clothes made 
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materials only, and silk dresses woe banned.^  
However, the tradition of frugality had been deeply ingrained in American culture. Benjamin 
Franklin, one of the AmerkanfburKiing fathers, is often referred to in discussing the bases of American 
tradition of frugality. As a self-educated man of bourgeois background, he emphasized the importance 
of individual frugality and industriousness along with other virtues in order to accomplish social success. 
His emphasis cm frugality and diligence was based cm urban middle class ideals which were influenced 
by Protestant ethics.^  As Imentioned in the first chapter; Ewen and Ewen explained how the urban 
bourgeois ideals of frugality influenced the simplicity in men's fashion in the nineteenth century.^ * 
M contrast, Americans in the 192(h seemed to be unconcerned with the tradition of frugality. 
According toasurvey conducted in 1925, coHege students majoring in ethics were asked to list worst 
pactices. According to the survey result, extravagance ranked 14, and Sabbath-breaking and swearing 
ranked eight and nine. Sex irregularity, stealing, cheating, and lying ranked at the top.^ ° This result 
partly represents the atmosphere of the time. AcontnbutortoEdwcoi^criticizedthecontemporary 
trend of evaluating a person depending on ' "the amount of money that the individual man manages to get 
for an income."  ^ I^md and Lynd also fbund in Middletown that one's social status was positioned 
according to one's Snancial status represented in "where one lives, how erne lives, the kind of car erne 
drives, and similar externals." Middletown foremen complained that young working-class men in 
Middletown preferred reaching the "maximum wage" quickly to becoming "skilled workers."  ^ The 
philosopher, John Dewey, also insisted mass production encouraged Americans to purchase goods rather 
than to be thrifty.^  
However, there were apprehensive voices which criticized extravagance, and conservatism 
and simplicity were emphasized in women's fashion. Harry Cbllins, a designer for the First Lady, Mrs. 
of expensive materials such as silk. 
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Harding, suggested that a woman could wear the same gown for two or three seasons by slightly 
changing details.^ * At the University of Chicago, the Federation of University woman decided to 
forbid'Taney hosioy, silk dresses, beaded and satin dresses, elaborate fur wraps, and hats trimmed with 
fancy plumes or flowers."  ^ Swarthmore College, a coeducadon school in Pennsylvania, emphasized 
in letters to the students and their patents that woman applicants to the institution should wear simple and 
modest dresses.^  Lady Astosarepœsentadve in the House of Commons in England and akA-
kaning figure, urged American giA to put emphasis on the mind rather than on physical attractiveness. 
She introduced the simpk modest garments that she wore to American gids.^  
JbwnW recommmded to female college freshmen that simplicity; smartness, and good materials were 
the crucial factors to look for in an ideal college wardrobe.^ * A supervisor of Home Economics in 
Cleveland, Ohio, pointed out that garment remodeling wait out of fashion with (he disappearance of 
piece bags-the bags offabnc scraps-and limited storage space fbrthe piece bags. She emphasized 
the need to educate girls that new dresses with poor materials were no better than the remodeled dresses 
of good quality.^  When the first lady, Mrs. Coolidge, bought dresses at the total of $1,000 on the spot, 
77# Mew Kmt Times reported sarcasdcaUy that "the first lady ofthe land wastes little time in haggling 
over styles or paces." 
The extravagance in women's fashion might be related to the religious sentiment of the time, 
sirœ the tradition offiugaUty was based on bourgeois protestant ethic. Moreover, the United States 
was a country of many immigrants with Judeo-Chnstian religion which condemned paying too much 
attention to appearances and material things in everyday life. As the country modernized with 
scientific development and urbanization, the status of churches and clergy was declining in the 1920s. 
While antievoludonists' organizations were formed and laws were passed to ban professors and teachers 
from introducing evolution theories - mainly in the South - many priests attempted to explain the Bible 
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by adopting the concept of evolution. Moreover churches became social centos, while the importance 
of spiritual experience declined and the church membership grew faster (han the increase of population 
in the 1920s.^  Pass pointed out "the erosion of church discipline," especially among young people 
during the period. According to her explanation, "(he young had transferred their allegiance from the 
churches, broad or nanow, to a different sort of God, as they invested a kind of religious devotion to (heir 
leisure pursuits, to sports, dating, and song," while the most religious ones turned their interest to "social 
reform and politics.^  In Middletown, marriages officiated by the clergy 611 from 85 percent in 1890 
to 63 percent in 1923, whik marriages witnessed by civil servants increased from 13 to 34 perçait 
between those years.^  The HvesofAmericans, especially of younger Americans, wens becoming 
more secular in the 1920s. 
The secularizadonofAmencan life could be partly observed in a survey which was conducted 
to "inspect moral anarchy" in 1926. The researcher asked 500 adults aged between 20 and 60 "to rate 
the TknCommandn^ts in the order of moral impoitance." The King James version of theTbn 
Commandments was used in the survey. The subjects were described as "of superior intelligence, 
education, and social background." The researcher explaiied that the fir# four Commandments -
Thou shalt have no other gods before me; Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image; Thou shaft 
not take the name of the Lord in vain; Remember the Sabbalh day to keep it holy-are the religious 
mandates, the next five - Honor thy father and mother; Thou shalt not kill; Thou shalt not commit 
adultery; Thou shalt not steal; Thou shalt not bear false witness-are social mandates, and the last one-
Thou shalt not covet - is a psychological mandate. The result showed that 151 people could not rate 
the religious mandates, and 102 peopk said that they could not find moral value in the first four 
Commandments. The researcher infaied that the urban life styk "made ^ sophistication and 
godkssness."  ^
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Aseadyas 1899, \%»len discussed that the leisure class tried to display their social and 
economic success through expensive, elaborate, and up-to-date fashion.^ * In this research, there was 
no evidence of women displaying their families,' especially husbands' social-economic status, as \tblen 
insisted. However as more women gained economic power and were away from their homes to work 
in the cities, these women woe less likely to display the social-economic status of their families. In 
addition, the rapid modernization and booming economic development of American society along with 
the secularization ofAmeiican life in the early twentieth century enabled women in social classes other 
than the leisure class to also pursue extravagance in fashion during the 1920s. Many American women 
enjoyed selecting their wardrobes from the ample amount of apparel produced in mechanized factories 
in the 1920s. They had more money than ever in previous American history to spend on fashion. 
However, modem America did not completely forget the tradition of thrift and conservation against 
extravagance and worldly pursuits. Therefore, some people criticized women for their extravagance in 
fashion, even though American society necessitated women to pay attention to their appearances. 
Many women continuously wanted to lode attractive as possible in up-to-date fashion of higher pice 
and unique style, many made &ixn silks. As the Great Depression staMed after the stock market crash 
in October 1929, many Americans welcomed the increase of consumption and extravagance in order to 
bring back economic prosperity. 
Bases of Women's Challenge to Social Conventions 
Many American women in the 1920s challenged social conventions in fashion causing 
controversies. Women exposed body parts that were traditionally covered up and disposed of 
underwear such as waist constricting corsets and petticoats. The boyish style of fashion and 
knickerbockers were against the traditional image of femininity. Women's increased expenditure on 
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fashion was far from the custom of thrift and conservation. Overall, women were challenging social 
conventions not only in terms of fashion, but also in overall life styles and their attitudes, as I introduced 
in die early part of this chapter: These changes and challenges shocked or provoked worries among 
some people in the society. Diffèrent opinions concerning the bases of their shock and worries were 
discussed, in the process of seeking remedies to their problems. 
Sorœ pointed out WbddWarl as abase of change in women's fashion. hTTigMewfo^a 
writer argued that women's clothes turned ''daring and scanty" after the war; due to the competition 
among women looking for husbands from "the depleted man-power"  ^ Others considered "relaxation 
from the nervous tension during the war" as another cause of fashion change, which led to seeking 
pleasuK in life responding to the physical desire through body revealing clothes of the time/* These 
opinions of war's influence cm women's body exposing fashion do not seem logical and persuasive, 
since they did not present any actual evidences to support their insistence. 
Some others thought of the new styk of fashion as aproduct of consumerism. Under rapid 
industrialization and urbanization, consumerism advanced as an important characteristic of modem 
America in the 1920s. An article in pointed out that demand was created and 
promoted through "advertisements, shop windows and dress shows, the theatrical stage, and the printed 
word."  ^ Marketing strategy during the period concentrated cm promoting sales through the rapid 
change of styles and models.^  The new style of women's fashion was often advertised by referring to 
"Parisian authorities.'*  ^ ThyosaW. Amos, Dean of Women at the University of Pittsburgh, criticized 
commercialism created by elders as responsible for tempting younger people: 
No student inventedjazz; no student wrote the sex play; no student wrote the pmesent vulgar 
obscene songs; no student photographed the immoral film; and no student created coarse 
fashions in dress for men and women. AJ1 these are the gracious gifts of acommeicialized 
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society.^  
However, the ccmsumerism has limitations in forcing the public to adopt certain styles of 
clothes. Cottm manufacturers tned to pmnxAe the sales of cotton products such as cotton stockings, 
longer cotton skirts, ard petticoats, due to the depression of the cotton industry during the period.^  A 
letter to % Mew responded to this idea, saying "Of all the absurd suggestions Aat are 
promulgated from time to time none is more ridiculous than that emanating from convoitions of the 
National Cotton Manufacturas'Association that womai shall be urged to return to the burden of kmg 
skirts and petticoats in cmda" to help Aecottcmtrade.''^  The introduction of long skirts in 1921 could 
not depiive women of short skirts. Skirts leogthmedA^a year or two, but hemlines b^an to rise again 
in 1924. Mam6cturas and r^ikrs could not easily manipulate ccmsumers. Women during the 
1920s were not just passive adopters of fashion. As Blumer suggested, the new style had to meet the 
growing tastes and the needs of (xmsumas in order to be widely adopted.^  
Some others who were against women's challenge to social conventions found faults in the 
change in family lives. These peopkcnddzed parents'indifliaence to theà children's lives and 
behaviors. %ungstas' clothing behavior was regarded as a responsibility of parents, especially of 
mothers. A high school girl blamed mothers, saying ' 'Where are the mothers? Why don't the 
nmthers take caœ of their daughters as the mothers of old times did?' ^  The Présidait of Agnes Scott 
College in Georgia asked 
I am infbmœd that in many places parents themselves indulge inmodem dances. What can 
be expected of their daughters but to follow their example? I am also informed that 
frequently mothers approve of the way in which their daughters dress. Can we not secure the 
cooperation and influence of the home in correcting these deplorable evils?  ^
Aharsh proposal sudi as taking gids away &om irresponsible parents and placing them in appmpdate 
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environments was also suggested.^  Somepointedouttheeadydepartureofyoungstersfromhomein 
order to attend colleges and to work in remote places as obstacles for parents to supervise thôr 
diildren.^  Parmts'refusal to c^)en6eir houses fc»" their children's party was another poblem 
discussed. A wife of an Eastern university student suggested that 
In the jBve years between my sdxx)l-days and my marriage I could count on my fingers the 
number ofhome parties that were given by my friends, and my husband'sexpenence was the 
same. Wb were asked to go to dances at clubs, movies, theaters, etc., but never to aparty that 
would cause the pararts and the house to be disturbed. Open your homes and save your 
children and your neighbor's children.^  
The American family, especially the middle-class family, in the nineteenth century was based 
on parental control, centered around fatherbusband as a family head. However the family in the 
1920s was somewhat difkrent from the traditional nineteenth century family. Especially in urban 
middle-class families, parental authority declined with the emphasis cm "affection" among family 
member with the shrinking size of families. The relationship among family members became more 
companionate and democratic. The advertisements in the 1920s also depicted "family conferences" in 
which children were also present?** TT% free exchange of ideas between children and parents were 
also increasing in Middtstown?*  ^ CMdrai in small size families were less involved in responsibilities 
of helping with housework and taking care of younger siblings. Consequently, they had more time to 
spend cm extra-family activities, being more independmt from parental control. Children inhigjh 
schools and colleges were more likely to spend their evenings with their peers.^  There were people 
who recogpized the diange in family characteristics during the period, and disapproved less parental 
control and children's increased independence in the family as discussed above. This, again, comes 
backto Marchand's discussion of Americans' fear of change in social order in the 1920s.^  
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However; the research results reported at the White House Conference on Child Health and 
Protection which was held in the mid-1930s approved '"non-authoritarian, affectional, intimate 
relationship" among family members of urban middle-class. According to the research result, rural 
families with more physical interaction had less interests and ' "psychological unity ' among family 
members, compared with urban children. FanmHes with childrm who had less family responsibilities 
and more independence seemed more harmonious.^  Tlierefbre, the attackonless parental-control 
and interest in children did not seem to have recognized the affectionate relationship lying behind the 
children's increased independence during the period. Moreover, middle-class parents in the 1920s 
woe more interested in child rearing, seeking professional advice in books and magazines, compared 
with parents in the previous penod?* The fi^  of change in social order must have influenced those 
who blamed the change in family lives during (he period. 
Feminism and women's suffrage were also mentioned as the bases of change in women's 
fashion and attitudes. After the attainment of suffrage, women's challenge to social conventions was 
oRm considered as an outcorœofwomen's political victory during the period. A Dean at the 
University of Maine, a very conservative state, argued that "Having been heartily opposed to the 
extension of suffrage to women, I am perhaps ovednclined to hold this responsible for the immodest and 
immoral behavior which is characterizing the present era. & seems to be necessary for women to 
imitate the vices of man in order to prove actual equality with him." Another Dean in the College of 
Law at the University of Nebraska also insisted that "Political and economic liberty has come to women, 
who, retaining their sex instincts and not yet knowing how to use their freedom, are apt to claim the 
virtues and ape the vices of men."  ^ h addition, foninism was accused of leading the fashion trend 
"toward elimination of essential apparel"  ^ People who felt threats from the change in women's 
social status must have attacked feminism and suffrage in relation to women's challenge to social 
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conventions. 
Overall, those who blamed women's fashion during the period found die bases of women's 
challenge to social convoitions in consumerism, the increased independence of the young and the 
increase in women's political power Marchand suggested the characteristics of modem society not 
only as "urban" but also as "youthfulness, mobility, optimism, and tolerance for diversity and speed of 
change."  ^ The rapid change of styles and stralegkpmrnotion of sales, de change in urban middle-
class fiamily structure, and women's suffrage obtainment definitely parallels Marchand's characteristics 
of modem society in the 1920s. Therefore, it is clear that people who criticized women's challenges to 
social conventions did not wholly favor the modernization of the society. They feared the disruption of 
existing social structure which the modernity with women's challenge to social conventions would bring. 
These people found comfort in the preexisting social system which emphasized the traditional gender 
roles and women's physical and mortal modesty. 
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3. CONTROVERSIES ABOUT AMERICAN WOMEN'S 
FASHION, 1930-1939 
In chapter three, I wiUcontinœ to focus on the controversial issues about American women's 
fashion appeanng in 77# Times and magazines between 1930 and 1939. I will discuss Ihe 
ccmtroversial issues in the same order as in chapter two - body exposure, femininity versus masculinity, 
and extravagance versus thrift and conservation - in relation to women's lives during the period. In the 
first section, contrasting opinions on women's bathing suits, halters and sbats will be discussed. In the 
second section, I will look at women's foundation garments and mannish garments in relation to the 
social existence of tension between femininity and masculinity. In the last section, the irony of 
desperate need of increase in consumption and the necessity of conservation during the Depression will 
be discussed in relation to women's fashion. 
Body Exposure 
As women went back to longer skirts with the return of breasts, waists and hips in the late 
1920s, the public criticisms of body exposure in women's mainstream fashion almost disappeared. 
Sorre reminisced about the social meaning of short skirts in the 1920s, and were concerned about the 
long skirt's influence on women. One regarded the short skirt as a means for women to become close 
companions of mai, since the short skirt offered women physical freedom to do things such as flying, 
car racing, and dancing with men/ Another person thought of it as "a triumphant gesture of freedom 
m the part of women.'^  In contrast, some others regarded the longer skirt in the 1930s as an 
impediment to women participating in business? However women's skirts remained above the ankle 
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during the day. 
While dresses became longer in the 1930s, more body exposing clothes such as shorts, halters 
and abbreviated balhing suits as leisure wear caught public attention. He controversies about 
abbreviated bathing suits, shorts and haltas,W]ich were mostly wœn cm beadies, in mountains, and 
other resat areas during the period, may be understood in relation to the social context of the time. 
With the increase of unemployment dining the Great Depression, the U.S. government provided indirect 
relief by creating employment. Under the New Deal, the federal government spent about $1.5 billion 
on constructing or improving facilities such as camps, picnic grounds, trails, swimming pools and parks 
between 1932 and 1937 through agencies such as the Civilian Conservation Corps and the Works 
Progress Administration. Hie Woks Progress Administration made or repaired 12,700 playgrounds, 
8^00 gymnasiums or recreation buildings, 750 swimming pools, 1,000 ice skating rinks, and 64 ski 
jumps. The National %uth Administration and the Recreation Division of the Works Progress 
Administration trained and employed people in recreation services including parks, playgrounds, athletic 
ûelds, beaches, and swimming pools. Recreational facilities weie built not only to create employment, 
but also to culdvate desirable recreation services for the masses/ hi addition, the amusement parks 
appealed to the public with the emphases cm their "beaches, picnic groves, lawns, and ballrooms." 
People could enjoy recreation in amusement parks with such facilities, paying only the admission fee. 
During the Depression year\ "drippers" who couMrKKaflbrd adime to use abathhouse wore clothes 
over their bathing suits and went back home with the dripping water from beaches.^  
Bathing suits 
Throughout the 1920s, swimming became popularwith the widespread advice that 
emphasized the importance of physical exercise and getting air and sunlight to the skin. According to 
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Curmingham, swimming was orœofAmericans'm^or leisure activities by the 1930s. The increase of 
unemployment, the popularity of sun-tanning, and the increased number of public beaches and pools 
buikas New Deal prcqects,aU brought more public attendon to bathing and swimming. Cunningham 
explains (hat the most popular styles of bathing suit in the 1930s were "the body hugging maillot with or 
without an infinitesimal skirt,'  and a dressmaker style bathing suit with ' 'a fitted bodice and a short full 
skirt" W: can observe the former style ofbalhing suits in Figure4. b addition, two-piece bathing 
suits which exposed the wearers' midriffs as the erne in Figure 5 was also introduced. Rubber yams 
weœ often used to make close-fitting bathing suits. Lastex, which had arubber core covered with two 
other yams of natural fiber, was introduced to the market in 1931. Bathing suits made of Lastex had 
two-way stretdi Cunningham found that many wwnenprefared dressmaker styles of bathing suits 
fbrsevaalreasons. Dressmaker bathing suits were often designed with afiill skirt as described 
previously. This made the bathing suits look more modest. Another facto- that contributed to 
attaining a more modest look wit the dressmaker bathing suits was that they were often made of 
nonelastic woven materials rather than elastic materials such as Lastex. This made these bathing suits 
less snug to the body. They were also preferred for "fabrics having intricate and elaborate patterns."* 
Even though many women preferred modest styles of bathing suits, the public criticized women in 
bathing suits for revealing too much of their bodies. Many bathing suits were backless, as the one in 
Figure 4, in order to display a neat sun-tanned back in evening gowns which exposed much of wearers ' 
backs (see Figure 6). Armholes were also getting wider. In addition, bathing suits exposedalarger 
portion of women's legs compared with the previous period, even though women still covered the upper 
part ofthe thighs, as we can observe in Figure 4 and 5/ 
The public tned to impose restrictions on certain styles of bathing suits. One of the styles to 
be restricted was the "extra-trim bathing costume'  which had wide armholes and a bare bade, and came 
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down to cover only the upper part of thighs. These abbreviated bathing suits woe banned on many 
beadies, not to mention on the boardwalk and cm public streets, throughout die nation in the eady 
1930s.^  The American Association of Pools and Beaches decided to demand that the bathing suit 
manufacturers produce less body-exposing bathing suit designs for 1933. The association complained 
about women wearing ovedy abbreviated bathing suits, and one of the members explained that the 
abbreviated bathing suits became popular following the Olympic contestants' appearing in brief bathing 
suits.* In 1932, Write bathing suits were also banned m the beach in Ocean Grove, New Jersey, which 
was a very conservative Methodist community of the time. 77# Mew Timer reported that the 
beach manager gave no explanation about the reason for banning white bathing suits. ^  It can be 
inferred that the white bathing suits would become transparent when they got wet, which would look 
quite immodest. 
On the other hand, there were also indications of burgeoning change in societal expectations 
for bathing suits in some parts of the United Stales in the eady 1930s. In 1932, Mayor Harry 
Bacharach of Atlantic City, New Jersey, reviewed the styles of bathing suits for the summer; and even 
approved the ones with "short trunks and a scanty bandeau." He and cdher reviewers said that the 
important thing was not the style ofbathing suit one wears, but how one behaves in abathing suit. 
However, laces or nets were banned in the bathing suits, along with the design that consisted of atrunk 
and shoulder straps." Recognizing the changing style ofbathing suits, apoliceman in North Haledon, 
New Jersey, proposed to the Common Council that (he law for the bathing suit style regulation should be 
changed. According to this town law, people should wear two-piece bathing suits with long sleeves 
and knee-length bloomers.^  
There appears to have been a gradual change in societal expectations of bathing suits, as mome 
women adopted abbreviated bathing suits as the decade wait on. Such issues as bathing suits without 
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stockingsorexposingbarecalvesby wearingshortsocks wereoutoffàshionbythe 1930s. & became 
a tacit agreement that women could go barefoot in bathing suits on the beach, as seen on the women in 
Rgures4and5. Many won^defW the restrictions that were imposed on certain styles of balhing 
suits. By 1939, restnctions on balhing suit styles almost disappeared in pnmary sources. Onewntar 
in T7# Mew Times Mogazeze declared in 1939 that "it had become pxedy generally agreed that sin 
and swimming are ratha-incon^atible."  ^ As Spmles suggested ûom an aesthetic perqxctive, people 
might have become familiar with the styles of balhing suits which displayed more of women's bodies, as 
they were repeatedly exposed to (he styles/* 
However, balhing suits continued to be banned in public places outside of many beaches, 
especiaUy on the East Coast, throughout the 1930s, as they were in the 1920s. Most of the time the 
restrictions were not confined to women but also applied to men. Rockaway, in New Jersey, banned 
men and women from wearing bathing suits on the streets.^  Bathers were allowed to wear balhing 
suits only on beaches and at pools in the Palisades Interstate Park in New Yak in 1936.* In Long 
Beach, Long Island, bathing suits were also banned on the boardwalk in 1938.^  By 1938, different 
beaches had different regulations on whether peopk could wear balhing suits on the boardwalk or on the 
streets, ^example, balhing suits were banned on the boardwalk in Rockaway and Coney Island, 
while people were allowed to wear balhing suits on the streets in Jacob Riis Park and Orchard Beach in 
Bronx. The explanation was that Rockaway and Coney Island beach were near residential and 
business areas. ^  The imposition of laws restricting bathing suits in these public places suggested that 
people did wear or attempted to wear balhing suits outside the beach. The increased number of repoits 
restricting balhing suits in public places, compared with the number of reports in the 1920s, shows that 
women on the East Coast grew more daring in challenging social conventions that placed a taboo on 
revealing too much of the body in public places. 
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In sum, women's bathing suits wee restricted in styles for the body exposure. However 
many women continued to wear more body exposing styles of balhing suits, many defying the restrictive 
laws. Bytheendofthe 1930s, such laws almost disappeared, ami (his represents the change of societal 
expectations for body exposure in women's balhing suits. In addition, the increased number of laws 
which forbade wearing balhing suits in public places outside of beaches and pools cm the East Coast 
means that some people dared to expose more of their bodies away 60m (he beach. This (raid can also 
be observed in controversies related to some women's shorts and halters during (he period. 
Shorts and halters 
According to Ann Buermann Wass and Clarita Anderson, women's gym outfits usually 
consisted of knickerbockers and blouses in the 1920s. However, knickerbockers grew shorter and 
sometimes women wore shorts instead of knickerbockers. Some women were photographed in shorts, 
while they were running in the 1920s. In the 1928 Amsterdam Olympics, most women contestants, 
including American women in field and track, wore shorts with tailored shirts.^  Women also wore 
shorts in playing sports such as tennis and skating in the early 1930s.^  The popularity of shorts for 
women seems to have grown in the mid-1930s. In April 1935,77# Mew Rmk Timer reported that shorts 
sales increased so much that "cme manufacturer was compelled to purchase another mill to take care of 
the orders."  ^ A society woman in Rgure? is shown wearing shorts in Palm Beach. In addition, 
hakeK were popular among women, especially on beaches and in mountains on the East Coast around 
the 1930s, arxi many cmlinarœs banning halters appearin TTze Mew Kmt Times. There were criticisms 
of and restrictions on these women wearing shots and halters in public places such as cm (he streets, in 
shopping areas, and in achurch. 
M the mid-1930s, many reports on regulating shorts and halters in %nkers, a town in New 
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Yak, appeared in 77# AW }&f&7&r#j. %nkers'residents protested against womm hikers in shorts 
passing by their neighboihoods, especially on Sundays. These women were coming and going to the 
Tibbetls Brook Pa±fcr hiking on weekends. Aldoman William SMatodcacticm in 1935 to ban 
women in shots cm Ybnkers streets. He cau i^thve women attired in shoits and hahers, under the city 
law banning "^pearaoce cm a city sbe  ^cf any person in scanty attire." These women wae to appear 
in the local court. The alderman turned in the photographs as evidence of violating the law.^  
Although he declined to prosecute, the judge told the women that ' 'all we desire you to do is just dress 
the way (he women in Ybnkers dress when upon our public streets.'^  A person wrote to 77# Mew Kmk 
TZm&y (hat what the Ymkers alderman and the judge ordered women to do was ridiculous, since wearing 
street garments in hiking was "merely unhygienic," and 'just too charmingly Victorian."  ^
However, alderman Slater sponsored a new ordinance of banning "other than customary street 
attire," cm Tfbnkers streets, to forbid shots, halters, and "bathing attire or similar costume."  ^ The 
ordinance would fine the violator no more than $ 150, imprison the violator for no more than 30 days, or 
both The ordinance was signed by the mayor of the city and became effective on July 29,1935.^  
However, women found a way to avoid arrest, even before the new ordinance came into effect. A few 
gid hikers weœ found to cany strange bundles. They took out their skirts from the bundles and slipped 
(hem cm before crossing the %nkers streets, thus avoiding arrest.^  
In 1936, (he crusade against shorts continued in Ybnkers. The signs warning hikers against 
wearing body revealing attire cm %nkers streets were posted as eady as May.^  The ordinance was 
obeyed by most of the hikers. They put clothes over (heir shots cm (he public streets.* However, two 
hikers-one man and cme woman-were anesled for wearing shots, despite the warnings.^  They 
were fined $10eai± in the local courL  ^ The violators appealed (o (be court, and the defense counsel 
pointed out that the odinance banning "o&er than customary street attire" failed to specify what was 
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customary street attire and what was noL However; the court denied the appeal^  
In the following year; the violators ' attack on the vague statanent of the ordinance brought a 
new specific ordinance forbidding ' ' a bathing suit, shorts, halter or any costume or clothing which 
indecently exposes or reveals any part of the wearer's person."  ^ The new law was also vague as it did 
not specify excepdons for children or athletes/* However, no violators were found in Yaikas, under 
the revised ordinance.^  The honkers confrontation over abbreviated attire was reported until 1938 in 
77# Mew Times/** 
Following the case of Ymkers, shorts and halters were banned m the streets of Suf&m, New 
Yak in 1935.^  Shœts were also banned in Canç Smith in New Yak where soldiers were in summer 
training. Colœel Walta" Delamater, in charge of the regiment, thought that women in such attire would 
"affect his young mai," and commaited that "it looks bold on the part of young women who dress that 
way."  ^ The colonel's comments cm women's skats in the camp connote women's open allurement of 
young soldiers with exposed bodies. 
In 1936, sheets and bakers weœ banned in shopping areas in Westport, Connecticut. 
However; there was no State statute that would validate police actions on the violators.^  hi 
Convington, Kentucky, the police declared that they would arrest females over 10 years of age wearing 
shorts on the streets.^  In Babylon, New Yak, a young woman was forced out of a church by a priest, 
for wearingahalterand slacks. She went to the chur± in beach attire fœ confession, not knowing the 
confession hours. After the priest ordered her out of the church, she came back with herjacket on, but 
the pnest still tried to "pull ha: 6om the pew." Not only the body exposure but also the slacks were the 
problem to the priest/" Pmperatdrefbrthechurchrequiredsldrtsfbrwomai. 
The ban against shorts on the streets continuedinthe late 1930s. In 1938, an ordinance 
banning "garments [that] unnecessarily expose or reveal any part of the wearer's person" in shopping 
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areas was passed in Great Neck, Long Mand. The vague statement of the ordinance would cause 
controversy over whether wearing shorts in the hot weather would be an unnecessary exposure of bodies. 
& was mentioned in 77# AW Time? that it * involves a basic issue of human freedom and some 
subsidiary pmblems in esthetics."  ^ This comment connotes that an individual's body exposure could 
be viewed as a personal freedom of choice in clothes rather than as an offensive behavior to disrupt the 
established social conventions which should be regulated and criticized. 
While some authorities were imposing restrictions on shorts and halters cm the East Coast, 
there rose an argument that the restrictions were the question of esthetics. It was insisted that the reason 
for residents'protest against shorts in %nkeK was esthetics rather than morality, since many residents 
were bothered by the hikers - many of them were fiat - displaying ' "too fleshy bodies.' ^  & must have 
seemed too old fashioned to give mcaality as areason for banning shorts and halters on the streets which 
hikers hM to across on their way to the parkfbr hiking. Emphasis on esthetics rather than morality in 
interpreting the protest in Ybnkers seems to reflect the recognition of change in societal expectation on 
body exposure in women's fashion. 
The evidence and the recognition of change in societal expectation were also observed in other 
East Coast areas. In 1935,Rockaway Chamber of Commezœ attempted to "tighlenacity ordinance 
against wearing bathing suits on the streets, to include the wearing of shorts." The Rockaway chamber 
asked for support from Coney Island. However, Coney Island organizations had a flexible view about 
wearing shorts.* The Rockaway chamber also decided to allow shorts on the beach front, saying that 
"of late there has been an entire change of altitude on what constitutes modesty; and if we try to be 
somewhat dignified we lose our standing as modems."  ^ As previously mentioned in referring to 
Marchand, modernity meant "urbanity, youthfulness, mobility, optimism, and tolerance far diversity and 
speed of change" in the 1920s and the 1930s.* Rockaway's legislators recognized and admitted that 
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there wens some changes in social expectations about women's body exposure, and they had to accept 
ard be tolerant of the changes in cmde to keep abreast of modernity. In addition, in 1936, in the 
Palisades Mteistale Park, in New Tfbrk, the park manage allowed shorts in the park, saying that'T see no 
use in inlerfeing with hiking costumes, because the hikes are going to wear what they please in any 
event."  ^ Thee were people who insisted on their freedom in clothing selection, and these people 
contributed to bring the change in social expectations regarding women's body exposure in public places. 
Another liberal view on shorts could be found in Danbury, Connecticut A florist, who was on the 
fbœfkmtofthepmtest against women's shorts, attempted to present an ordinance that was similar to the 
ooeinYbnkers. However, no action was taken by the Mayor/* 
Overall, many women exposed more of their bodies in the 1930s, despite the popularity of 
longer skirts in mainstream fashion. Many women's balhing suits grew more body revealing, and 7%g 
Mew Te?#? reports show that more women wore shorts and halters as leisure wear on the East Coast. 
The ordinances banning balhing suits, shorts, and haltes in the public places outside the beach implied 
that more women grew daring in exposing more of their bodies in public places on the East Coast. 
This also reflected the trend toward ' *more flexibilities in social customs' ' and less occasion-specific 
clothing behavior during the period. Payne, Winakor and Farrell-Beck suggested the influence of 
sportswear on less occasion-spedfkickabing with the increase of "leisuœ time arxl mobility" in the first 
half of the twaitieth century/* In addition, the existence of the ordinances reflect the existence of force 
which acted to change (he societal expectations in relation to body exposure in women's fashion. In 
line with Davis and Kaiser, Nagasawa and Hutton,^  the controversies about women's body exposure 
demonstrated the existence of ambivalence about the prope amount of body exposure to be allowed 
within the society, and the social negotiation process of establishing a new dress code. The gradual 
disappearance of discussions ard reports on restricting balhing suits, shorts and halters by the late 1930s 
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represented the change of societal expectations about body exposure as the society became accustomed 
to more exposure of bodies in women's fashion. 
Femininity versus Masculinity 
In the late 1920s, women's hemlines began to drop, and the long, slim figure with womanly 
body curves became popular: Some devices were used to achieve the popular figure. Some women 
employed thyroid substances that were known to be harmful to the heart in order to lose weight, and 
added "mystenous compounds to the bathwater" in order to dispose offat that partially covered their 
bodies, but weœ merely cheated by the advertisers. In addition, some women would pay for getting 
slapped with arubber hand to reduce parW body fat and attempted to mold their bodies into ideal ones, 
ffygeio, the health magazine, pointed out that these devices were dangerous and useless in reducing fat, 
and recommended a controlled diet and physical exercised h addition to these devices was (he corset 
With (he lengthened hemlines, designers presented corsets and girdles in women's fashion. Corsets 
and girdles was indispensable to achieve (he new silhouette. However, many women protested 
against corsets, due to (he physical and psychological constriction (bey would bring. 
On the other hand, mannish clothes such as tailored suits composed of tailored jackets and 
skirts or trousers gained attention in the 1930s. Some women adopted other garments such as pajamas 
and slacks m various occasions. Many women adopted these garments against social criticism that 
demanded traditional femininity. In this part of the chapter I will discuss the controversies related to 
femininity and masculinity during the penod, focusing on corsets and masculine garments adopted by 
women in the 1930s. 
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Corsets 
A long and slim hourglass silhouette persisted throughout the 1930s, and corset sales increased, 
congiared with the sales in the 1920s. In 1931, corset sales inœasedfmmthe sales in 1929. 
According to The Ccmtrollers Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Association, corsets had no 
competitor as a profit-maker by 1932.^  The American Retailers Association presented "well-rounded 
feminine curves" in their fall semi-annual convention in 1933.^  "Wdl rounded curves" were also 
figured in the 1936 fashion show in Paris with wasp waists arKT"padded bust and hips." Thkinginto 
account the influence of Pans fashion on American fashion, it is not hard to conclude that curves 
dominated American women's fashion in 1936.* Wasp waists persisted in women's fashion in 1937. 
The Dress Creators League ofAmenca, Inc. presented dresses which had "corseted waistlines thai 
ûequently swathed by wide girdles and stays."  ^ Corset manufkturers and retailers faecast most 
satisfactory sales for 1939 spring comset market. 'Depleted retail CŒsetinvœtay''and the slim 
hourglasssilhouette&rthespringseasonpromisedgoodcorsetsales.^  Accading to Heidi Boehlke, 
corset sales were stable and profitable throughout the 1930s.^  
Corses were often referred to as "foundation garments" or "Foundettes" in die 1930s, but the 
corsets during the pedod were far from the laced and whak boned corsets that constricted female organs. 
Manufacturas and advertisers endowed corsets with an affirmative image of a ' female charm 
supportée"  ^ It was recommerxW in that a'^ bundatkm^rmait is as necessary 
as lipstick. B makes your clothes look better...makes you feel smoothes bette groomed. & means 
comfort and su^xxtAiat will help keq) down aging fatigue lines in your face, at day's end."  ^
Many fbundaticm garmats wae made &om elastic material such as Lastex with two-way 
stretch. TheGrstLastexgirdlecalled'TjeGant" was introduced by Warner Brothers Corset Company 
ofConnecticutin October 1931. Due to the flexibility, lioness, band-washabiliQr, and quick dryness, 
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LastexgircDesweremoœthanwelcomedbyconsumers. Otherundeiwearcompaniesalsorecognized 
the value c^Last^ , and began to use Lastex in their products. The Munsingwear conpany in 
Mïrmeq l^is started producing Lastex undergarments in 1932 According to Boehlke, a designer 
named Ruth M. K^pinas was in chaige of the Munsingwear's Lastex undergarment production. 
Amcmg the popular styles of fbundaticm garments during the period was the "all-in-one" - a 
combination of a girdle ard abrassiere-which looked similar to the one in Figure 8. Inl937,Kapinas 
invented an all-in-one design called "bando-lure" which removed the thick joining seam between the 
brassiere and the girdle. Instead, she placed the S-curve seam by joining the inelastic part of the upper 
brassiere and the elastic lower paA of the foundation garment at the nipple line. Wearers Mt 
com&atable and were satisfied with lightness and body-controlling effect of "bando-lure." After the 
introduction of "bando-lure," Munsingwear undergarment sales increased by 40 percent in 1937 
compared with the sales in 1936.*° 
With the introduction of more comfortable foundation garments such as "bando-lure," 
manufacturers couM insist thai their products could "insure aû the necessary control and molding 
without even the least suggestion of constriction.'^  The corset advertisement copy in Figure 8 also 
emphasized that the product "is by far the most comfortable corset you've worn." Women could even 
zq) themselves up in foundation garments without aid during the period.^  Wbmen in foundation 
garments could be freed from the conventional feeling that they locked themselves up in corsets that 
were hazardous to their bodies. 
Once the slim hourglass silhouette started to gain popularity in the 1930s, the severe resistance 
against the new style of fashion and the corsets, which appeared at the turn of the decade, almost 
disappeared. The improved features of corsas must have contributed to the reduction of resistance. 
Only afew resisting voices weœ reported in 7%gM=w]W:7&Mesin the 1930s. A person jokingly 
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suggested that mai sbouM stand toge&er not to endœle their arms around thecoiseted waists.^  In 
Hunter College, New %rk, 84 perçoit of the students "denounced corsets as unnatural, unbealthful and 
an instrument of torture.** 
Women's contour controlled by foundation garments also parallels the atmosphere of the time 
that en^asized the traditional fanininily for women. Theavaageunemploymentralein the 1930s 
was 17.1 percent. The peak of unemployment was reached in 1933, with 25 percent of the work force 
out of work. Despite the effort of New Deal, the unemployment rale never dropped below 14 
percent.*  ^ With the high unemployment rate within the society, working women, especially mamed 
women, were regarded as stealing jobs fmm men, the traditional breadwinners. Women's traditional 
gender role as homemakers and care-takeis was emphasized during the Great Depression. A proper 
plaœ for womai to stay was horœ to bring up their children and to do the house keeping. Even the 
government discriminated against women public officials. The Economy Act of 1932 declared in 
section213 that bo& spouses coukirx* work for the government. Since men were regarded as (he 
primary breadwinners during the paiod, it was mcae likely that women lost their jobs.** In such a 
social atmosphere, traditional feminine images were emphasized. According to an article in the 
women had to be faninine and attractive in oider to fascinate men to 
entice them to marry, and thai stay home to keep their husbands from gating lovers outside their 
marriage.^  Wbmen were still confined by social conventions that demanded that they be feminine. 
The paralleling phenomena between women's contours controlled by foundation garments and the 
social atmosphere which emphasized women's traditional gender roles and images could be understood 
in the light of Blumer's collective selection theory.*  ^ The social atmosphere might have influenced the 
collective tastes of the time for womai to adopt the style of fashion which somewhat demanded the 
control of their bodies by foundation garments. 
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Masculine garments 
Wbmm's fashion was not only ferninine but also masculine in the 1930s. With the curves 
and lengthened skirts came slightly broad shoulder, as we can see in Figure 9. Broad shoulders 
appeared not only in women's daytime clothes, but also in evening clothes.® However, people during 
the period might have recognized the mannish effect of broad shoulders in daytime clothes, while the 
broad shoulders would not have been observed in evening clothes such as sleeveless dresses and halters 
with low-backs. Many women, especially in the business sector, wore tailored suits dining the day, and 
the mannish effect of broad shoulders was enhanced in tailored suits with straight skirts.^  However; 
Claudia Brush Kidwdl found in magazines during the period that broad shoulders were presented with 
the emphases on theË contrasting effects of"smaU waists and slender female hips." According to her 
analyses, "broad shoulders had become an integral feature in the ideal female body," and wane "not 
intended to be a symbol of masculinity; it evolved as a design device that emphasized a woman's 
femakness."  ^
Tailored suits composed of broad-shouldered jackets and skirts were not the only mannish 
characteristics in women's fashion in the 1930s. Some women adopted a variety of trousers in the 
1930s. Pajamas not only stayed home but also appeared in nightclubs and reseat areas. The United 
Underwear and Negligee League of America even introducedapajama wedding dress in 1931.^  Fifth 
Avenue retailers introduced the sales of women's trouser suits in 1933.^  The introduction of pantie 
girdles in 1934 implies that the number of women adopting bifurcated garments was increasing. The 
Tailors Guild of America even selected "the best-dressed men-tailored women" in New Yxk City in 
19377* The first woman in Figure 4 wears a pair of pajamas with a halter, while the third woman 
wears a trouser suit of the 1930s. 
Hollywood stars including Katherine Hepburn and Marlene Dietrich contributed to 
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popularizing the tailored suits with trousers.^  These womai appeared in trousas infiknsandin their 
backstage lives. Dietrich wore man's tuxedo in film Afbmcco in 1930.^  The Paris police chief even 
asked Dietrich to leave town unless she changed to a skirt.^  Accading to Arnold,'^ masculine dress 
could laid a fdsscm of mystery and exotic androgyny to their star persona, or; as in the case of Katherine 
Hepburn, an air ofpatrician nonchalance and chic."  ^ Someothasintapretedthemannishattireof 
these film stars as sexually alluring and feminine. Tight Gtting jackets revealed body curves, and 
manniAclcAes contrasted faninine hairdo and makaip,\\tiidi consequently more errgdiasized 
"kmalaiess."  ^
Whikcntkisms of womai's broad shoulder effects could r»t be found in pnmary sources, 
womm's trousas was sutgect to social criticism. Apersemwhowroteto77K7VewK»*7&M6 i^n 1933 
went too far, saying (hat women wae adopting trousas not only to be in business but "to grab 
everything in sight, and she may not stop until the day when man has become what woman was once, a 
house weaker and a creature whose main function is love." He went on saying "I like to see man keep 
his position at least as the equal of woman. Pahaps he is the equal now, pahaps that's what annoys me, 
but lhae is somediing in me that springs into the breach when even our trousas are threatened."*  ^ It is 
clear in his words that men's trousas symbolized male superiority, and some mai felt challenged by 
women adopting trousas during the period. This man's ova-hostility toward womai's trousers seans 
to be related to the social-economic atmosphae during the paiod that criticized waking women for 
stealing jobs from male breadwinners. 
As husbands and falheis lost theËjobs, their wives and children had to find work to help 
family ends meet This may have contributed to the slight increase in proportion of women -
especiaHymaniedwomen-inthewodcforce. Wbmaiwoikasrepresaited24.3pacaitofthewc«k 
force in 1930, while they represented 25.1 paraît in 1940. Married womai workers represented 28.8 
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peœentin 1930, and they represented 35 poœnt in 1940. Whoi Robert and Helen Lynd revisited 
Munde, Indiana - Middlaown - in 1935, (hey found (hat more women were thinking about working 
partly due to (he economic situation. More single and married working-class women wanted to work, 
while more business-class women wanted to work between (heir graduation from school and marriage.^  
According to Robot McElvaine, the proportion of women in workforce did not decease 
during the Depression partly due to the segregation ofthe labor force. In other words, many womoi 
had jobs (hat woe traditionally regarded as women's work. Traditional women's jobs included 
domestic service, primary education, cloical and social service jobs. McElavine explained that these 
jobs were less affected by (he economic depression and (he New Deal influenced an increase in 
employment in these jobs.^  
However; Evans noted that the number ofmen in thesejobs also increased during the 1930s, 
and they dominated high positions.^  In Middletown, men had been penetrating the traditional 
womoi'sjobs since the 1920s. Fear example, the number of male (eadiers increased by 157 perçoit, 
whikfmiakteacbeis increased by 74 percent between 1920 and 1930. The increased number of moi 
in Domestic and Personal Services was two and a half times as great as the increased number of women 
in this category of occupation.** 
More women were also hired in government in (he New Deal Social workers such as 
Eleanor Roosevelt, the First Lady, Molly Dewson, the bead of the Women's Division of (he Democratic 
National Committee, Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor, were in the forefront. As more women were 
hired through Eleanor Roosevelt's recommendation to the President, a network was formed among (he 
professional women in die government ami in social welfare. Through the network, women could 
exercise political power to bring out their concerns in social welfare, education, and health.^  
While more women woe gaining economic power and waking for the government, 
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husbands and fathers who could not provide kr their families 61tthe degradaticm of their status widnn 
the family. MirraKomarovsky describes the situation as follows: 
Unen l^oyment, in so far as it aGkcted such families, has caused the concealed lack of respect 
for the husband to come into the open or; if the antagonistic sentiments were openly expressed 
pnor to the depression, to increase the aggression toward the husband. The manifestations of 
the above changes woe in increased conflicts, blaming the husband for unemployment, 
constant nagging, withdrawal of customary services, sharp criticism in front of the children, 
irritability at hithato tolerated behavior; indifBaent to his wishes, and so on.^  
As mom men lost theirjobs and more women wodced to provide for them, men must have felt 
threats from women challenging their traditional role as bieadwinneis. Women, especially married 
women, who wanted to work ma social hostility, being accused of competing with men who were 
believed to be the primary breadwinners. According to Kenon Breazeale, Esgwmz magazine, which 
was first published in 1933 for men, responded to this "diminished male self-esteem." The articles on 
issues such as food, drink, home décor, gardening, and etiquette - which were traditionally thought of as 
women's interest - featured women as "doing things all wrong" and gave advice to counter their taste. 
In addition, Esgwm; also objectified the feminine body by including erotic images such as famous artists' 
nude pictures and illustrations of pinup girls caHed Petty Girls-name after the illustrator George Petty-
with voluptuous bodies.^  
Therefore, a man's criticism of womai's trousers above could be understood in this context of 
the time. America was in the deepest depression in 1933, with the unemployment rate of 25 percent, 
with many mar out of work. The man above might represent the agony of mai who were stressed by 
increased unemployment and (he consequences it would bring to than, such as losing respect from their 
family manbas and their traditional role as bread winners. 
I l l  
Othas criticisms against women in trousas also existed. Désigna Schiapardli,aFnench 
designer also daiounced women in trousers as extremists, when she visited Amezica in 1933. She 
believed thai trousas woe desirable only for sports and play.^  In the same year, trousas wae banned 
in the University of Idaho, for women looked "unsightly" in trousers.^  In 1938, a woman who wanted 
to appear in slacks as a witness in a Hollywood court caused controversy, even though trousers seems to 
have been widespread among Califbmian women by the late 1930s.* Women's trousas were 
criticized for challenging the existing social conventions that required women to be women and men to 
bemau HistoricaUy, women in trousers had been ndicuW and attacked within American society since 
the introduction of bloomers. As it was discussed in chapta two, people migfit have feared the change 
of relationship between men and women implied in women's trousas and criticized women in trousas 
for being "ova assative and unfeminine."  ^
While trcwsers met some resistance, it seans that womai in trousers were no longa atypical in 
some places by the end of the 1930s. According to the amdes in trousers wae a 
' 'commonplace in the West,'  while ' 'in the residartial sections of New %rk it is not too startling to see 
women strolling in slacks."  ^ Theœfbre, the local court in Hollywood finally announced to the female 
witness Wio geared in slacks that "the costume was in good taste" with amildcknuncialicm.^  
CWGer & also recommmded slacks fw "beach and boat" in 1938. However; it warned women to "be 
sure they are tailored to your girlish form with the perfection achieved in California, wheie they are 
practically a uniform."* Women had to "perfectly" St themselves in trousers. Women wae still the 
ones to be looked at. Somewomen'sadopticxioftrousersinthe 1930s rmghtnotnecessarily mean 
women's challenge to men's role within the society, as some had paceived during the period. 
Womai's trousas wae mostly confined to the use in homes and resorts, and many women wae not 
ready to wear than to wodc.^  Moreover; as it could be observed among Hollywood stars, mannish 
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garments were adopted to enhance the female attractivaiess. 
However, some recent scholars have found social meanings in women's adoption of mannish 
garments. Arnold thought of womai's adoption of masculine garments as a process of establishing a 
new definition of femininity with the change of mat's and womai's gende roles within the society* 
fbote also suggests asimilaridea: 
successful changes in appearance have been apart of large changes in genda conventions. 
With the establishment of a new sa of values and beliefs about male and female behavior; 
society has redefined what it is to be and look like aman or a woman.*  ^
Again, Ewen and Ewai also regarded women's adoption of mannish garments as the implication of 
women's mobility within the society.* Therefore, womai's adoption of trousers can be partly 
understood as a byproduct of change in genda conventions which was cm the way, with more women 
gaining social and economic powe and willing to earn their living during the period. Anew definition 
of afeminine image was being formed. The process of change in gende conventions accompanied a 
social level of ambivalence about genda specific dress code which was reflected in criticisms m 
women's trousas. 
Extravagance versus Thrift and Conservation 
The cause of the Great Depression can be partly found in economic maladjustment which I 
discussed in the previous chapter The Brookings Institution clarified in its study, Arnenoa!; Capacity 
A) Cwmfmg, that the uppa 0.1 percent of families had income equal to the Iowa 42 percent families in 
1929. Brookings study also added that the income of the uppe class grew more rapidly than thai of the 
lowe dass in the late 1920s. Theœfbie,uppe0.1 peœnt families had the 34 peiœnt of national 
savings, while about 80 pacent of the families held no savings in 1929. William T.Foste insisted thai 
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(he oversavings of the upper class made no contribution to creating mom consumption to keep up with 
(he speed of production, and contributed to bringing the Great Depression. However; the upper class 
also actively invested in business between 1925 and 1929. However, McElvaine found (hat (he heavy 
investment contributed only to balance the economy temporarily, while it accelerated production which 
resulted in overproduction and surplus. In addition to (be oversavings and heavy investment, 
McElvaine found (he causes of the depression in exports and credit sales. Agriculture bdd 25 percent 
of total employment in 1929, and 25 percent of farmers' total income came from exports in 1929. 
However; the Hawley-Smoot Tariff of 1930 raised the duties on imports, and European countries also 
responded by raising tariffs on American exports in return.* Consequently, the decrease of exports 
resulted in food surplus and increased unemployment. Moreover; the increase of American tariffs on 
European imports resulted in the decrease of debt payback fmrn (he Allied countries in World Wiarl 
This worsened American economic conditions and made it more and more impossible to encourage 
private investment in Germany to help Germany compensate for Wbdd War I destruction in Allied 
countries. The Allies' economy also suffered from reduced compensation from Germany. The 
abundarœ of credit also deepened the depression. Many people bought products wi(hout money, 
deperxiing on credit during the 1920s. By the late 1920s, they were paying debts and couldnot 
purchase new products.^  Theœfbre, America during the Great Depression needed to create more 
consumption. 
There were contrasting opinions on the new style of women's fashion, which was introduced 
in the late 1920s. Wiethe start of (he Depression, some hailed the change of fashion, because it would 
create new consumption. Moreover; people expected Aat lowered skirt hemlines needed more fabric, 
which would contribute to getting (be textile industry out of depression. The director of fashion art and 
design for the McCall Company reported in 1930 that "the definite acceptance ofthe new styles by 
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women all over the country will give an important stimulus to business."  ^ Thaessa O'Dondiue, the 
president of the Ladies of Chanty and a member of the executive board of the National Conférence of 
Catholic Charities, urged women to spend more money on dress saying that 
Tbo many people, especially women, are boarding money that would stimulate business if it 
wae spent pmpedy. Many women are making an old dress do when they can well afford a 
new one. Go out into the highways and byways and demand long sleeves and long skirts. 
Remanba that the sho# dress requires exactly 2 and 1/2 yards less material than the long. %u 
can't buy it any cheapaard it only means that much less Mme is being manufactured. 
Demand tnmmed hats. Bring back featha and flowa ornaments/*  ^
Louis E. Kirstein, forma memba of the National Recovery Administration Industrial Advisory Board 
and vice president ofWilliamEilene's Sons company in Boston insisted that fashion retailers should 
create new desires by creating obsolescaice to "avoid stagnation in depression."  ^
On the other hand, some believed that the change in womai's fashion would bring a decrease 
in consumption. A woman wrote to 77# Mzw Time? that she would not buy ' long skirts or tight 
waist lines." She believed that otha women must have felt the same, which would be "disastrous to 
business."^* Therefore, due to the "seasonal depression" in the garment industry with the change of 
mode in womai's fashion, a professor of economics in the University of Pittsburgh, Dn Francis J. Tyson, 
insisted in 1931 that women should wear standardized garments ofeven length and style.^  Against 
the professor's assertion of standardization of garments and mild criticism of the whims of fashion, a 
woman wrote to 77# Mew Ibf&Tïmgj that women's long skirts contributed to the increase of 
anpbyment in the textiles industry.^  The executive director of the Industrial Council of Cloak, Suit 
and Skirt Manufacturas also said that the standardization of womai's garments would "enormously 
increase unemployment in the womai's apparel trades." He also reported that "75 pezcent of selling 
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appeal of ready-to-wear rested upon decorative elements."  ^ Hie decorative elements in garments 
conflict with the concept of standardization in women's fashion. The Fashion Originators Guild of 
America even reported in 1936 that the loss of billions of dollars in a few years was due to 
standardization of styles and the consumer pressure for the cheaper garments."* Amerka during the 
Depression desperately needed an increase in consumption, and the ways to create more consumption 
and increase the employment rate wae explored, to bring back economic progress. 
Between 1929 and 1933, during the worst years of the Great Depression, GNP dropped almost 
30 percent, and the unemployment rate rose approximately eightfold reaching almost 25 pacenL  ^
However, Franklin D. Roosevelt won the presidential election in 1932, and be actively created 
employment with the increased allotment of federal expense, especially before his next election in 1936. 
During 1935 and 1936, theAmencan economy seemed to be getting out of the Depression. During 
these year\ lavish items came back to women's fashion. For exampk, fur sales, which dropped rapidly 
after the start of the Depression and gained sales increase after Roosevelt's election,^  gained sales 
increase of 20 percent in 1935 ova the previous yearJ ^  In 1935, Tbbe, the fashion authority and 
merchandising consultant, forecasted even more increase of fur sales in women's fall and winta fashion 
in various price ranges.^  In 1936,the vice president ofRusseksFiAhAvaiue in his return from 
lEumpe said that "America wouM welcome the luxurious creations of the Paris couture." He added that 
'The lavish display of furs and fur-trimmed coats was the most amazing thing I have eve witnessed."  ^^  
In the fall, special report to T7# AW 1W: Times announced that''retailas were putting great effort 
behind 'dressy' apparel, due to evidences of improved economic conditions."  ^^  Die AW Kvt Times 
reported that Air sales led the increased sales of50.4pacent in Octoba 1936 ova the same month in 
1935 in local department stores in New %rk. Compared with the sales of the same month in the 
previous year, 61 among 66 departments gained sales increase.^  Howeve, Roosevelt and his political 
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supportas believed that the Depression was over, and cut down the fedaal expense on weak relief in 
1937. h addition, oedit was tigbtaied and the Grst social security tax was imposed on consumers. 
The result was soaring unemploymait and (be collapse of the stock market. The year 1937 and 1938 
was the paiod of "New Depression."  ^ Howeva; Roosevelt eased credit and increased deficit 
spading in the spaing of 1938, and the economy improved again byl939. Ibis does not mean that the 
eased credit and increased govemmait spending moved the country «it of economic depression/ ^  
Rather the start of war in Europe helped the United States get out of the Depression, as the U.S. 
govemmait supplied weapons to the Allies with the war against Hitk& 
Evai though the Amaican economy hungered for an increase in consumption in orda to get 
the country out of the Depression, there still wae a lew voices which condemned extravagance in 
women's clothing behavioc Some criticized the time, money and aiergy women wasted in shopping 
for their clothes.^  Acardinal also denounced women's senseless silly fashion. He mentioned that 
' 'A cleve psychologist of the day has said that you can tell the quality of a woman's brain by the kind of 
bat that covers it.""* On the contrary, American society, especially in work places, demanded good-
looking women with fashionable clothes.™ Lynd and Lynd also discussed that the "modem wodd has 
emphasized more openly extrane fanininity including less passivity more positive allurement, and a 
richly toned sexual response." '^ Wbmai wae sdH criticized for paying attention to their appearances, 
despite the socMdaaand for attention to their appearance. 
Whik some tned to create rmreconsumpdon, thrift and conservation was necessary for many 
families during the Depression. Piec l^e moved to Iowa rart bousing, and evai moved in with relatives. 
Sales of tekphmes, automobile, instant foods, and clothing dropped, while home canning, domestic 
industry such as bringing in laundry and sewing revived.'^  Primarily due to the economic situation, 
many young people postponed marriage, while abortion and contraception wae widespread. The birth 
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control clinics of the American Birth Control League increased from 55 to more than 500, between 1930 
and 1938. According to a survey in 1937, about 80 percent of Americans approved birth control^  
More women had to remodel their dresses than in the previous period, by extending hem-lines 
with trimmings and "adding new collars and cufk."^* Women could keep up with fashion by turning 
old clothes into new ones. Loris Connolly found that women, especially rural women, made clothes 
1mm cotton bags during the Depression and WWIL when new fabric was unafbrdable or the production 
ofcotton was not sufEcient to meet the civilian needs. ^  Knitting and crochet were also the useful 
thrifty skills However, Jane Fanell-Beck and Joyce Starr Johnson found thai dress remodeling 
inlbmiation almost disappearedfhmmagazines such asGoodT&xtse&egwig, Vbgwe, 
and 77# ZMjnaaor by the early 1930s, and suggested that the disappearance was partly due to the 
decline of needlework education in schools.^  According to Jean Parscms, more and more womm 
preferred ready-to-wear to home-made clothes between the late nineteenth century and the eady 
twentieth century with the rapid fashion change. Moreover most working women did not have 
enough time, eneigy and skills to construct their own clothes during the period. Therefore, magazines 
and home economists recognized the importance ofready-to-made purchasing skills.^  The 
importance ofhome sewing seems to have decreased by the 1920s, although some needed to remodel 
their clothes during the Depression. 
Thrift and conservation were especially emphasized in womai's fashion during the "New 
Depression." A best home-made dress contest was held in 1937.™ Magazines introduced smart 
ways to manage one's wardrobe. CompwwoM introduced Mrs. James Marlay, a 
visiting Reader-Editor from Detroit, to share her know-how for spending only $200 a year on ha clothes 
and still being acharming dresser Mrs. Marlay selected simple clothes and changed accessories to 
wear clothes in various occasions and for more than one season.^ * also said (hat 
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a multi-purpose dress in black or brown combined with accessories would cut down the budget far the 
wardrobe. Coats without fur or with detachable Air wae recommended for those who wanted to wear 
a same coat lor several years.^  &Wos*K also anphasized the importance of good material and 
multi-purpose clothes with diBaeit accessories in wardrobe planning lor high school girls. ^  A study 
in VbwmaZ q^Hbme Economics concluded that high school girls and their mothers needed wardrobe-
planning courses, based onasurvey done in 11 high schools in Tkxas.^  TTrnftandmoservationwas 
necessary to many women during the Dqaession. 
More consumption and extravagance in women's fashion were welcomed during the Great 
Depression. Economic conditions desperately needed the increase of consumption in order to return 
prosperity to American society. On the other hand, there still were a few who criticized women paying 
attention to their bodies by following the up-to-date fashion. However; thrift and conservation wae 
important# many American women in the 1930s due to the poor economic conditions, and (hey 
becamemorenecessary and important during Wbdd War H, which I will discuss in the next chapta 
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4. CONTROVERSIES ABOUT AMERICAN WOMEN'S 
FASHION, 1940-1945 
In this chapter, I will also locus on the three categories of controversies - body exposure, 
femininity versus masculinity, and thrift and conservation versus extravagance - in women's fashion 
between 1940 and 1945. In the first subsection, I will look at the relation between fabric conservation 
and body exposure in women's fashion during Wbdd War IL M the second subsection, discussion will 
befbcusedonhowfmiininity was emphasized during the war years, which required practicality in 
women's fashion, k the last subsection, I wiHkmk at the social promotion of thrift and conservation 
and the actual practice of fabric conservation during the war years. 
Body Exposure 
Before World War II broke out, Americans were roughly divided into two groups considering 
international relations. One group was called internationalists or interventionists. This group believed 
that the United Stales sbouM defend the wodd's democracies. The other group was called isolationists 
who never wanted the United Stales to be involved in foreign affairs, especially in European affairs. 
The latter group exercised power to pass the four Neutrality Acts between 1935 and 1939. The 
Neutrality Acts banned the United Stales from providing loans, credits, and aims or muniticms to the 
belligerents. In addition, Americans were not allowed to travel m ships of belligerent nations, and 
American merchant ships were not to be armecU 
However, Americans were not "neutral in thought" when WbddWarllbegan as Germany 
invaded Poland on September 1,1939. A Gallup poll revealed that 84 percent of Americans wanted 
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(he Allies to win, while only two posent of Americans supported Germany? Moreover more (han half 
of Americans agreed to help Britain and France, so long as it did not endanger Americans' safety? 
Therefore, Congress revised (he Neutrality Acts, allowing (he United States to sell weapons to (he Allies 
on cash-and-carry basis, k Mardi of 1941, (he Lend-Lease Bill was passed to lend armaments to (he 
Allies. Undl (he Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in December of 1941, manyAmericans wanted (he 
United States to help (he Allies, even (hough very few Americans agreed to (he United States entering (he 
4 
war 
As (he United States supported (he Allies, (hey needed to save raw materials much as possible 
to produce military supplies. In August 1941, (he National Women's Undergarment Manufacturas 
Association proposed apian to save 10 percent of the fabncs used in fashion annually by shortening the 
skirts'length by afew inches. Shorter sldr(swouM need shoder undergarments, which would also 
conlribu(e to fabric conservation? However; (he founder of (be Fashion CMginalois Guild of America, 
Maurice Rentnei; opposed the plan. He believed (hat it was impossible to shorten skirts, since "dresses 
are just as short today as decency and grace will permit." Anexpatwhowoikedfbrapopularprice 
dress manufactura also found it impossible to shortai (he skirts, because the avaage skirt length was 
one inch below the knee. Fk suggested that narmwing the fullness of skirts would reduce the fabric 
usage. Tbe National Dress Manufacturers Association's ofBcial also could not be sure whelha women 
would adopt shorta skirts? Despi(e the disagreement among (be manufacturas on shortening (be skirt 
length for fabric conservation, Mrs. Robat Holman, the head of the women's division of the 
Massachusetts Committee on Public S afety, predicted (hat (be skirts would be sborta in (he spring of 
1942, due (o the fabric shortage? 
As (he United Stales entered the war, American women had no choice but to wear sborta and 
nanowa skirts for fabric conservation. The govanmait imposed restrictkxis on fabric usage - L-85 -
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in women's wear for the fall and winter of 1942. However; the maximum length and sweep of dresses 
and skirts weie within the range ofkngth and sweep ofthe styles already pœsented at the time. For 
example, the average lengths of size 16dressesweie41-l/2 to 44 inches, and the maximum length 
permitted for size 16 was 43 inches and the proportionate lengths for other sizes. The maximum length 
of suit skirts was 28 inches, while the average style of the time raged between 26 and 28. The sweep of 
suit skirts made of wool matedal under nine ounces were not to exceed the width of 72 inches, and those 
made of wool mated al over nine ounces were not to be wider than 64 inches. These maximum widths 
were within the range of suit skirts' sweep which was within 54 to 86 inches at the time.^  Women's 
dresses and skirts under the government restrictions were not extremely narrow or short compared with 
the styles presented at the time. When L-85 was revised in summer 1943, the restdctioos on sweep and 
detaikweœ tightened, while the dress and skirt lengths remained the same.* Therefore, skirt length 
itself was not much shorter than the pedod previous to the fabric restnctions. 
During the war years, public criticisms of body exposure in women's fashion was rarely 
presenWin the primary sources. One reason may be found in the skirt length. The skirt length 
limitations listed in 1^85 remained within the average skirt laigth presented at the time, and the skirt 
length appears not to have created social antipathy in general The skirt length grew shorterin the 
second half of the 1930s to reach below the knee bythe end of the decade. Moreover people had 
already experienced the exposure of women's legs since the 1920s. As Sproles explained, they must 
have become familiar with women's display of their legs by the 1940s, as people have been repeatedly 
exposed to the style. ^  However this does not mean that aH skirts had the maximum length permitted 
by the government. Some skirts revealed knees, especially when women sat down or walked. Some 
women adopted deep V-necks under the excuse of fabdc conservation. The style of evening gown that 
revealed the back and throat with a skirt length that reached to the knees was created." Americans 
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during (he period understood these styles as a part of patriotic movement to win the wan However; the 
National Catholic Women's Union criticized these styles as extreme in 1943. & insisted that "fabrics 
are diabolically employed to orate a sensual allure," and V-necks represented "\bhrptuousness" instead 
of "Victory." It went cm to insist that "immodest fashions and dress of today offend against the Sixth 
and Ninth Commandments." R* the Nadonal Catholic Women's Unicm, the restrictions on fabric 
usage and the'"paModc wartime rmve" were abused to create the inmodest fashions of the time. 
However; it is important to recognize that the National Catholic Women's Union criticized some extreme 
styles not women's fashion in general. Moreover; designers pointed out that skirts could go up farther 
when women sat down due to the narrowness of skirts, but "skirts have been shortened little if at all for 
several years."  ^
Another reason for the rarity of criticism of body exposure in women's fashion may be found 
in the patriotic atmospheie of the time. After the United Stales entered the war, Americans sent their 
sons, husbands, andfnends abroad. Americans felt desperate to end and win the war as soon as 
possible. Many civilians volunteered to help agencies such as the Red Cross and local civilian defense 
offices, \bhmteer organizations such as the American Women's \bluntary Services sold war bonds, 
delivered food to the military, taught Braille to the veterans who were blind, and gave first aid to the 
wounded in ambulances. People collected scraps including rubber, papers, fats, bones, and a variety of 
metals. Victory gardens weœcukivaled in homes to supplementfbod production. The government 
urged civilians to "eat what you can and can what you can't" War bonds and stamps were sold to 
ordinary Americans.^  Urder this atmosphere of the time, some extreme style of garments must have 
been regarded as apart of attempts to conserve fabric. 
MWm&fkmgCbmpawoM introduced eight types of people who represented women's 
"psychology" of the time. Among the types was the actress Virginia Dwyer who enjoyed revealing 
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much of ha body ' "to feel sun and air on hear skin and to let ha muscles have ùee play/ ' She was 
introduced as a type that "made bam midriBs, halters and shorts socially acceptable."  ^ & seems true 
that some dresses of women, especially young women's summa attire, were quite abbreviated Airing 
thepaiod. A woman clothed herself in brassiere, panties, slip, stockings, garters, one-piece dress, hat, 
and a pair of shoes, and the total weight of ha clothes was only 21 ounces.^  Howeva; abbreviated 
summa garments such as bare midriBs, halters, and shorts did not seem to have been accepted 
everywhe# in (he United States duringtbe first paît ofthe 1940s. A woman wrote to 77# Mew Kmk 
Times that she was embarrassed by the public reactions to ha summa attire which was composed of a 
backless midriff and a pair of shorts worn unda a short skirt in New Yak City. Howeva; the same 
attiie received no negative attardai in Cleveland where she qxnt ha summavacatkm.^  Shortswae 
also banned cm (he streets in Monahans, Texas. The city councilman who started the and-shcxt 
can^aign insisted that there were 06a places where shorts and bare-midd&bekmged.^  Even in 
some resort areas such as Wildwood, New Jersey, shoitswae banned aftaôPM.^  Howeva, shcxts 
mi^ it have been banned in Wildwood due to their informality ratha than due to body exposure. Fabnc 
conservation was vay inçortant during World War IL Howeva, it seems that fabnc conservation and 
weanng abbreviated sumnœ garments had UttkccKreladcm during the period. Halters,shortsandbare-
midrif & on the streets wae still controversial issues in some communities in the United States. 
Femininity versus Masculinity 
AAa World War II began, president Roosevelt asked Congress for $1.8 billion for military 
spaiding in May of 1940. EspeciaHy, he recognized the importance of the Air Force, and wanted 
50,000 aircraft and the national capacity to produce 50,000 a yean Roosevelt's proposal seemed 
impossible to attain, since the United States was producing 2,000 a year at the time. Howeva; 20,000 
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aircraft woe manufkaured in 1941, and soon 300,000/* The United Stales started to mobilize fcx" (he 
national defense in 1940. 
When (he nation started to mobilize in 1940,12 miHonwomen-26 percent of women-were 
waking. Nearly 90 percent of these women woiked in traditional women's jobs such as teaching, 
nursing, social weak, civil service, and domestic service. In addition, most of these working women 
were single. In 1940, about 50 percent of single women were woaking, while only 15 percent of 
married women were working.^  
However; America's manpower shortage required women's hands, as (he country enforced (he 
defense program. Six miEon men left fams to serve in (he military or to work in (he defense industry, 
and (he percentage of women in farm labor increased from 8 to 22.4 percent between 1940 and 1945.^  
Wbmoi were urged (owede in defense industries and drive (rackxs in place of men. By 1944, (he 
percentage of working women rose to 36 percent making 19 million. Howeva; historians pointed out 
that (he irxaease of working women during the war years was not significant. Among (he six million 
women who started working during (he war years, neady (hree million were young women who had 
graduated from schools and were ready (o work anyway. The remaining three million can be 
urxleislocd as anomW increase, considering the population growth during (be war years.^  However; 
it is important (hat there was an increase of wemen in the labor force. 
Between (hese years, (he number of married women in (he workplace exceeded single women 
for (he first time in national history. Howeva, most of these women were over 35 years of age without 
small children. Historian David M. Kennedy pennted out thatAmencan society criticized working 
mothers by exaggerating (he juvenile delinquency problems, despite the fact that the percentage of 
working women with smaD children did not increase much. The working mothers wi(h children under 
six increased 6om9 percent in 1940 to 12 percent in 1944.^  Acccadinglo a survey conducted by the 
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Women's Bureau, only 32 parent of woiking women bad any children under 14, and a half of these 
women had only one child under the age of 14. Women in defense industries primarily relied cm their 
families for the child-care, and a survey result of 1944 indicated that 16 percent of mothers in defense 
industries had no child-care. Moreover woddng mothers had no government arrangement to lighten 
the burden of housekeeping such as shopping and cooking. Therefore, war industry women waeoftai 
absent or resigned from their work?* HistonanWi]liamL.O'NeiHpointedoutthatthe government 
made few efforts to employ more young mothers with children. With a few exceptions, childcare 
facilities were poor or nursery fees were too high for most woddng women to afford.^  
Despite the moderate increase m the number of working women during the war years, it is true 
that moœ women were working in the defaise industry during the wan Among the two million 
women who waked in the defense industry, neady a million woe woiking in the aircraft industry, 
followed by 225,000 waking in shipbuilding. The government campaigned to attract more women to 
the defense industry by featuring women in stylish woiking garments as Rosie the Riveter Riveting is 
a skilled job in industry. Contrary to the propagated imqge of Rosie the Riveter most of women in 
defense industries were employed in low-skilled routine jobs.^  This was partly due to the requirement 
of strength in riveting, and changes in shipbuilding that required more welding than riveting. Moreover 
employers did not want to train women in high-skilled jobs, since they expected or believed women 
would return home after the war was oven The employers also intended to lower women's wages 
compared to men in the same work However, unionized male workers protested against this intention 
for fear of losing their jobs to Iowa waged women.^  
Rosie the Riveta was often featured in smart woiking slacks, for women's safety in industry. 
At Mrs. Roosevelt's press conference in the W^hite House in August of 1941, a denim coverall with a 
shoit-sleeved blouse was introduced as a mechanic suit for fanale factory workers. A suit composed 
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of a jacket and slacks was also introduced for those women who had to take the place of men on farms. 
Both suits bad a matching hat or a cap, and slacks were closely fitted at the ankk.^  The Women's 
Bureau recommended that women wear proper clothes instead of wearing "cast-offs of the home closet" 
to prévoit accidents and to lessen fatigue. Short-sleeved blouses with slacks or coveralls were 
presented as proper clothes for the aircraft industry workers, while women in bench assembly could 
wear short-sleeved dresses.^  The Bureau of Home Economics of the United States Department of 
Agriculture also suggested to women in the defense industry or on farms to wear two-piece slack suits 
composed of shirt jackets and slacks.^  Designers introduced funcdonalckahes such as cme-pkce 
darks called "defense suits" and wrap dresses called 'kerchief dresses" in a variety of colors, fabrics, and 
«Mails. Big bags which could carry knitting and a first-aid kit were also a part of functional accessories 
influenced by wac  ^ Many women factory workers covered (heir hair with rayon patriotic scarves 
depicting proud images of American Army, Navy and Army Air Corps, and 'tome front culture" such 
as blackouts and rationing.^  The Qf&% of Civilian Requirements of the Wiar Production Board 
arranged to send low-cost work garments such as slacks, coveralls, shop aprons and overalls directly to 
war factories, ofE^g priority saks to the workers during the time ofmatenal shortage in 1945.^  
Wbmm in the defense industry and farms were encouraged to wear pants for Iheir safety and 
effectiveness in waking. Wb can see two women mechanics in coveralls in Figure 10. 
The indirect influence of war cm women's fashion could be found in shortages of rubber, fuel 
and other raw materials. T7# Mew Ibf* Tim# reported in early 1942 thatmany suburban housewives 
were using bicycles for going to the markets, in the face of tire rationing. Bicycle tires were going to be 
rationed soon, but the ones already n^ufactured were to be sold for the yean Mrs. Roosevelt also 
bought abicyck to learn riding. The most effective attire for bicycling women was conposed of a 
culotte with over skirt, a pullover with a leather jacket or windbreakei; a hood tied under the chin, and 
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mittens.* also helped to propagate making women's slacks out of men's, in older 
to encourage fabric conservation. A stenographer in the Colorado State Capitol who made her slack 
suit from her boyfriend's sport suit was introduced as looking good. Herfiiendatlhestatebousealso 
planned to remake her slacks out of her husband's, after he went into the army.^  hpreparationfbrlhe 
fuel shortage, junior misses wen: urged to wear slack suits fcfwamdh. AAer gasoline ratkxnng was 
issued in Decanba of 1942, womm needed to wear slacks in cada to walk long distance and keep 
themselves warm in cold wealhec For (his reas(m,G^i Rock junk^hi^i School in New Josey 
allowed ^ nak students to wear slacks in cold weather by rdaxing (he rule banning girls in slacks. 
Chicago coundlmen also agreed to remove the old law which forbade women from wearing slacks on 
the streets.^  Such social situations somewhat influenced women to adopt masculine garments, and 
must have let women to experience the practicality of wearing them. 
In addition, as eady as in 1940, when the country started to mobilize, college women also 
started to shop fa- masculine garments such as right-buttoned jackets and coats, shirts, sweaters, 
moccasins, and even trousers in college men's stores.^  These college stores advertised that women in 
good colleges should lock just like "Princeton sophomores."  ^ At Wellesley, faculty campaigned 
against students' slacks. However; when the China's First Lady, Madame Chiang Kai-Shek, visited 
Wellesky campus in navy blue slacks, faculty dropped the campaign against slacks/* "Durability and 
chic" accounted for the college fashion, and women's slacks and blazer well represented these features.** 
Masculine garments were not only getting popular among college women, but also among 
women in general. CbnawMgrDzgasfsuggesledinitsApnl 1941 issuethataslack suit should be found 
in a well-selected woman's wardrobe/" In March of 1941 CWZzer & also introduced women's blouses, 
jackets and coats inspired by American colonial ancestors' garments, which had masculine details such 
as a jabot and looped gold braid.^  High school girls wore slacks, especially m rainy or snowy days. 
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In 1942, a Dean of Girls in ahigh school tcMarqxxta in that she would lose ha job if she 
banned girls from wearing slacks, because there would not be any girls in the school if she sent girls in 
slacks back horne/  ^ Inthesameyear, T%man&#b^Cof%p#woMpœsentedamoviestai;Ingrid 
Bagman, who told that she always wore comfortable clothes such as slacks off the screen, as me of (he 
eight women who represented the "psychological types" of American women/* 
By the spang of 1942, slacks sales had increased substantially and many designs featured 
masculine garments.^  Rlene's in Boston and J. L. Hudson in Detroit sold women's slacks. Marshall 
Field's, The Fair; and Goldblatt Bros, in Chicago reported sales increases of five to ten times compared 
with 1941. The total sales of women's slacks increased about fivefold compared with the previous 
year/* The Commerce Department predicted that womaiwouM continue to danand "comfortable, 
informal clothes and sensible shoes" after the wan  ^ Masculiœ styles of clothes wae popular among 
some women as a fashion trend, while some other women must have bought those styles out of 
necessity aid practicality influaœd by the social conditions during the period. As Bluma suggested, 
celebrities including Madame Chiang Kai-Shek and Ingrid Burgman adopted trousers because of 
"suitability or potential fashionableness of the design."** 
American society, in general, had to overlook women in slacks during the emergency 
conditions of World War IL However, practicality was often not the primary thing alone to consider in 
women's clothes. A group of New Tfbrk women insisted that "serious fashion readjustments" were 
needed due to the influence of war on women's fashion. They discussed that "durability and simplicity 
should be the outstanding qualities of a war-time wardrobe, but that femininity must not be sacrificed, 
even in defense workers' uniforms/'* b December of 1941, the American Red Cross oidezed its 
ambulance drivers to discard slacks and wear skirts.^  Agroupoffanale plum cannas in afactory in 
Hartford, Connecticut, protested against the company orda that required all employees to wear slacks 
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fer saf&y, because they did not look good in slacks.^  WanaiofScewoikBrsatFbrdMobxCorr^any 
wore dresses against (he conçany law (hat required all wanaiwodoas to wear slacks. Asecretaiyat 
Ford said (hat "(hey want to feel like ladies."  ^ According to a survey done by ScWasdc in October of 
1942, (hose high school students who were against female students in pants thought the femininity was 
(he primary (hing to consider in women's appearance. A student fmm Connecticut said (hat girls 
should endure the cold weather "Gar beauty's sake." Some others were against girls in pants, because 
girls did not lode feminine in pants and, therefore, (bey would not receive "consideration" from men. 
Son# of those who agreed to girls'pants emphasized practical reasons such as enduring cold weather or 
saving stockings. However; for other students, how women looked in pants was important. They 
said "yes" to women's pants, only for (hose women who looked good in (hem.^  "How women look" 
was impoamtto many students whether they were cons or pros to women's pants. Overall, traditional 
femininity; often represented with skirts, was still an important character for American women. 
In response# (be social demand for femininity; the Bureau of Home Economics of (he 
Department of Agdcultme offered advice (hat "women's work clothes should be pretty as well as 
practical" A culotte was suggested for (hose women "who wanted work clothes (o look like a dress."* 
The Women's Bureau also was "very careful not to make any over-all recommendations even for such 
fundamentals as (he question whether women workers should wear trousers or skirts."  ^
During Wbdd War IL many women served as soldiea in the official military branches. The 
Women's Army Auxiliary Corps (WAAQ, which was later changed to (he Women's Army Corps 
(WAQ, was established in May 1942, and 140,000 women including the number of women saved in 
the WAAC or (he WfAC during World War IL Some WAACs and WACs even served overseas. The 
Women Accepted for \blunteer Emergency Service (WAVES) of (he Navy and (he women's Coast 
Chiard(SR\Rs)also started to (rain about 100,000 and 13,000 women each in 1942 The Marine 
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Corps Women's Reserve (MCWR) was established in 1943, and attracted 23,000 women. Some 
1,000 women also served in die Women Airfbrce Service Pilots (WASP) dining the Second World 
Wan  ^ Women's military brandies met the challenge of bad rumors and public criticisms. For 
example, the public suspected that the WACs were organized to provide sexual pleasure to male soldiers, 
whik many otheK thought women in the army were mannish or mostly lesbians. To overcome this 
social suspidon and criticisms, women in the WACs wexe often depicted as asexual, modest and well 
educated. Moreover, the WACs women were often scrutinized in terms of sexual orientation and 
dates.^  Therefore, uniform désignas for the women's military had to consider the complex social 
conditions and needs of the time. Mainbochertned to combine limnninity and practicality inhis 
uniform designs for WAVES which was eventually adopted by the SPARs later; the outdoor uniform 
consisted of atailoredjacket and a six-gore skirt, and the summer working uniform of aseersucker dress 
with a jacket/* The uniform designs had to convince the public that women in the army did not lose 
traditional femininity. 
The emphasis on women's traditional femininity can also be found in off-duty garments. 
Women who wore masculine garments during the day at their weak were urged to wear feminine 
garments of wok in the evening. It was believed that feminine evening gowns would "go a long way 
toward bolstering up the nxaale of the service man on leave or the overworked business man who keeps 
the wheels of industry at top speed." Three major American designers, Jean Scblumlœger, Lilly 
Daché and Vakntina insisted that "men in service when on leave wanted to get away from the military 
influence,'' and it was women's ''responsibility'' to entertain these men with their feminine gowns in the 
evening/* A spring fashion show given in Los Angeles for retail store buyas also displayed feminine 
garments with "ruffles, flounces, flowers and frills." The show stylist explained that "the women have 
to do their part to take the attention of their menfblks away from their more serious duties.' ^  An article 
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in Fedximy of 1943 issue in directly indicates that womaiweie "dressing 
to please the men this seascm, and no doubt aboutit!'^  & was women's responsibility to entatain men, 
despite tbe fact that some of these women woe died with their all-day weak in industries, ofEces, and 
voluntary jobs. 
In addidon, it was reported that women were eager to adopt female costume after work, being 
tired of their masculine wok garments. A fianak fashion editor for 77# L%?/UigksE«PM!f#r said in 
1944 that the readers of her section were ' ïnore interested in the feminine type of fashions than ever 
before," because women readers asked for more infbmaadon on faninine dresses introduced in her 
section.^  77# also told that "aAaagd has wœn trousers all day cm Ae 
assembly line, Wien the whistle blows she wants to hustle into something soft and feminine."  ^ It is 
possible that women would have felt tired of masculine garments in the workplaces, and wanted to adopt 
feminine garments off (he duty. However, it is also possible that social encouragement to wear 
faninine garments after work must have influenced women to demand such styles. 
Since many Americans still believed that tradidonal femininity was important for women, 
American society was not absolutely tolerant of women's pants. FenMe students in Abraham Lincoln 
Higfi School in Brooklyn had to strike against the rule banning slacks in their school/* Gidsin 
Knoxvilk Junior High School in Rttsbuigb also protested against aban on slacks. The school allowed 
girk to wear slacks "pmviding the fad does not create distractions."*  ^ The school superintendent 
regarded the popularity of slacks among the students as afad, which was a passing trend. In alocal 
court in Nashville, Tennessee, ajudge ordered women witnesses not to wear slacks in his court A 
woman witness was sent home to change to a skiit.^  In addition, a person complained in his letter to 
77# AW IbntTm#? that women were consuming more material by wearing pants which the person 
thought did not become women, especially those with big hips. He demanded that the government 
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"put them back in skirts where they belong," in order to "mount the saving of material to something."  ^
Afalher of a 15-year-old girl also wrote to Mew IbftTrniec that he spanked his daughter wi(h a 
hairbrush for appealing in dungarees in front of his guests. He said that his daughter "has been alovely 
gid ever since."  ^ Women's pants weœ not Gee fmm social criticism. While the Commerce 
Department predicted the more widespread wearing of pants after the war, some parts of America did 
not want to accept women in pants as a long-term trend. 
In sum, the shortage of labor required many women to take tradidaial male jobs in fKtones, 
farms aid military services. The women's gender role was changing due to social conditions. Uns, 
along with the necessity of conservadon, influenced women to adopt masculine garments; dressing in 
college men's clothes such as nght-buHoned blazers, coats, shirts and other items famed a fashion trend 
among college women. As Ewen and Ewen explained, women needed simples masculine garments 
as their social participation increased. Therefore, their suggestion that women's simple, masculine 
garments symbolized women's increase of mobility definitely St the case of women's fashions during 
WbddWarE.^  However pmcticaHty was not the whole thing to consider in women's clothes. 
Traditional femininity and how women look wane still important in women's fashion for many 
Americans even during the war years when practicality and effectiveness should have been the primary 
consideration. EspeciaUy women's ofNuty garments weœ expected to be feminine, for (be reasoi that 
women have to cheer up men on vacation from (he military or who waked hard to keep American 
defense programs going. Theœ also were criticism and regulations which tried to ban women fmm 
wearing pants. An abrupt change in women's gender roles and increased adopdoi of trousers aroused 
social ambivalence about the definition of feminine images. Therefore, aides campaigned for 
traditional fhnininity in women's fashion. Many women themselves were not ready to adopt 
masculine garments, especially pants. As Foote and Arnold suggested, a new definition of femininity 
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seemed on the way to being established, with the change in gender roles.^  
Women's traditional role as homemakos was still important to many women. The female 
employment rale decreased from 36 percentin 1944 to 28 percent in 1947. According to aresearcher 
who interviewed a group of women who waked during the war and delivered babies in 1946,76 
percent oflbese women weœ eager to return home, quitting theirjobs after the war. A Census Bureau 
survey done in 1951 also revealed that 50 percent of women war workers believed that their primary 
responsibiHtiesweretotakecareoftheirhomes.^  Theiefac, it was without question that many 
women must have believed that women's clothes should be feminine. Even though fianininity was still 
important in women's fashion during the war years and many women retreated to their homes after the 
war, the social demand of practicality in women's day-time clothes during the war offered women the 
experience of comfort and practicality in simple masculine garments, especially pants. These 
experiences would not be forgotten and must have contributed to paving the way to adopt more pants 
after the wan 
Thrift and Conservation versus Extravagance 
As the United States entered the war after the Japanese attack on Bead Harbor in December of 
1941, Americans started to collect scraps of essential materials including rubber, paper and metaL  ^
Peopk had to turn in empty tubes to buy new toothpaste, while many dry deaneis required customers to 
return metal hangers.^  As previously mentioned, rubber, fuel and fabric conservation orders went into 
efkcL Tbe rubber conservadon order was announced in December of 1942, and corset manufacturers 
had to use minimal rubber in the fburxlation garments/* In late Apnl of the same year; the War 
Production Board reduced the anx%mt of rubber which could be used in undergarments such as corsets, 
girdles, combinations, and brassieres by 50 percœt to extend the undergarment production for eight to 
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nine rrxmthsbeyorxi existing stocké 
According to fabric conservation order L-85 issued in April of 1942, unit pricing was restricted, 
sleeves such as balloon, dolman or leg-of-mutkm sleeves were banned, and (Mails including cuffs, wool 
pockets and flaps, wool linings, hoods, hem, belt and sash width were restricted. However the sweep 
and length of skirts, dresses, coats, and j ackets remained within the average measure presented before the 
order was issued.^  The em^iasis of the was primarily cm fabric ccmsavation, but also cm 
maintaining the presmt mode of fashion in order to avoid great changes of wardrobes.^  h addition, 
Mrs. Roosevelt oicouragedAmaicans to "use their ingenuity" to maintain fashionableness.^  
Desigi^arxlmanufkAu  ^promised to coopaak with the Production Board to exhibit creativity 
to provide Americans with fashionable garments which would "make contribution to maintaining the 
morale of the American people."  ^ The fabric conservation order on women's fashion created a so-
called "duration silhouette" which was praised to be "sleek, slim, functional and expressive of active 
American womanhood.'^  Designer such as Norman Nordl, Nettie Rosenslein, Jo Copeland,Adele 
Simpson, Claire McCardell, Mollie Pamis, and Hannah Troy presented garments which saved more 
fabœ than demanded. Dirndl skirts changed to have tmusa^jeats; peg-tops and baoel-sh^ed 
skirts were rqilaced by sheath skirts; sleeves were even shorter, and street-sweeping evening gowns 
almost disappeared in their designs.^  As the fabric shortage intensified, fabric limitadon order L-85 
was amended in 1943, and the fahaicyarda  ^permitted to each clodiing item was ti^itmed in general to 
maintain the. «WpiatecWhing supply. MorespeciGcrestnctions wereimposed on details such as 
collars, ruSles, reveres, pockets, and flaps. Even maternity and childrm's wear wae regulated. Hie 
outcome of this revision was the "pmcil slim silhouette" whidi was slimmer and sin^)ler than the 
previous one.^  
In additim to the government restrictkms on Mine usage, womm woe urged to remodel or 
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mend their clothes. As pœviously mentioned, a stenographer at the Colorado statehouse made asuit 
out of her boy friend's sport suit, and she influenced her companion at work to turn her husband's pants 
into has. This stay was reported in Tones to encourage other women to do home 
sewing.^  77# Mew IbrkT&nes also announced abeginning of asewing class sponsored by 
Bloomingdale's.^  magazine introduced a lew ways to make accessories such as belts, pins, 
buttons, and lapel ornaments arxi to mend old dresses with scraps from the ragbag.^  Afashkmshow 
sponsored by the War Savings Staff and the Ttaphagen School of Fashion featured chic remodeled 
clothes made from old clothes, tablecloth, curtains, upholstery, and bedspreads.^  A clothing specialist 
in the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics presented a few practical clothes designs and 
ways to make these clothes at horned American Women's \bluntary Services sponsored a fashion 
show called "Remake Clothes Revue" in May of 1944, and received praise from Mrs. Roosevelt and 
New%rkCityMayorLaGuardia.^  h October; Amencan Women's \bluntary Services also 
sponsored a contest which awarded recognition to 14 stores for best window display on clothes 
conservation. TTœ three main categories of the contest weœ "best windows promoting remade clothes, 
best windows promoting sew, serve and save, including war bonds, best patriotic appeal window 
including clothing conservation theme." The pnzes were given in war bonds.** In addition, leftover 
yams, old sweaters arKicottm stockings were reknitted to produce new garments, bobby sox, house 
slippers, and accessories.*  ^
It was not only important to conserve fabric by remodeling or mending the old clothes, but 
also by selecting durable pieces in the first place. Theœfcme, when women were shopping, it was also 
emphasized to buy a style of clothes that would last longen  ^ However; by the mid-1944, clothing 
quaHty was very poor due to the restricted material and the labor shortage caused by the migration of 
labor from the low waged textile and apparel industry to the higher waged war industries. For this 
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reason, clothing experts urged women to remodel clothes that were two to three years old tor better 
quality results.^  
As the whole country made efforts to conserve fabrics, companies which violated L-85 seem 
to have been raie. Only one case of violation was reported in 77# Mew in 1943. An 
apparel firm named Angeles Apparel Company of Los Angeles made 2000 pieces of women's lounging 
robes violating the sweep limitation. The company was not permitted to sell the pieces until they woe 
amended to meet the regulation, and was not allowed to produce any lounging wear for the next three 
months.^  No other report on the violation of government conservation order was found in 77# Mew 
Kv&T&na; until May 1945, when (he War PmductionBoardfound many advertisements displaying 
garment designs, such as dolman-sleeved clothes, which were restricted in L85.** 
Tbpœvent soaring prices due to the expected material shortage as the war wait on, the U.S. 
government also issued pace control through the OfBce of Price Administration. However when the 
war was heading toward its œd in May of 1945,13 Manhattan women's clothes manufacturas were 
found to violate (he pace limitation order. They were charged of $66,337 by the OfBce of Price 
Administralion for the violation.^  The government demanded strict obedienœ to derestricting orders 
until the war's end 
Whik most of the manufacturer weœ willing to follow the government orders for 
conservation and pice control, people were spending money more than eva" on shopping. With the 
start of Wbdd War H, more jobs were created in the defense industry, and the total employment rate 
began to increase. Therefore, the disposable income increased from $92 billion in 1941 to $ 151 billion 
in 1945. The greatest increase in disposable income took place betweai 1941 and 1942. Personal 
income irxzeasedthrwghout the war years due to the increase of average working hours and not 
primarily due to the increase ofwages, since wages were limited to 15 percent increase over the January 
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1,1941 level to prevent inflation. With the increase of income, consumption expenditures also rose 
between 1940 and 1945.* Therefore, the War Production Board announced in 1943 that (he previous 
year was'*pmved to be the largest purchasing year in the country's history." The War Production 
Board found the reason for (he increased consumption in insufficient conservation campaigns.^  hi 
addition, more people were buying high-pdced garments and shoes, searching for better quality goods 
during (he war years, and, accordingly, fewer manufacturers turned out lower-priced products. The 
War Production Board and (he Office of Price Administration recognized the presence of (he low-
income group and encouraged manufacturers to produce inexpensive goods.* Manufacturers, in 
general, seemed to have promoted more spending by providing consumes with higher-pnced level 
goods, while they weœ superficially obeying (he government regulations in terms of fabric usage and 
price control 
Conservation and thrift was emphasized out of necessity during Wbdd War II in (he United 
Stales. The government encouraged fabric conservation by imposing regulations on the fabric usage in 
women's fashion, In addition, women weœ urged to look for quality rather than quantity in shopping, 
and remodeling and maiding wee encouraged Many désignas helped to save more fabric voluntarily; 
and most manufacturers obeyed (he fabric and price limitation orders with a few exceptions. However, 
Americans were spending more money (han ever on purchasing goods during the war years. Some 
reasons for more spending could be found in disappearance of low-priced products and poor quality in 
garments, which encouraged consumers to look for better quality ones in (he higher-price level, while it 
can be infixed that Americans must have inclined to spend more money with the increase of income. 
Overall, women's shorter and narrower style of fashion rarely provoked public controversy 
during Wbdd War H. Wbmen had narrow choice of styles, due to (he government restrictions imposed 
on clothes styles. The patriotic mood of the time appears to have influenced the rarity of controversies 
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about the abbreviation in women's dresses. Moreover, clothing styles were not very different from the 
mes before L-85 was issued. Since the controversies on exposure of calves, necks and arms almost 
disappeared in the primary sources in the second half of the 1920s, it can be inferred that Amencan 
society became fàmiliarwith women exposingthese parts of the body in the 1940s. On the other hand, 
numerous controversies about women's trousers were found dining the period. Traditional feminine 
images weœ stiH important for many Americans, despite the demmd of functionality in garments during 
the war Women's role in the society changed due to the war, but people weœ not ready to accept 
women's new roles. In addition, many Americans were willing to conserve fabrics by mending, 
remodeling and making accessories 60m scraps during the period. The durable quality of clothes was 
also emphasized. However, the quality of lower-paced products was poor, and manufactures woe 
reluctant to produce clothes in lower pace levels. lathis reason, Americans had to spend more money 
on clothes to obtain better quality products. 
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5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 
I discussed the controversial issues about Amencan women's fashion in relation to women's 
lives between 1920 and 1945. M interpreting the changing meanings of fashion from the controversies 
during (he period, fashion theories discussed by Blumez; Sproles, Davis, and Kaiser; Nagasawa and 
Hutton were most useful. The researdi results wiU be summarized and integrated in light of the fashion 
Aeories proposed by tksesdiolars. 
The 1920s 
Wœnoi in the 1920s had difkrent life st)ies6omwomm in the pasL The number of 
working women increased, and more women gained economic power in the 1920s. While the number 
of women in domestic services decreased, the number of women in offices, industry, public schools and 
service trades weœ greater in (he 1920s than in earlier American history/ The number of female 
students graduating from high schools and colleges rapidly increased since the late nineteenth century, 
and these women were more likely to enter female dominant professions such as nursing and teaching 
after graduation? Most of these working women in the 1920s were single, and usually left theârjobs 
after marriage. However, the rmmber of mamed women, especiaHy middle-class married women, in 
the work force irxaeased throughout the decade. According to some scholars, these women used birth 
control information to have fewer children, and could complete their house wodc faster due to the mass 
production of electric house keeping appliances? Moreover, the nineteenth amendment endowed 
women with the right to vote. Wbmm gained formal political power in 1920. Women continued to 
make efforts to gain political justice after winning suffrage, even though their main interests were 
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somewhat divided. 
In addition, many women had differentaltitudes in the 1920s. Many women, especially 
young women,in the 1920s were voy&ankabouttheirfeelingsandideas. These women would not 
become slaves of social convœtion and challenged existing societal standards by drinking, smoking, 
engaging petting with men, and actively participating in sports. With the influence of Sigmund Freud, 
many young men and women talked openly about sex, and they believed it was natural to express sexual 
desires. The increased production of closed cars provided young men and women more privacy to 
enjoy a sexual relationship? 
In addition to the change in many women's social-economic status, attitude and life style, there 
also wee revolutionary changes in women's fashions in the 1920s. Women wore simple, loose, 
tubular dresses which exposed their calves. There also were dress designs which exposed women's 
arms, necks and upper breasts. By the late 1920s, some women even went around barefoot during (he 
summec Women's body exposing, abbreviated fashion caused social criticism. Moreover, the public 
tried to impose regulations cm women's body exposing fashion through authorized institutions such as 
local and stale governments, working places, churches, schools, law courts, and jails. According to 
Nystmm, many people "become accustomed to the conditions under which they live, the implements 
that they use, the procedure of getting along with other people, and change makes readjustment 
necessary, increases embanassment and causes additional labor and thought." Therefore,"mostpeople 
dread changes." He went on to e^lain that customs were supported by'%e formal institutions of 
society" including religion, government and law, while education "works both against and in favor of 
custom" The emphasis in schook on scientific solutions to overall problems trained the young to 
challenge custom. However; the established cumculum, relationship among teachers and students, 
fixed types of sports, and many other things were "dominated by custom.'^  Interestingly, resistance 
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fcmdin the primary sources was mostly hompeopk in fomaalinstitutions. No doubt that the 
importance of customs in these institutions parallels the resistance against the body exposure in women's 
fashion. 
Generally, regulations and criticisms from these social institutions woe legitimized by 
emphasizing the fact that women woe following the fashion tyranny, concentrating on their outer locks 
and neglecting the importance of spintual things in their lives. h addition, women's body exposure 
had to be restricted, because it was assumed to arouse men's sexual desire which was believed to be 
inqpossible to control by mm themselves. Therefore, women who exposed their bodies were regarded 
as sexuaHy promiscuous, and deserved to be criticized and regulated. The irony was that women's 
sexuality was commercially exploited, while die society was trying to impose regulations on women's 
body exposure. The fira annual Miss America Pageant, which included abalhing suit contest, begun 
in 1921, was promoted byahotel businessman for his profit, and women's bodies were objectified in 
advertisements as elongated, dramatized and sexualized.^  
However; women would not give up hygienic merits and comfort. Women protested against 
lengthened skirts in 1922,1923,1928 and 1929, and protested against the regulations imposed on their 
dress. In return, society began to recognize the change in Amaican womanhood, and could not fully 
justify (heir reasons for regulating or cntkizing women's fashion. Moreovo; according to Nystrom, 
Americans were aware of %e democratic ideal of equality or at least of equality of opportunity taught in 
schools, by (he press, and from the pulpit and platform," and the individual rights to select their own 
wardrobe could not be ignored/ Therefore, bare-legged women could not be regulated in the pœsence 
of sockless men in Kansas,^  and Cardinal Hayes was hesitant to approve of any formal restrictions cm 
women's fashion which he believed was "such a personal matter"* In addition, women teachers 
protested against regulatkms imposed on their dress ,^ and afemale principal who powdered her nose 
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and wore up-to-date dress was approved by the parents and did not have to resign in California. ^ ^  
Rappers in Somerset, Pennsylvania could potest against the Parent Teachers Association's decision to 
regulate abbreviated attire, emphasizing themselves as "free-bom Americans,"  ^ which connoted their 
rights of expressing personal taste in fashion as citizens with women's access to su&age. A lady who 
was arrested at the Zion City train station was brave enough to tell the police: ' When you pay fix my 
clothes you can tell me what to wean"  ^ These examples are clear evidence of women's challenge to 
the social convention regarding body exposure and abbreviation in women's fashion, along with the fact 
that women in general continued to wear the popular style of the time. 
Amencan society in the 1920s was going through rapid urbanization and technological 
development along with the change in women's life style and attitudes. According to Marchand, the 
rapid social change during the penod created "deep anxiety about social discadef'such as the corruption 
oftiadhional moral standards and patriarchal family life/* The social resistance against women's body 
exposure can be understood as oœ of the phenomena which resulted from the societal &ar of change 
and disorder: As Ewen and Ewen suggested, women's body exposure represented changes in 
women's life styles and their challenge to social conventions.^  They feared women's body exposure 
as a symptom of changing definition of womanhood, which might cause social change and disorder: 
While there were many résistas against the body exposure in women's fashion, there also 
weie people who defended the style. The healthiness and practicality in women's newfashion was one 
of the pnmary reasons for (he defaiders of the new mode to encourage women to continue wearing the 
new style of fashion. Some defenders recognized the change in women's attitude and thought reflected 
in women's clothing choices. One of the defenders pointed out that the public fear of moral decline in 
womm's fashion duimg the period was ameans to maintain the patriarchal society. However; some 
others regarded the new style of clothing as afad, while others recognized the possibility of the change in 
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societal expectation of women's proper way of dressing. Many defenders believed that women's 
fashion during the period wasjustachange in manners and not adecline in morality. 
As many women's life styles and attitudes changed, they must have felt what Davis called 
"collective identity ambivalence."  ^ In relation to Kaiser; Nagasawa and Button's symbolic 
intaactionist theory of fashion, women's body exposing fashions of the time could be understood as a 
representation of women's identity ambivalence. The coexistence of resislers and defenders of the style 
suggests thai the ambiguous meanings of the style were going through aprocess of social negotiation.^  
Therefore, establishment of a new dress code was on die way with the change in social conventions 
about women's body exposure. As some of the defenders insisted, society would no longer assign 
negative meanings to women's body exposure in fashion as they become accustomed to it. This idea 
also aligns with Sproles's discussion on aesthetic perspectives of fashion adoption, and Lind and Roach-
Higgins's findings According to Sproles, a new fashion trend - which can be the styles exposing more 
ofwomen's bodies-is formed as the perceivers become familiar with anew mode as they are exposed 
to it repeatedly.^  Lind and Roach-Kggins also fburd that liberd social-political attitude assigned to 
certain styles of fashion somewhat lost its meanings in liberal universities where many students adopted 
the style without being affiliated with liberal social-political attitudes/* In a similar way, women's body 
exposing fashion would not convey the meanings of immodesty as more people adopted the style of 
fashion as time went on. However, people do not adopt anew mode just because they become used to 
it As Blumer suggested, the new styk has to meet "the developing taste" of the time.* The increase 
in women's sodal participation, and many women's frankness and challenge to social conventions 
would have formed a collective taste which enforced women to adopt body exposing styles of fashion 
against the social taboo. 
The change in American womanhood also seemed to have influenced women's adoption of 
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the "boyish" style of dress, and some women's adoption cf knickerbockers, in the 1920s. Women's 
tubular dresses, which de-emphasized women's traditional body curves, required skinny women with 
flat breasts as the stereotype of fashionable women. Many women cut their hair shot and wore small 
cloches. Pass fburd meanings of liberty and sexual allure in short hair styles of the time.^  This 
immature image with the shout skirts made women look active. The traditional passive feminine image 
was challenged in the mainstieam fashion during the period. Ewen and Ewen recognized women's 
increased mobility reflected in women's simple boyish fashion in the 1920s.^  John Simon also 
regarded the boyish lode of the period as a reflection of women's increased freedom in the public sphere 
ard their desire for sexual equality  ^ These scholars recognized the change in womanhood which must 
have set "the developing new taste" during the period?* Therefore, when the mature styles with 
emphases on women's contours came back to women's fashion in the late 1920s, many women opposed 
the style for its symbolic meaning of women's social restrictions and passiveness.^  
However, physical attractiveness and marriage were still important to many American women 
during the period. Women had to attain fashionAk slim figures through diet, exercise, and body 
controlling undergarments. Cosmetics arxl facial exercises we# advertised for those who felt (he strain 
to look younger with the popularity of immature lode. The youthful look became a new ideal of 
femininity. Therefore, Doan insisted that the boyish fashicmofthe time was just an imitation of 
masculinity rather than a challenge to traditional femininity, since women's priority was to be attractive 
in the boyish fashion.^  In addition, Arnold found symbolic ambiguity in the boyish style of fashion of 
the time. She suggested that the immature boyish silhouette represented the burgeoning change in 
womanhood toward "dynamic fanininity" &om traditional femininity.^  Therefore, the boyish fashion 
not only met the changing taste of the time which experienced the change in womanhood, but also 
implied women's ambivalence about their social status and gender roles.^  
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hadditior^thaewaeeSœtstopromoteknickabockasinthe 1920s. Some women woie 
knickabockas on the streets and in ofBces, while most women who adopted knickerbockers wore than 
as leisure wear or sports wear The public criticized and tried to restrict women in knickerbockers. It 
could be presumed from the primary sources that many people 6k threats from knickabockers' 
connotation of change in gender relations which fbrmaiy sustained the preexisting social ordet  ^
Sinœ trousers had been adopW by many feminists in the past, knickerbockers also reminded people of 
feminism and women's challenge to male authority.^  Moreover some feared women's acquisition of 
male traits such as corruptibility and aggressiveness and the loss of purity, submissiveness, and 
domesticity  ^ These all point to Marchand's suggestion of "deep anxiety about social disorda" such as 
the corruption of traditional moral standards and patriarchal family life, in the era of changing 
womanhood and rapid urbanization and industrialization within the society.^  Therefore, the public 
demanded women to keep traditional femininity However, the social expectation regarding feminine 
images was slowly changing with women adopting more fbrmedy masculine garments in the lata 
period. As scholars including Foote and Ewen and Ewen suggested, the change in feminine images 
wit women's adoption of trousers can partly be understood as a byproduct of change in women's life 
style, attitude and genda roles,^  which also can be justified by Bluma's collective selection theory in 
terms of "developing tastes."* In otha words, the change in women's life style, attitude and genda 
roles must have set the taste among some women to adopt knickeibockas. The controversies about 
women's knickabockeis also reflected the existence of ambivalence and social negotiation of meanings 
in femininity in the era of changing womanhood.^  
American society had a tradition of frugality which was influenced by the urban bourgeois 
protestant ethic. Howeva; more women could buy fancy clothes such as silk dresses and hosiery in the 
1920s, due to economic prosperity and women's increased economic powa: As King suggested in his 
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mass-market Aeory of fashicm adoption, industrial development also made a variety of garments 
available in each pice level in the apparel market.* \bblen discussed at the end of the nineteenth 
caitury that the leisure class tried to display their social and economic success through expaisive, 
elaborate, and up-to-date fashion.^  In this research, theœ was rmevidenœ of women displaying their 
husbands' social-economic status, as \&blen insisted. However, as mote women gained economic 
powa and were away from their homes to weak in the cities, these women were less likely to display the 
social-economic status of their families. In addition, mpid modernization and booming economic 
development of American society in the early twentieth century enabled women in social classes other 
than the leisure class to also pursue extravagance in fashion during the 1920s. Many Amencan women 
enjoyed selecting their wardmbeslmm the ampk amount of apparel produced in factories in the 1920s. 
Amencan women had pride in being the best-clothed women in the world. Many American women 
wanted to look as attractive as possible in fancy and quality garments in the 1920s. There wae voices 
in the public which emphasized the importance of ecommic modesty in women's fashion against many 
women's interests in the material environment. Howeva, many women continued to wear fancy 
clothes while the American economy prospered, challenging the old convention of thrift and 
conservation. The decline of keeping the tradition of frugality somewhat paralleled the secularization 
of Amencan society. Cbnsumpdon and extmvagarœweœ even welcomed during the Depression in 
orda to bring back economic prosperity. 
Overall, those who criticized women's fashion for body exposure and challenging traditional 
feminine images Airing the period, mainly found the bases of women's challenge to social conventions 
in consumerism, the increased independence of the young and the increase in women's political power 
Marchand suggested the characteristics of modan society not only as ' "urban" but also as "youthfulness, 
mobility, optimism, and tolerance fix diversity and speed of change.'^ * The rapid change of styles and 
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strategic pmmodœ of sales, Ik change in urban middle-class family structure, and women's suf&age 
definitely parallel Marchand'scharactenstics of modem society in the 1920s. Thoefbre, it is clear that 
people Wio cnticized women's fashion during the period did not wholly favor the modernization of 
Amencan society. They feared the disruption of the existing social structures which the modernization 
would bring with women's challenge to social conventions. As Nystrom suggested, these people must 
have found comfba in the preexisting social system^* which emphasized traditional gender roles and 
women's physical and mental modesty. However; women continued to challenge the social 
convention as their life styles, attitudes and gender roles changed over the time. 
The 1930s 
With increased unemployment during the Depression, the government tried to create 
employment through constructing or improving recreational services such as camps, picnic grounds, 
trails, and swimming pools. Amusement parks pmvided similar facilities to attract the mass of 
unemployed people far the payment of a low admission fee.* In addition, with more recreation 
facilities available during the period, leisure wear such as halters, skats, and abbreviated bathing suits 
caught public attention on the East Coast, while women's mainstream fashion of lengthened skirts and 
emphasis cm women's contours received almost no criticism 
Public criticism of bathing suits famed a theme from the primary sources, as women's 
bathing suits grew more dose-fitted to the body and more body exposing, with wider armholes and low-
cut backs. However, it could be observed that bare-legs and short socks were no longer criticized in the 
1930s. Restrictions on women's abbreviated bathing suits almost disappeared from primary sources by 
the late 1930s. As Sproles suggested from an aesthetic perspective, people might have become familiar 
with the styles of bathing suits which displayed more of women's bodies, as they were repeatedly 
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exposed to (be styles.* Body exposure in abbreviated bathing suits no longer implied the meaning of 
immodesty as time went on. 
Another theme to be recognized regarding body exposure in women's fashion was halters and 
shorts. Halters and shorts seem to have been popular among some women on beaches andin 
mountains. Halters and shorts, not to mention bathing suits, were banned cm streets, especially on the 
EastCoasL However some on the East Coast began to acknowledge the freedom in clothing selection 
with the change in social convention, and halters and shorts were permitted on the streets in these areas. 
The ordinances banning bathing suits, shorts, and halters in the public places outside the beach implied 
that more women grew daring in exposing more of their bodies in public places on the East Coast. 
This also reflected (he trend toward "more flexibilities in social customs" and less occasion-specific 
clothing behavior during (he period. Payne, Winakor and Farrell-Beck pointed out the influence of 
sportswear in trends toward less occasion-specific clothing with the increase of "leisure time and 
mobility ' in the first half of the twentieth century.^  In line with Davis and Kaiser, Nagasawa and 
Hutton,^  the controversies about women's body exposure in bathing suits, halters, and shorts 
demonstrated the existence of ambivalence about the proper amount of body exposure to be allowed on 
different occasions, and the social negotiation process ofestablishing a new dress code. The gradual 
disappearance of discussions ami reports on restricting bathing suits, shorts and halters by the late 1930s 
represented the change in societal expectations about body exposure, as society became accustomed to 
more exposure of bodies in women's fashion/* The ambivalence was resolved in favor of more 
exposure. 
The United States went through economic hardship in the 1930s, due to the economic 
depression. Many people lost their jobs during this period. However; women lost comparatively 
fewer jobs (ban mai, mainly due to (he segregation of labor force. Consequently, the proportion of 
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women in the labor force increased slightly between 1930 and 1940. Among women waters, the 
proportion of married women also increased from 28.8 percent to 35 peicent between 1930 and 1940. 
Many women held traditional women's jobs such as domestic service, primary education, ckncal and 
social service jobs. Thesejobs were kss affected by the economic depression.^  In addition, many 
women waked for the government in the New Deal These women formed a network centering 
around Mrs. Roosevelt to bring out their concerns in social welfare, education, and health.* However; 
working women, especially married women, were criticized fx stealing jobs from mm who were 
believed to be the pdmary breadwinners in Amencan society during the period. Singk women were 
also against mamed women workers. Even the government issued the Economy Act in 1932 declaring 
that both spouses could not work far the government Since men woe regarded as the pdmary 
breadwinners, this order can be interpreted as a government intention to reduce the number of married 
women in the government.*  ^ Therefore, women's traditional gender rok as housekeepers and 
caretakers was emphasized. 
Tension between femininity and masculinity was found in women's fashions in the 1930s. 
As women's contours were somewhat emphasized in their fashions, "foundation garments" - which 
woe also referred to as corsets - woe adopted by many women. These foundation garments were 
usually made fiom elastic material such as Lastex, and women could even zip themselves up in them. 
Advertisers assured consumers that these foundation garments provided women with support and 
comfort. The active promotion of foundation garments appears to have influenced women to adopt the 
garment with its increased comfort in elastic material. However; the public would not have accepted 
the foundation garment along with the mainstream fashion which emphasized women's contours, if it 
did rxX meet the taste of the time. The paralleling phenomena between women's contours controlled 
by foundation garments and the social atmosphere which emphasized women's traditional gender roks 
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and images can be understood in light of Bluma's collective selection theory/* The social 
atmosphere seems to have partially influenced the collective tastes of the time for women to adopt the 
style of fashion that demanded the control of their bodies by foundation garments. 
Other controversies were found in women's masculine garments. Broad shoulders could be 
observed in women's fashion in the 1930s. However; broad shoulders contrasted with small waists and 
slim hips, and became part of anew ideal fanininily of the time.* In the 1930s, sane women also 
began to wear trousers on the streets as well as in resent areas. Pants such as slacks, pajamas and shorts 
replaced the knickeitxxkers of the 1920s. I%n stars including Katherine Hepburn and Madene 
IXetrich influenced the public in adoption of trousers. These women looked sexually alluring in 
mannish attire, because tight fitting jackets revealed body curves, and mannish clothes contrasted with 
'"feminine hairdos and makeup."  ^
However; the public and women in general were not ready to accept woman's trousers, 
especially cm streets. The public resisted women's trousers and emphasized femininity even in 
trousers for leisure. As more women were waking due to their husbands or fathers' unemployment, 
many unanpbyed mm lost their authority as head of families. These men were threatened by women 
in trousers who seemed to them to be challenging male authority. Women's trousers were criticized fx 
challenging the existing social convention that required women to be women and mm to be men. 
Historically, women in trousers had been ridiculed and attacked within Amencan society since the 
introduction of bloomers, as was discussed previously. Peopk might have feared the change of 
relationship between mm and women, and ultimately the disruption of social order implied in women's 
trousers, and criticized women in trousers for being "ova assertive and unfanimne.'^  Howeva; it 
seems that women in trousers were no longer atypical in resort areas by the aid of the 1930s. 
Evm though women's adoption of trousers was confined to certain occasions, scholars 
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discussed the change in gender roles and definition of femininity implied in women's trousers as 
discussed above.^  This perspective can be justified by Blumer's collective selection theory with its 
concept of "developing tastes." According to Blumer's theory, the change in women's gender roles 
and social-economic status seems to have influenced some women to challenge social conventions and 
to adopt trousers during the period. The potentialfashionableness of trousers attracted film stars to 
wear them, evm though their tra&tionalfomninify was emphasized in trousers.^  In addition, in line 
with Davis and Kaiser, Nagasawa and Hutton again, the controversies about women's trousers 
represented the existence of ambivalence about gender-specific dress codes, and the social negotiation of 
what it means to be feminine.* 
During the Depression, the tradition of frugality was less important than creating more 
consumption in the efforts to bring back economic prosperity Therefore, the change in styles of 
women's fashion, which started in the late 1920s, met conflicting opinions on whether it would create 
moœ consumption or not. Some expected that the change in women's fashion with the lengthened 
skirts would create more demand in apparel and textiles, while others believed that the change would 
create seasonal depression in the apparel market. M both cases, the center of the discussion was to 
create more consumption. Therefore, extravagant clothing items such as fur coats were even 
wekxxned by Americans between 1935 and 1936, fix they represented improved economic conditions. 
However; there still were a few voices that condemned extravagance in women's fashion. They 
cnticized women's open sexual allurement in lavish attire, despite the social emphasis en women's 
appearances.^  h line with Arnold's view, women's open sexual allurement meant their improved 
social-economic status within the society during the period.* However, thrift and conservation were 
necessary to many women during the Depression, especially during the "New Depression," between 
1937 and 1938. 
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The 1940s 
As Wbdd War II began in 1939, many Americans opposed (he U.S. govemmœt's 
involvement in the war in Europe. However, many Americans wanted to help (he Allies (o win (he war, 
and the govemmmt provided essential products to the Allies. Therefore, ways to conserve essential 
materials, including fakic, were emphasized, even be&)reJ^)anese attacked Bead Harbor in Decanber 
of 1941. AAa the Urnted Stales aiteied (he war, (be government issued Lr85 regulations to impose 
restdcdons on fabnc usage on womai's wear The Lr85 regulations indicated maximum skirt laigth 
andsweep. As aresuk, women's fashkmsdudng (heperiod were dim and short-most daytime skirts 
were just below (he knee. However, (he slim, short fashions of the period did not draw much moral 
cdticism, because most of (he skirts had lengths that weœ already being worn before the restrictions wae 
announced. According (o Sproles's aesthetic perspectives in fashion adoption, Americans appear to 
have become accustomed to knee-lenglh skirts as they had been repeatedly exposed to that length.^  In 
addition, the patriotic social atmoq^heœ of (he time regarded abbreviated garments such as V-necks and 
shoitskirts-ifthey were not extreme-as patriotic, because they were understood as attempts to 
conserve fabdc. However, body closing summa garments such as haltas, shots, and bare-midrif& 
were still not acceptable as street wear in metropolitan New Yxk City and small-town Monahans, Tbxas, 
while they were acceptable in resort areas and in some other cities, including Cleveland. Fabnc 
conservation was vay important during Wbdd War II in the Uni(ed Stales. However, it seems (hat 
fabric conservation and wearing such abbreviated summer garments had little correlation during the 
period. Some communities weœ more conservative about the dress code, despite the factthataless 
occasion-specific dress code was on the way to bong established during the period. While some bnef 
garments worn during the summer were not fully acceptable in American society, it is clear that 
women's leg exposure in public places was no longer a sensation by the 1940s. 
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When the nation started to mobilize for the defense program in 1940, more women worked in 
the defense industries. Œthe two million women in the defense industry, more than halfworkedin the 
aircraft and shipbuilding industries. The govemmer# and business pmmotedastylish image of women 
represented as Rosie the Riveter to attract women to compensate for the manpower shoitage during the 
wan Rosie the Riveter was often featured in smart working pants, to promote working pants for 
women's safety and effectiveness in workplaces. In addition to slacks in workplaces, many women 
had to adept slacks due to rubber and fuel shortage, in order to keep themselves warm in cold weather 
By 1942,national trouser sales hadincreasedfive-fbM compared with the previous year  ^ Due to the 
social needs of practicality during the war years, even afashion trend to adopt masculine garments was 
formed. College women shopped in college men's stores, and women continued to add details inspired 
from men's garments. As Ewen and Ewem explained, women needed simpler; masculine garments as 
their social participation increased. Therefore, their suggestion that women's simple, masculine 
garments symbolized women's increase of mobility definitely fit the case of women's fashions during 
WbddWarH.* 
However, American society was not fully ready to accept masculine garments for women, 
even under the emergency situation. There were criticisms and regulations cm women's slacks during 
the period. Even women themselves demanded feminine garments such as skiits and dresses. 
Femininity was even demanded in women's working pants. High school students' opinions introduced 
in Sc&oWic in the Ml of 1942 revealed that most students were concerned with how women looked in 
pants.^  b addition, American society emphasized fhnininity in women's off-duty garments, in order 
to boost the morale of men in the military and business. Traditional fernininity was still important in 
American society. Therefore, many women returned home, leaving their work, while some others 
were forced to stop woddng after the war ended. Abrupt changes in women's gender roles must have 
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created ambivalence about (he definition of féminine image during the period. Again, the controversies 
about women's trousers reflect the existence of ambivalence and social negotiation of meanings of 
femininity  ^ Even though many women adopted pants out of necessity during the war and immunity 
was still important to women's fashion, women's experience of comfort and practicality in masculine 
garments during the war years must have contributed to more women's adoption of pants in later years. 
Celebrities, including Madame Chiang and Ingrid Bergman, who adopted trousers represented (he 
potential fashionableness of trousers in later years. Traditional feminine image was to be replaced with 
more active femininity, as womai crossed the gaida line to adopt masculine garmaits, as their social-
economic status and gender roles changed. 
Thrift and conseivadon was especiaHyanphaazed during Wbdd War H. Fabric 
conservation order Lr85 and its revision in 1943 resulted in the slim and short silhouette with restricted 
details. In addition to fabric conservation, shopping for quality goods, remodeling and mending were 
encouraged. Much infbrmadon on remodeling and mending was available, while theze were contests 
and fashion shows which introduced remodeled garments. Many désignas voluntarily helped to save 
more fabric, and most of manufacturas seem to have obeyed the fabric conservation orda issued by the 
government. However; American women wae purchasing more products than eva throughout the 
war years with their inoeased income. This may partly be due to the disappearance of low-pdced 
goods and (he decline in the qualily of garments which induced women to shop for betla quality 
garments in the higha-price levels. The social situation demanded thrift and conservation out of 
necessity during World WarlL Extravagance in women's fashim was restricted. Howeva; many 
American women wae ready to spend more cm clothes with economic prosperity afta the wan 
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Conclusion 
Overall, (be published accounts of controversies about American women's fashion between 
1920 and 1945 displayed (be diange in meanings offashions during (be period. The severe attacks on 
women'smainstreamfMnon of the 1920s weœmosdy contained in (he Grsthalf of the 1920s. Even 
thou i^ (he skirts were longer and women's body contours were emphasized in mainstream fashion in 
the laW920s,womm exposed more of their bodies by adopting leisure clothes such as more 
abbrevialed bathing suits, shorts and halters on the East Coast. Such body revealing leisure ckxhes 
received less criticism and restricticms as time went on. In addition, (he length of women's dresses 
grew sboiter in the second half of (be 1930s, ard reached below(he knee around 1940. Dueto 
government restndicms on fabric usage and styles, the length of womai's dresses stayed around (he knee 
(hrou^xiutWcddWarn. Wcmiœ'sreveaW legs were rardy subjected to public criticism during the 
wac hlinewiASproks, the rarity of ccmtroversies cm Aeskirtlaigthânce the late 1930s suggested 
thatAmerican society appears to have become used to women's leg exposure by that time.^  AsLind 
arxlRoadkHigginsc(mcluded,aca1ainst)ie loses its symbolic meanings as Aest^ ie becomes 
pmminœt.^  Wianen's body exposure lost its meanings as challaige to (be social ccmventicm with 
rrxarewomenadopdngbodyexposingclothesdunngthepenod. As some scholars suggested, 
wcmen'sadc^dcm of shcxt skirts and body exposure irrg i^ed (he increase of womm's mobility and 
improved sodal-ecammic status of womai The diange in wcxnanhood and womœ'sgmder roles 
aligned wi6 Blumer's "developing tastes" that served women to adopt the styles %tidi challenged the 
traditional standard of modesty in body exposure.^  
The deGnitimoffanininity also dhangedovorapenod of time, h (he 1920s, (he boyish 
s(yle of fashim became an ideal feminine image, while broad shoulders served as a part of fanininity 
with (he signrGcance of women's ccmtours in the 1930s. The liberal attitudes and life styles of women 
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in the 1920s ard social hostiHty toward working women in the 1930s do seem to be related to the ideal 
&minine images during these decades. As Blumer discussed inhis collective sdectionAecayAe ideal 
fianinine images of the time weœ adopted by many women, since they met the emerging taste of the 
time.^  In additkm, womm's increased social participation and economic power over this period, 
which appear to have influenced the tastes of the time, seem to be represented in some women's attempt 
to adopt bifimated garments, including knickerbockers, trouser suits, and pajamas in (he 1920s and the 
1930s. Scholars discussed the reMonship between changing gender roles and women's adoption of 
masculine garmmts during the period. However; it was not until (he United States entered Wbdd War 
II that many wommadc^ed trousers because of aprominent change in their wcxk roles. Deqntethe 
necessity of practicality rhiring the war, women in trousers received many criticisms, and femininity was 
even emphasized. Masculine garments were gradually integrated to the feminine image, as women's 
gender roles changed. 
h addition, American women enjoyed purchasing an ample amount of quality garments 
during the era of economic prosperity in the 1920s, despite some social criticisms cm extravagance and 
emphases cm the tradition of frugality. However; increase of consumption became a main interest of 
many Americans during the Depression, while conservation became a necessity to some women during 
the period and to most American women during World WarlL \tblen's ideas of conspicuous 
consumption of the leisure class no longer provided an understanding of clothing behavior of women 
between 1920 and 1945. The ample amount of garments in up-to-date fashion were available to 
women in different social-classes. Moreover, there was no evidence found in (he primary sources that 
women were mainly representing the social-economic status of their families. 
The accounts of controversies in 77# Mew Ibrk Times ard magazines during the period do not 
provide clear insights into the psychological reasons for each woman to adopt certain styles of fashions. 
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Therefore, it is impossible to identify whether individual women had certain identity ambivalence in the 
process of adopting new styles of fashion as Davis, and Kaiser, Nagasawa and Hutton insisted. 
However; the change in women's life styles, attitudes and gender roles demonstrated that woman and the 
public Airing the period certainly felt ambivalences about the issues on which the controversies centered, 
especially the issues related to body exposure andfemininby versus masculinity. Therefore, (be 
controversies about these issues suggested that anew dress code was on the way to being established 
through social negotiations of meanings in women's fashion, as Davis and Kaiser, Nagasawa and Hutton 
suggested. 
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